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to make ample provision for their enjoyment in the way of noise-making, since
so
many harmless paper-snappers, pop
guns, etc., are obtainable. A few decorations of flags, hunting, f’hiuese iantei ns.
and a little sort of programme for different parts of the day, wInch should include
the participation of father and mother,
will afford delight for them out of all
proportion to the small etlbri expended
lad their earliest recollections he associated with the Fourth of July as we
children of a larger growth remember it
the best festival in the " hole year, the
antic:
peculiar flavor of it most

fKKMs. 1 u ad vanee, $ 2.00 a year;
.fat the expiration of the

n
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occasion. Few boys of the ages with
which babyhood is especially concerned
should be entrusted with fireworks; but
it would he little less than cruel to expect
them to stand aloof from all the celebrations of the day which their older brothers
and sisters and neighbors enter into. It
; is worthy of a little study and forethought
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| probably beat any town in tin* country.
! Tl.Jumbo ox,” sired by tbc thorough
bred Durham, Duk of l.eneva, irmerly
owned by ivter Ayer,

Ksq.. Freedom,
Unity, nod owned

bred by Mr. (diver of
for something m* re than three years past
by K. A. l'i-k and Isaac orbertou, is, so
tar as I am no imed. t!ie hugest ox in
tlie United Males, and perhaps the largest one. if not the heaviest that was ever
aised in tlie country.
His appearance
is more that ol an elephant than an ox :
his length from tlie end of tlie nose to tieup o! ilit? tail being 15 feet: length of
lioviy from centre u! horns, I1 feet and an
inch oi tun ; height, Dj hands; girth,
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cities, hut the pluiuest
living are more often

in

tates ot healthful

defiance in the country.

not,set ai

Hi

is this tin- case with

1,-pe -sally

regard

is in New Fngland, I hope she may
be shown at ;he next V
Fugiand Fair,
where I hope Mr. Orbertou vvill exhibit.
And last, though not least (of her age)
comes the Holstein heller, g.'t months oki.
owned and raised by J. .1 liollms, ab-mt
*>i leet in the line, a lemarkablv thick.
Iieavy built animal, standing I think,
wider cn her fore feel than any other
animal of her letigtli and height that I
ever saw.
if any otliei town in the
United Stales can l«Mt this record "I
Jumbo slock," please report in the
Maine I'armcr.
jr. S. A. in Maine

to

A.

ifieci) puls the case recently
in ii": i- t'-‘
igiiroLs fashion in tin- New
\ m k I ilmiie.
lie said :
The country with its blossoming orci-aitls aim fiagiant clover tieids is looked upon as the heaititiest place in which
to live, hut this is often a delusion. About
tin- lai
nuildii'g- have hi-en congregating fur perhaps Ail years a collection of
anneals at-.I men. a:.d unless unusual
in;
a.- Im-i-ii taken, tin-surroundbe gist such as cholera
ii.’s in i ke y a
ms would
throe upon, also those of
ai d typhoid.
: in :a
Prospect of
a
w I .-., those who
ought to know
say I-- i-i'!1 !iig this summer -should cause
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summer,

causing

soak under the foundation.- of the- a-i.se. „nd make a breeding
I know a back-yard
piaci- foi ii si a.that was t! ;g up to hi planted, not supp.. sing tin rc w. s anything objectionable,
upon exposure to the hot sun a
mbi- s-;
showing the coni! ticoil about buildings where

ciything
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source

dnnkmg-water, the great
'hull
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a

tlie dissemination

m

st

can

never

feel

Suppose
bi-s,-i with his present supply
m
:
sink t new well,
lie

i.

ih'' hi'tory of the place.
in."'- ;s 11 ithuig to prevcut his locals
in-1, a
p- mt decidedly
■i..ii-..-.
aing ti an out-house
: that m
have been located there
...-past, it is common practice to till
i] .-,.ch vaiiiis with earth w ithout retnoviig the foments, and remove the out-11.-.i- t" another
spot, this being found
;
t-».- tlie easiest method of avoiding a
1 ais.iiie"
I bis practice should he condemned
But who knows how many
••
a
.jin- may have been on the
place la-fon he purchased it f
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Cattle Market.
Tl KShAV, -June a, Is-.",
Ani-iunt of -lurk at market: ( ‘ultle, *.,24, o111• *• j,
and lailili.-, li.."",|,i; fill -wine. In.l.V,; Imr-e.-, —.
numlier of Western I "allle, 1121; amnia Cattle IT.
l'rii-i
ol i,eel -.allle Vs lee It, live weight, exlra
quality, fa; 0031 IT-,, rir-l, ?■" IT •, q.T ST
*1 align 2-‘i. thir-1.
TTa I -IT*.; pnore-i era-lvol enar.-t- even, tail Is, ete., #:i ongll *2 -,
llrighlon Hides, heavv. T r*" It.
Illiglitoli T.-illnu—.V F It,.
( iHinlry Tallow-—:tv
per li>.
am.on Hid*—1 li-av* i;;, aT*-per It,, l.igl.i ones,
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“Babyhood.”
HA

nv's M I J.K.

emphasis cannot
to keep iii,lk

.1

hot,on

tie

given

sweet in

The infant's natural

went: i-r.

nour-

is!,111,■ 111 in i-11
almost as much care in
iid a-lines the consumer of it.
The
i.imethod of keeping it uiifliauged, and
thereline wholesome, is to set it in a
cold refrigerator as soon as it
e urn
into the house. When it is needed,
take ; lie pitcher or cup into which it is
to lie ponied to the refrigerator, not the
~

<•

—

milk-pan into the kitchen. Nurses geueially neglect this precaution. The pan

is often leii in the heated outer air for
l.ie ten, liifet'ii minutes, tlius causing
the miik to "turn.”
In the country,
when- ice I- not readily obtainable, a

I'd', g.i cellar,

spring-house, or a
d.i.i y through w hich runs a living stream
oi water is the next best thing to a refrigerator. If none of these are at hand,
pour he milk intended for the baby into
;t clean
stone jug, cork it securely, tie
d silk mer the stopper, and suspend
tile vessel ill the well.
Sl'Kl I A I,
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the obvious sentimental

with whieh

wb> parents

we

have been dealing,

cannot atibrd toletthe

days

inmtlis slip by without having their
:e
photographed, there is a more
ami ."*■ i 1*111itic value in a pictured
mi
.1 piogiessivechild-life.
The sun
is an unllatteiing icporter. Tbeadvanee
ii, intelligence and in the healthful development which is beauty of the best
kind to the eye of science, or the gradual
"eliegression in either or both, may esami

l.Mle
■

cape the eye of persons who are in constant

association with

j

Adv ancing spring warns us lo be prepared for
warmer weather,
strengthen the system, purify
the blood by taking lloo f- sarsaparilla.
Bound* come high ibis spring,remarks a fashion
paper. The man who has the mi-Jortunc to .-it he
hind one at the theatre D fully convinced of thi.*
fact.

VI) daughter

VAWK

I'Hotoiiiiai’Hs.

i.

Il is said that sixty per rent, of the children horn
in Russia -lie before the ago of live years. So il inoL so bad to be born in Russia, after all.
The
chances are more than even that the unfortunate
one will soon escape.

a

■

flli'jC..

< alf >kins—log lie
per ll».
sheave-1 sheep >kln»— Ir»/j20r eaeh.
Lamb skills—:t2 a 4<»e eaeh.
Wool >hocp Skins—• tdi.
Tne supply “l Western Cattle brought into market the past week 1ms ilijrlit, ;in«l there has
been a lair demand for butehers’ rattle at priees
ranjrinjr from $.')
per |dd |!,> live weight. As
ii-ii.tl most. M thf 1 m’»i has ■( hcev* wen* intended
for the export trade.
At this season of tlie year
tiD-n are but few Northern or Lantern beef rattle
brought into tin-, market, trade being prineipally
a dined to the A i-tern < at tie*, e\<vptinjr the rejruiar tra'le on Wednesdays for Working Own,
Mih*h < ows, A<\
*-111-1.t* vNi> l.vMHs.—'i’lio-so from tm West were
most I \, a- ti-ual, owned by (i. W. lb 11 is A Co., amt
lnlrmlud for slaughter, sheep eosiinjr Iroin
ai.'i Lambs
7
tl. live weight, lamiet! at
ihe yard-. Mr. K. A
Uulii- hail a lot oi wry lint
York ^tate 1..am Its sent to him, whieh were of extra
{imiity, Ian of whieh were te<l hv S.T. < oriel! of
< entrai Wnite Creek, V 'i
aiel i>H by 11. A. >taritU'-k of the -arne jtlaee, -ai l to he as niee a l"t a>
has been broujrht in for some time.
>wink.
Western fat Ilojrsare resting butehers
about the same priees as those noteil one \\ eek a^'o,
tl, Jive weight.
The trade for them is
4<s 1 •,<•
'lull ami priees lower than they have oeen for several months past.
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the

subject of the

subtle change.
Comparison of the sunpui trait of to-day w ith one taken a year
or eighteen months ago will reveal the
cluing'' to the intelligent observer. In
some instances the stealthy advance of
din-use has been announced to those
most interested in the victim’s welfare by

the shock iif discerning

a new

expression

to

!

Brighton

...

S-lectious

curried and

and evening.
Tlie morning cleaning
should lie a thorough one; a simple
brushing, to remove dust and loose hairs,
will lie sufficient for tlie ev ening.
It will
help very much, for both horses and cows
to have the stables so lloored that the
animals can be kept from fouling them
selves. [American Agriculturist fur June.

clean and

considered

was

nice.
In ;v_arn to

day.

given

was

a cow

to

;

were

with as much care

be horses.
“What!
Ne\ er iiearn tell of such a
curry
thing!" Hut a n a needs it, even more
titan a horse: ami for several reasons.
A cow, whose milk is used for food, untie ha' e ,i ... ifeet y clean skin, cannot give clean mill;, and then the butter
•v ill be bad.
The skill should be in a
perfectly healthful condition, and the
: In- el
pun or the milk will be impure
and iiuhealllilnl. and tlie butter or cheese
wi ! be tainted.
Neither cleanliness nor
healthmloess can be secured without
regular brushing of the skin and tlie
removal el all the tilth whieh will gather
upon ill-kept cows This should be done
before the cow s are milked, both morning
as

m;

the !•' ii watt

and ridicule vvliat

euvvs

lirushed twi,

.ii

hi

Cows,

over-niceness and lussi-

m,r

vvlien the

iless,

condition of tlie country
cable
far worse than of
;i I,"Ugh the general
opiiii"ti is t"
•
-r.i:I he s el ahmi' dwellings
let- mi. s
ui-atcd with tilth from elishw,:'i- ;>:.d slops.
The water pipes from
ihe Mt'-l '■!
sink may heconie frozen in
.1

o

I.-

the

on

neighbors laugh

seen

account
accumulations destructive to

ill.

Brush

Hut lew fanners ever think il necessary
a ecu should be brushed.
W e have

on

a.

the

that

century ago, that have
in the past, ire now be-

-nearly
dh. aiihy
pi

asgouii eimdi-

equal

about dwellings

tiiili

tiotis

,-t

C

sanitary
impression

a

j

m

amden, dark led. and just “as pietty
a.- n
picture." 7 years old, 7 feet, r1 ins.
m tlie line, estimated to dress l ion lbs.
I’liis cow has been milked steadily for
about three years, now giv ing li quarts a
day. and although quite fat. is app treutly in just as good condition in every
respect to feed, as a y, ir ago. II her

Homes.

m i:

apparently

.1: ,-ss I -on i is

;

t ion to grow as a real calf.
The young
stock that has been raised from him by
Mr. Fisk, and his neighbors is proof positive, that lie is a good stock getter.
The boss enw of the town is a grade
Durham owned by Mr. F, Ooerton, West

i.ri'-f -ii£(■'Tions,
H,!i,-l5r<! fl'olll hOUSektvp•:t. 1 J .! 'l* !HT>.
A'i'i:***ss Airri..!■*.i'n.ii oflicr, BHI;M Maine.

•tm.M-t.i

;

estimated

remarkably long, heavy

a
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Mr. K. A. Fisk lias a Holstein bully 4
feel, H
years old. April M. I—5, gjith
ins : length of body hum < enter ef bores.

tin* Journal.

!'

Camden, Knox County.
its tccmd of big stork, can

(
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■s.ugle Copies of the

in

Stock

was

troubled with Heart Disease

for live years, given up by physician*, had sinkconstant pain, great swelling over
her heart extending to left arm. and severe
of
spells
neuralgia extending over entire body,
doctors could riot help her.
DR. GUA.YKS

ing spells,

HEART HK(il LATUH cured her m
months.—Jas. Tilton, Concord, N. 11.
per bottle at druggists.
"Smith,
said

ed:’”

three
$1.00

liy don’t you get your diamonds insurdone-. "Where can I do that?” inno-

w

eently asked Smith. "At the United States Plate
Glass Insurance Company, ot course,” replied
Jones and
An

a

coldness lias grown up between them.

Enterprising,

Reliable House.
Richard 11. Moody can always be relied upon,
not only to carry m stock the best of (‘verything,
but to secure the A gen* y for sin h articles as have
well-known merit, and are popular with the people, thereby sustaining the reputation of being always enterprising, and ever reliable. Having secured me Agency for the celebrated Hr. King’s
New Discovery lor Consumption, will sell il on a
positive guarantee. Jt will surely cure any and
every affection of Throat, Lungs, and Chest, and to
show our confidence, we invite you to call and get
a Trial Bottle Free.
The emperor of Japan has conferred the order of
the •‘Rising Sun” on live Americans. Strange to
say, the name of the stove-polish man is not in the
list.
An
Can

anv one

Answer

bring

Wanted.
of Kidney

ns a case

or

Liver

in the eye: in noting the altered contour | Complaint that Electric. Bitters will not speedily
We say they can not, as thousands of cases
nftlie face and lines of pain or languor cure
already permanently cured and who are daily recwhich have been transferred to the sensi- ommending Electric. Bitters, will prove. Bright’s
tive plate.
As faithfully it betrays the Disease, Diabetes, Weak Back, or any urinary
! complaint quickly cured. They purify the blood,
slight obliquity of vision, the habitual regulate the bowels, and act directly on the diseasparts. Every bottle guaranteed. For sale at
se.'wl, the truth that one shoulder is ed
IjOc. u bottle by Richard H. Moody.
than the
that an

higher

inclinaother,or
tion to stoop is narrowing the chest.
[From “Photographing the Baby” in
Babyhood.
BABY

alike that

the

boys may and should he boys
that day, without incurring
slightest risk of the accidents which

over on

often served to fill the minds of
parents with dreadful forebodings of the
have

so

used to rave over Miss GurliguiTs
.‘since he lias discovered that
on with hairpins he has chosen ;
lloral emblem and now calls them lie-locks.

new

THEY

PATRIOTS.

The approach of the Fourth of July
moves us to remind mothers and fathers
all

Coddlcpate

hyaelnmine curls,
they are fastened

ARE

LIABLE!

The doctors are all liable to be mistaken. They
in my case. It cost me $200.00, because they
said I had the Heart disease, and then told me I
must die. Grandmother said il was Liver complaint, and $2.00 worth of .'sulphur Bitters cured
2w24
me.—Jennie J’oor, Rockport, Mass.
were

An exchange tells its readers that there is still
good sleighing in the Michigan woods. Some people have curious ideas of the eternal fitness of
tilings. When we go sleighing in the woods it will
not

be

on

runners, but with

a

gun.

of them were. All he wanted, or had
wanted, he said, was that some one would
the responsibility and act, and call on him
for all the assistance needed.

Gen. Grant’s Life.
EXTltAt' 1'S FROM

some

take,

FORTHCOMING HOOK OF
KF.COI.LKCT’IONS. MFMORIES OF WEST I'OIN I
IXCIHKXTS OF RATTLES.
ANECDOTES OF
FA MOFS MF.X.
1US

THE

BATTLE OF SHILOH.

General Grant does not believe that General
Beauregard deserved all the blame he got for
his conduct at the Battle of Shiloh :—
At the battle of Shiloh, when all reinforcements arrived, 1 expected to take the initiative
by Marching on Corinth, and had no expectation of needing fortifications. But this subject
was taken into consideration.
McPherson, my
only military engineer, was directed to lay out
ter si
to its scope and contents.
a line to intrench. He did so, hut reported that it
would ha»’e to he made in the rear of the line of
The hook will be dedicated “to the American
soldie and sailor.** It will contain p it rails. eneampm ?ut as it then ran. The new line.while it
would be nearer the river, was yet too faraway
mapo. ;>ians and other illustrations.
from the Tennessee or even from the creeks to
be easily supplied with water, and in ease of
In tic opening chapters Genera! Grant set’i*
ah sp»-« illations as to his origin by declar- attack these creeks would be in the hand- of
1’he fact is. 1 regarded the camtheeneim.
ing that lie i- of the < ightii generation from paign we were engaged in as an offensive one.
Matthew Grant, who .settled in iMrehcnter, and had ro idea that the enemy would leave
strongent 'enehments totakethe initiative when
Mi"-, in the year
».
His grandfather Noah
lif knew l
would he attacked where lie was if
-■•I'vr.l in the wirot flic Revolution and was
Ip- remained. 'Phis view, however, did not prevent every precaution being taken and every
the halt;.* of Hunker Hill.
I ivv ir
effort made to keep advised of all movements
ills FIRST 1IORSK TRACE.
of the enemy.
The < o ncral wa- an ingenuous hoy. if lie is to
Johnston's cavalry meanwhile liad been well
!»•• on!g 1 |-\ an ama-dofe of hi** hovhood :
out towar 1 our front, and occasional encounOn
ters occurred between it and our outpost-.
Mr. Ra:s
n a few
! the l-t of
\prii tlii- cavalr\ became bold and
i'lles ot iIn \ liiagt-who owned a coll which 1
our
that
an
advance
lines,
approached
showing
ve
much •% anted.
M\ lather had offered £20
'’••I i hut La n ii wanted RJo. 1 was so anv- of some kind was contemplated. On the *Jd,
Johnston eft Corinth in force to attack my
il!ia\
:h< e.,|{ hat :>l»er the owner left I
(• 11era! B< aim guard was next in rank
'"■gged to I•1 allowed to take him at the price iirinv.
to .Jolmston, and succeeded to the command,
remanded.
My lather ielded, hut said £'2<> [ which
he r-tained to the close of the battle and
»aii the Imr-t was worth, and told me to
during tin subsequent retreat on ( orintli as well
if it was
l accepted 1 was to
a- in the
siege of that place. His tactics have been
i r ggj.bu. and if that would no* get him to
severely criticised by Confederate writers, hut
give ti,.
s-jfi.
a' once mounted a horse and
I
be ieve his fallen chief could have done
do
not
w.-nt jny a ,• golf. When I got to Mr. Rul-ton's
house 1 -aid to him. “Papa says I may oiler any better under the circumstances. Some of
tbe-e critics claim that Shiloh was won when
von s’jn for the rod. but it a on won’t take that
Johnston fell, and that if he had not fallen tlie
I am to tier £22.oM. and it \<»u won't take that.
under me would have been annihilated or
army
I * * give \..ii s-j.V'
It would not require a Con“Its" defeated the Confederates at
nceticir. man lo guc-s tlm price finally agreed captured.
Shiloh.
There is little doubt that w -hould
i .:i- -tor> :- i" a.i*ly true.
| certainly
upon,
have
been
beat n if all the shells
disgracefully
>howei‘ very plainly that 1 had conn? for tin*
and builets tired by u« had passed harmlessly
olt and in- ant to hav him.
1 could not have
over
the eueinv. and if ail of theirs hail taken
u ov
eight pars old at this time.
I kept
effect.
die In-’ -e until In an ;i- four
year- obi. when lie
\a
nt blind and I -old tiim for £20.
liKNKHAI. IIKACG.
When 1
went to Ma\:-vilIcto school in IroO. at the age
the ai«»tt*> ami storie*. with whirl)
Among
of lourt« eu. t recognized my colt a- one of Unthe hook is plentifully interspersed, is tlx- folwind h.n ses working on the lead wheel of the
low ing told about General Bragg:
li IT A boa!.
I have heard a ston in the old army very
characteristic
of Bragg. On one occasion, when
I ll i:
W'KSi
l’< IIM
stationed
at a post of several companies, com<
n
•! Iimii! thus I' il- 1 !)■• -lory of some of
manded by a tie Id oJlicer.be was himself comU
notable iu-dilicc of his * xl*ei ieiiee at \\ -t
manding «>ne of the companies, and at the same
l’oiu. :
time
acting post quartermaster and commisM> taller I’cce j \ 'il a letter from the lion.
sary. Hr was a lirst lieutenant at Lin lime; but
I homa- Morri-. 'I,-n Inind Slate- Senator
hi*
captain was detached on other duty. A*
!i< ni Ohio.
W hen lie read it he said to me.
•*l iy--i-. I believe you ait- going Jo receive commander of the company !'•■ made a r» qui*ition upon the quartermaster
for
himself
lie-appointment." \V hat appoint mi nt F’ I inbe wanted.
As quartermaster lxquired. "To West i’oint : I have applied for something
d<
elined
to
ill
the
on
and
indorsed
requisition.
o."
"Bui 1 won't go.
I -aid.
He said lie
the back of it ids reason for so doing. A* eomthought I would, ami I thought so too. if lie
i-any command* r he respomled to thi*. urging
■lei.
1 :a ally lod m> objection to going to
that iiis requisit on ealle.i for nothing hut what
W'i-• I’t»int. ex■ epi that I had a very exalted
he was ent il' d to, and that it was the duly
idea of the requirement* necessary to get
uf the quartern,aster to till it. The quartermasthrough. i did not heii.-ve 1 |"-'-'d them,
ter
still persisted that he was right. In this
and could noi hear llie id* a <d failing,
i'iiere
condition of a flairs Bragg referred the whole
had been four boy > from our village or it- immediate neighborhood who had graduated, and matter to the commanding oilicer. The latter,
when he saw the nature of the matter referred,
m vcr a failure of any
one appointed
from
exclaim'd. **.My .God. Mr. Brags', you have
Georgetown, except in the ca-e of the one
w ho-e place I wa- to take.
IF- \\;i» the son ot quarrelled with every officer in the at my. and
Hr. Bail* y. mir m arrst and nio-t intimate now you an qtiarelling with yourself.*’ Longstreet wa* an entirely different man.
n* ighb**r.
'i "ling Bailey had been appointed in
l>->7. Finding before the danuary examination
Til K sriiUEMU’K OF I.KK.
I'oiewiug that Ic could not p i--. In- re-igued
<M great value also is the G‘*nerai*s recollecand went to a priv-it- school, ami remained
tion of the *urrender of Lee.
II
milii die following year, when he wa*
I found General L e had been brought in!"
di-mi.!.
Id. Bailey wa* a proud and sensi- our lines an 1 eondueted to a house
belonging
n'*' man and fell I he failure oi his son so keento a M:. Mi I., an, and was there with one ol
ly dial he forbade hi- return home.
his staff officer* waiting my arrival.
1'lx- head
Fbiiiiig my iir-i y- ar'- encampment (ieneral of his eolumn was
occupying a hill, a portion
! \isil.d
Wr-i
I’oitit and revi'-wed the of which was an
across
the little
apple orchard,
•:'I* I-.
W ith hi- commanding figure, hi- quite
valley from the court house. Sheridan’* force*
"■•—a,
-1/•
and -howy uniform. 1 thought
were drawn up in line of battle on the er« *t iff
him : tie lim >i -picimen "t manhood iny eyes
tlx* bill oil the south side of tiie *anx- v::i!• -y
had « \ r beheld and the mo*t to be envie f.
i
Betore stating what took place between Gencould never re-'-mole him in appearance, but 1
eral Lee and myself i will give ail there i* of
be i- v
I did hav a j resent inieut for a moment
the narrative of General Lee and the famous
that -ouie .ay I should occupy hi- place on reapple tr»<. Wars produce many stories of
v it■ w. although I had no intention theu of retielion. *omc of which are tohl until they arc
maiii'ng in the army. But my exp* Hence in a believed. The war of tlx* rebellion was fruithoi-e trade ten y* ar- before and fin- ridicule it
ful in the same way. The story of the apple
■■au-ed me were too fresh ill my mind for me to
tree
i* one of tix>»e lictions, with a slight
communicate tin- pi••-. ntiment to even my
foundation of fad. A* I have said, there was
most intimate chum, idle next slimmer Marlin
an apple orchard on the side of the hill occuVan Buren, then lTcsid-n; of the I'nited
pied by the Confederate force*.
Bunning
Mates, vi-ited We-t l’oinl and reviewed the
diagonally lip the bill was a wagon road which
eadet-. But lie did not impress me with the at one
ran
near
one
of
the
tre«-s, so
point
very
awe that Scott inspired.
In faei 1 regarded that tile wheels oil that side had cut oil'Un(General Scott and ( aptain ('. F. Smith, the root* id' tlx- tree, which made a little embankcommandant of cadets, a- the two men most to ment. General Babcock
reported to me that
I**- envied by the nation.
I was impatient to
when lie tirst met General Lee. lie wa* sitting
-<
e
on
uniform
and
how
it
lieget
my
looked,
upon this eubankment, with hi* feet in tInside- probably wanting my old schoolmates,
road and leaning against the tree. It was tin a
particularly the girl-, to see in*- in it. Blit the that Lee was conducted into tin* house when
'•ou'-eit was knocked out of me by two iittle
1 tirst met him
eircum-tance- that happened soon after the arI bad known General Lee in the old army
rival ol the ci.illies. ai.d which gave me a di—
and had served with him in the Mexican war.
'a-i*' for military uniform that 1 never recovbut did not suppose, owing to the di tie re nee in
ered from.
our ages and rank, that lie would probably
S-*i111 after tie arrival of the suit I donned it
remember me. while 1 would remember him
and put ..tl for Cincinnati on horseback. While i more
distinctly because he was the chief engiI was riding along a street of that city, imagneer on tlx- staff of General Scott in tlx- Mexi
ining that every one was looking at me with a
can war.
When I had left camp that mornfeeling akin l<* mine when 1 first saw (ieneral ing 1 had not
expected the result so soon that
>■•"11, a iittle urchin, ban-headed, barefooted,
then was taking place, and consequently was
wididiny and ragged pants held up by a sin- in rough garb, and, 1 beiieve. without a
gl« gallows that's what suspenders were call- sword, a* 1 usually wa* when on horseback on
'd then
and a -hiri thut had not -* n a wash tin lield.
wearing a soldier’s blouse for a coat,
tub f<*r weeks, turned i" me ami cried out :
with shoulder strap* of my rank to indicate
"M.idier. win you work? No.-ir-ee: PH sell
who I was to the army.
When l went into the
my -hiit first." The liot-e trad*- and it- dire house 1 found General Lee. We greeted each
vveiv recalled to mind.
roliseqii. il'-'
oilier, and after shaking band* took our seat*.
1 IN lil.’.V I.- < ONTHAS1 i:i».
two
What hi* feelings were 1 |<> not know. Being
a man of much dignity and with an impenetraI hat C< neial Gran! was always a kern obble face, it was impossible to say whether lie
server i*• illustrated l»y his -ketch of the marked
dill*rem* bet v\i n <»■ icral Taylor and (iener- felt inwardly glad that the end had finally
come, or whether he felt sadly over the result,
al Scott :
and was too manly to show It.
Whatever hi*
i had in-vv heel) in battle v\ it li the two leading
j
commanders conducting armies in a foreign feelings were, they were entirely concealed
from
own feelings, which
but
observation;
my
land.
1 in contrast between the two was very
marked, G-neral l ay lor never wore uniform. had been quite apparent on the receipt of his
but dixsseii himself entirely for eomtorl.
He ! letter, were sail and depressed. ! felt like
moved about the lield in wliieh lie was operat- anything rather than rejoicing at the downfall
ing to see through his own « vrs the situation. of a foe, that had fought so long and gallantly,
and had suffered so much for a cause which I
(Mien he would be without staff officers, and
believed to he one of the worst for which a
when he was accompanied by them there wapeople ever fought, and for which then- was
il* prescribed order ill which they followed.
IF was very much given to -it his horse side- not the least pretext. I do not question, however, the sincerity of the great mass of those
way- -with both feet on one side—particularly
on the battle lield.
(ieneral Scott was the re- j who were opposed to us. General Lee was
ver-e in all these particulars.
He always wore dressed in full uniform, entirely new, and
wearing a sword of considerable value, very
all the uniform prescribed or allowed by law:
likely tlx* sword that had been presented by
w hen lie inspected his lines word would be sent
the State of Virginia: at all events, it was an
to all division and brigade commanders ill adentirely different sword from the one that
vance, notifying them of the hour when the
he worn in the field.
In my
commanding general might be expected. This would ordinarily suit, which was
the uniform
rough travelling
was done so that all the army might he under
a
with
of
the straps of a general, 1
private,
arms to salute their chief as he passed.
On
must have contrasted very strangely with a
these occasions he wore hi* dress uniform,
man so handsomely dressed, six feet high, and
cocked hat, aguiiiettes, sabre and spurs.
His
staff proper, besides all olficers constructively of faultless form. But thi* was not a matter
that I thought of until afterward.
on iiistall—engineers, inspectors, quarterGeneral Lee and l soon fell into a conversamasters, Are.--followed, also in uniform and in
tion about old army times, lie remarked that
pr -scribed order. Orders were prepared with
he
remembered me very well in the old army,
great care, and evidently with the view that
and 1 tobi him, as a matter of course, 1 rememth'-y should he a history of what followed. I
bered him perfectly,but owing to the difference
saw a good deal of General Taylor during my
iu years—there being about sixteen years’differ-ervice with the State.
On one occasion lie
ence in our ages—and our rank I thought it
said to me that 1 ought to go into the Cnited
very likely 1 had not attracted his attention
Slates service.
I told him I intended to do so
if there was a war. IF* spoke of his acquain- sufficiently to be remembered alter such a long
period. Our conversation grew *o pica*,ant
tance with the public men of the Stale, and
that L almost foigot the object of our meeting.
said he could get them to recommend me for a
General
Lee at that time was accompanied by
position, and that he would do all he could for one of his stall*officers, a Colonel
Marshall. I
me.
I declined to receive indorsements for
had all of my staff with me. a good portion of
p« emission to tight for my country.
whom wer? in the room during the whole of
A N INTI DKNT AT JiKLMONT.
the interview.
Mow tli“ General played the part of scout at
t!u i-attle of Belmont is thus described :
Administration Appointments.
At the battle of Belmont, fearing that tlieen•
my we had .-een crossing the river below
The
son of
Henry Ward Beecher, whom
might he coming upon us unawares, 1 rode out
in the Held to our front—still entirely alone— President Cleveland has appointed Collector <>t
t<> ob>t rve whether the enemy was pacing.
Customs for the District of Puget Sound is a
The field was grown up with corn so tall and re-ident of Washington Territory and an officer
thick a>< to cut oH* the view of even a person on
of the steamers that navigate the sound.
11«• is
horseback, except directly along the rows. a moderately clever fellow but would scarcely
Even in that direction, owing to the overhanghave been chosen for the position except for
ing blades of corn, the view was not extensive. bis father's prominence and service in the late
1 had not gone more than a few hundred yards campaign. [Boston Globe, Dem.
when I .-aw a body of troops marching past me.
Of Gen. ltosecrants appointment as Register
not lift) yards away.
1 looked at them for a
of the Treasury, the New York Post, .Mugmoment and then turned my horse toward the
river and started back, first in a walk, and
wump, remarks:
wIihi 1 thought myself concealed from the view
“Rosecrans is now a man of nearly sixty-six,
of tiie enemy, a> 1 ist as my horse could carry
whose lack of business training would prevent
\\ hen at the river bank i -till had to ride
me.
any private establishment from giving him such
a few hundred yards to the point where*
the a place, and the only excuse that can he assigned
nearest transport lay.
for the Government’s giving it to him i> that lie
The eornli'-ld in front of our transports ter- is old, ont of a job,’ and needs to be taken care
minated at the edge of a dense forest. Before of.”
i got back the enemy had entered this forest
The New York Herald summarizes as foland had opened ;i brisk fire upon the boats.
lows tiie qualifications of Mr. Zachariah MontOur men. with the < xeeption of details that had
gone to the front after the wounded, were now
gomery of California for the office of Assistant
either aboard the transports or very near them. Attorney General:
Those who were not on board soon got there,
“First—That he was a schoolmate of Attorand the boats pushed oil’. I was the only man ney General Garland.
of the national army between the rebels ami
Second—That he was a blatant secessionist in
our transports.
The captain of a boat that bad California during the whole war.
Third—That he has poured contempt in his
just pushed out, but had not started, recognized me and ordered the engineer not to start the
writings on the common school system of his
engine. He then had a plank run out for me. country.”
My horse seemed to take iu the situation.
When Jett* Davis was Secretary of War, he
There was no path down the bank, and every
for his personal messenger an individual
had
one
with
the
River
acquainted
Mississippi
knows mat its banks in a natural state do not
named Jordan. Afterwards, when Davis was
vary at any great angle from the perpendicular.
elected to tlie Senate Jordan was given a similar
My horse put his fore feet over the hank with- position under Jacob Thompson, Secretary of
out hesitation or urging and, with bis bind feet
the Interior, in honor of whose memory the
well under him. slid down the bank and trotted American
flag was recently lowered by Thompaboard the boat, twelve or fifteen feet away, son’s
present successor. At the outbreak of the
over a single gang plank.
1 dismounted and rebellion
Jordan “went with his State,” and so
went at once to the tipper deck.
lost his place. All these years Jordan has been
(IRANI AND LINCOLN.
waiting for vindication, and it has finally come.
'The General's account of his first interview Secretary Lamar has just appointed him to be
his personal messenger. [Boston Journal.
with Lincoln is full of interest:
Although hailing from Illinois myself, the
“Is life worth living?” was the interesting
State of the President, I had never met Mr.
Lincoln until called to the capital to receive my topic discussed in one of our churches last
the witty hut
commission as Lieutenant General. 1 knew evening, and the question recalls
truthful answer, “It depends on the liver.”
him, however, very well, ami favorably, from
[Pittsburg Commercial.
the accounts given by ollieers under me at the
West, who bad known him all their lives. I
“Mr. Jones,” said little Johnny to that genhad also read the remarkable course of debates
between Lincoln and Douglas a few years be- tleman, who was making an afternoon call,
fore, when they were rival candidates for the “can whisky talk?” “No, my child; why do
United Slates Senate. 1 was then a resident of you ask such a question?” “O, nia said whiswas beginning to tell on you.”
Missouri, and by no means a “Lincoln man” in ky
that contest. But I recognized then his great
“One glass sometimes makes a tumbler,”
ability.
In my first interview with Mr. Lincoln alone remarked lhe chap who found that a single
he stated to me that he had never professed to drink of applejack twisted his legs in a bow
knot. | Morning Journal.
be u military man, or to know how campaigns
should be conducted, and never wauled to inAn Indiana baby, born during a terrible
terfere in them, but that procrastination on the
part of commanders and the pressure of the storm, has been named Cyelonia. hi the compeople at the North, and of Congress, which, ing years her husband may think the name
like the poor, he “had always with him,” had very appropriate.
forced him into issuing his well known series
of “Executive Orders.” He did not know but
Ferdinand Ward, of Grant & Ward, has been
they were all wrong, and did not know that indicted for gram! larceny.
personal Memoirs of 1. S. Grant’* will
published by Messrs. Charles L. Webster A Co.
It will he a hook in two volumes,
containing about live hundred pages each, and
it is .-ate to say that no publication of iate years
lias denied >o much curiosity and such vast inTin*
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Whereat, he immediately swore at me and
commanded me to instantly “turn to” and
“bear a hand” in various directions. He seemed to consider profanity an indispensable accompaniment to the giving of orders, and a
sort of ornamental fringe to his
vocabulary.
This proved to be the first mate. He passed
me over to the
temporary charge of the fourth
mate. This personage was a boy about my
«»\vii age.
What he lacked in years and experience lie made up in dignity and bullying. He
me
with a contemptuous sniff, a
regarded
scowl, and emphasized these with an oath.
Then he set me at work cleaning out. the ship's
pen.

An hour previous i had taken final leave of
friends in an abode of comfort, elegance and
refinement. In the parlor I had left were the
opened piaim, a lady'.- work basket full of material for delicate ornamentation, a table covered witli choice books.
Tile change t<> the leg pen was sudden and
striking. One hour a respected and parting
guesi, the next a -lave, cursed by one brute of
t"o legs while administering to the comfort of
another on four.
I endeavored to

accommodate myself to this
1 sinv.e conscientiously with broom
and scraper to put the ship’s pig pen in a neat
ami order!
condition. My motive seemed
neither appreciated by the pig nor the little
man foil of importance who supervised
my ef-

change.

>

forts.
He swore at me persistently.
Where I
had scraped and swept he made me scrape and
sweep.over again. He seemed to have made up

bis mind previously that no effort of mine
could or should suit hi;.,.
Meantime the ohW sailors were coming on
boaid more or less drunk, a condition do med
the correct tiling by tlie old sailor when hound
mi a long cruise.
Some tumbled directly into
tln ir forecast!e berths, others chose a recumbent position on deck and there manifested a
D '’kless inebriated
jollity. The olHeers took
little note of them, ii seemed the regular routine to which they wo re accustomed, and they
seemed to consider that Jack must he granted
some latitude while
‘Sobering off.”
T<» eomniicate tin- situation, or rather my
sensations, at the time, some of m\ comrades
came on board to see me off, all in fashionable
dress, wearing glossy coats and beavers and
siiowy white linen. Thc\ -aw me the slave of
the pig pen, ami driven hither and tliitlr-r under abu-ive commands of this bulh ing fourth
mate.
I could only nod and smile at them.
I h"\ s ood in a cluster aft, when the mate
treated them w ith politeness and consideration.
I. under maritime discipline, could not join
that group. 1 was a slave and under their
yes. This was a great change within a few
hours. I saw them depart, and as they went
over the rail my head sunk
very low.
A tug came alongside.
Presently tin* great
seemed
from
the
wharf. A slowly
ship
lopart
widening space grew between ii and the vessel.
The mass of limnani
and houses commenced slowly to recede, 1 could only catch of
ii a hasty glimpse now and then, so persevering wt re lhe efforts and so frequent the orders
of my tyrant, who for the time had control of
Hi) -elf and the ship's pig pen.
M,» revenge on him came sooner than I
anticipated. I pulled him overboard, it wain uneon-cious and unpremeditated act.
lbstood on the “mizzen chains,” holding in his
hand- a line which lie intended pa-sing to a
band on th.i tug. for what purpose 1 knew not.
The lino led forward outside the vossej and on
‘is k through a hawser hole. Some one cried
out: “IIani in on that line.”
I was on the
ah rt for orders, having finished the pig pen.
A line lay at im feel.
1 hauled on it. "There
mcined a vigorous rc-isiam-c at the other end.
Tie* high oul w arks hid the little man who held
ii from my sight.
It wa- In- who was making
the resistance. \Ye wen* pulling against each
other, yet each knew not ihe other who pulled.
1
thought it was ali right, ship-shape and
maritime fashion. Presently at my end of the
rope ! felt something gi\e way, then l heard a
sp!a-h and an outcry of “Man overboard !” 1
Pr‘ped over the buiwark- ami saw my friend
the fourth mate floundering in the
muddy
water contiguous to the wharf.
Many rotten
orange- floated about him. recently tossed from
a We-t India fruit schooner.
They ti-hed him
on tlie tug with a bwa: hook.
I knew l had
done this deed, lint f<»r tin time I avoided
owning ii to myself. Tie iv was a demand to
know “Who th*-hauled on that ropey*
1
sacredly kept all the information 1 had oil that
to
mvself during the entire vo\ ago.
subject
I
m N'T oven
1 joked at that fourth mate and
allow* d my thought* to dwell on this incident
of our lir.-t day*- acquaintance, for fear he
might read them.
we were n»w»-d out
in the bay and there
anchored tor the night. 1 “turned in.” and
turned out next morning to make the acquaintance of the lir>t mate. He was a son of .Sweden.
Coming out of the forecastle in the gray dawn
of morning, my eyes yet heavy with sleep. 1

encountered
with a wet
quiet of the

a

i»t'

gang

haw-er.
earliest

On

men

tramping

aft

all was the
There the day’s

shore

morn.

business had scarcely commenced, nor the
cocks finished tic ir early crowing. But oil
shipboard all w;c activity, hustle and se ining
confusion.
A rough hand was laid on my shoulder as
thus 1 contemplated the picture, and 1 found
myself dragged towards the wet hawser and
tramping tile of men. and bidden again to “bear
a
hand.” This w.is my foreign friend, the
third mate. He swore at me also, on no
account
was
profanity ever omitted in the
working of our ship.
The day wore on. 1 was ordered, it seemed
to me. by even body, and tried to obey everybody. It was t hank It s> work. Br :i o'clock in
the afternoon the tug left w-. taking the “longshoremen” who had done most of the work
getting the ship out of the harbor. When
they had gone our world was left intact, and a
scowling, hard, unfriendly world it seemed to
me.

Thirty-six hoars afterwards we were in a
gulf stream “blow." and about ten o’clock at
night 1 found mvself oil the foretopsail yard,
clinging for life with botli hands and wishing 1

could In- of sonic use to the men about me, who
bore themselves in this insecure situation with
all the. ease of long usage. To me it was a
fearful combination of tossing, heaving, darkness and st raiigeness.
The men were pulling in
concert at fold after fold of wet. Happing sail,
it
the
bringing
atop
yard. In this work 1 was
useless and an incumbrance.
I simply clung.
A sailor perceiving my general in-.-tiieienev and
feu told me to go on deck.
As I seemed'to be
under everybody’s orders I did so. Here a foe,
which for some hours I had been trying to
throw otfor delude mvself with the idea' that it
was not the di'-iin I
sea-sickness.
1 laid

suspected, overcame me—
myself upon the deck. < )n
me poured the rain and over me
tramped the
heav v boots of the noisy Jars as thev swayed

brace and clew line. The deck became
a pond as wave on wave sent from its crest
their cards on hoard in the form of buckets or
barrels of water washed over the bulwarks. 1
rolled into the lee scuppers. A voice brawled
into mv ear, “Are you sick?*’ I was
feebly affirmative. “(io below.” was the order. Below
I went, and tumbled
lhaiikfuily into a berth
alongside of another sick “greet.horn.”
It seemed but a few moments afterward—
but it was morning, for to a sailin’at sea morning comes very early- 1 was “yanked” out of
mv berth by a strong hand and bidden to dress

away at

Forgotten,

Generalities.

ANI» WOMEN ONCE KNOWN TO FAME.
THEIR PRESENT APPEARANCE.
MRS. TILTON, BESSIE TURNER, OLIVE HARPER, ORPHEUS C. KERR AND DR. COLLIER.

MEN

in awhile the question is heard, “What
become of Mrs. Tilton?” writes a New
York correspondent of the San Francisco
Once

and tu.nto.
This gentleman was second mate. He swore at me, of course. Indeed,
seemed
to
accumulate in these gentleprofanity
nii n's mouths if
they remained long silent, so
its discharge was the first necessity ere giving
utterance to other thought.
He said he had

Blood and stomach

ever

man

legal

a

holiday.

Chronicle.

The Hessian fly is doing great damage to the
wheat crop of Kansas.

Mrs. Morse, on Pacific street, in Brooklyn,
in comfort and quiet. Ever since the remarkable scandal trial she has lived in the same way.

not

The little woman who was a few
years ago the most widely known American
woman in the world lives with her aged mother,

time has she inhabited a garret, taken in
a living, or lived in any of the poor
ways rumor frequently declared she did. Mrs.
Morse, her mother, is the wire of the veteran
Judge Morse, one of the first presidents of the
Cnion Ferry company, and now a retired honored member of the same wealthy corporation.
The home of Mrs. Tilton with her mother is
one of refinement and elegance.
Many of the
pictures that were made famous hv the oft repeated yarns in tin* courtroom of how 'Theodore, in his nightshirt, used to go around the
house rehanging them at all hours of the night,
are to be seen on the walls of her
present
brownstone home. In the hoys’ bedroom is a
lite-sized photo of their father, said Theodore,
taken when a very young man, with his arms
folded, his bead drooped upon his breast, his
eyes closed, and his poetical locks curling on
liis neck.
The altitude and the facial expression say : “Look at me and do aught but admire
me if you cun.”
Rare books and various art
works embellish and beautify the home. Mrs.
Tilton is still the same quiet, pious little woman that she always was, only a shade or two
sadder and much older. She has a rare faculty
of trying to be always cheerful ami believes
fully in the efficacy of prayer and that what
“God wills He wills,” and His creatures must
follow His law to he saved hereafter. Her hair
is snow white, her figure a little more robust
and rounded, although still childish in stature
and form. Mr Tilton has never stepped across
that threshold since the trial. Certainly not
Mr. Beecher,
it would not he well for either
on<* to make the attempt.
The two sons. Carroll and Ralph, are young men now, both occuand
live with their
pying good clerkships,
mother. Carroll, the elder, is a Tilton in look
and nature. Ralph is a mother’s hoy, a fin**,
promising young character. The two daughters are both married and both mothers. Alice,
the younger, lives in Chicago, and Mrs. Tilton
visited her not loug since. 'That Mrs. Tilton was
“forsaken t»y her friends,” as the newspapers
would have it four or five years ago, is not true
either. The fact is. there is more intellectual
company entertained in Mrs. Tilton’s home in
the course of a year than that of a dozen families—“best families”—all told. Nothing would
he pleasanter t » Mrs. Tilton than to know that
tin* outside world had forgotten her. To a certain extent it has, hut still she lias a large circle
of friends.
no

sewing for

AN

INTERESTINCi HIRE.

Bessie Turner is married to a Mr. Sehoonmaker, a scion of a very old Knickerbocker
family. Bessie was very badly advised for
awhile by a journalist well known as “Joe
Howard.*' Through his advice and friendship,
in which lie pidi red an immense fortune to the
deluded girl if she would only go upon the
stage, she made a failure and a fool of herself.
Neither she nor “ooe" made a cent, quite to the
latter’s chagrin. Since her marriage she has
lived quietly, and is now a middle-aged, fairly

good-looking woman, passed in
without recognition as a notable.
FOSTER,

THE

the

streets

MEI'II'M.

days since

a bent, decrepit form and
face attracted attention iu the
parlor of an up-town hood. Upon iuquiry it
proved to be poor Foster, the man who had
traveled over all the civilized world, astonishing it with his gifts, that many believed were
1*1 tin- spirit, spiritual.
He was for some years
in a hospital for mild cases of mania, but he has
had his liberty for some time—a continued subjo t of softening of the brain, a pitiful wreck,
that seems a libel upon life and suggests the
query. Why are we here ? lie appears to be a
man NO years of age, his face once so intelligent,
borders on the idiotic iu expression; in dre»
and manner a shattered imbecile.
His agent,
who attracted nearly as much notice and popularity as the great medium himself, (ieorge
Bartlett, is one of the rising business men of
New York city.

A few

semi-foolish

OLIV K

HARPER.

It is not many years since San Franciscans
used to hail wiiii zest and delight the printed
lethts of Olive Harper from the Orient.
She
visited Constantinople and penetrated into the
sacred circle of the harem, and her descriptions
of that domestic iife are to be remembered as
among the most graphic and interesting ever
seen in print.
One day. not long since, she was
seen in the business ollice of Frank Leslie’s
publishing house, supporting herself on eruteliis. and very much faded in
face—only the
bright, black eyes, beaming with sad thoughts
and intelligence combined, reminded us of the
youthful, ambitious writer. She still uses her
pen, hut slit* is hampered with physical ills and
ilomestic burdens, and few know her in New
York.
Is there anything more outrageously
unbearable than growing old and being forgot-

ten?

KATE SANBORN.

Kate Sanborn was indeed “almost forgotten” until the recent death of Cordon Burnham, to whom in his old age she was to have
been a wife. Jle was buried on the day they
had expected to he married.
Miss Sanborn attended him in his illness and was first mourner
at nis obsequies. She has always hail a struggle with life, noted to no small degree, but
note and fortune do not always link hands. As
it is, she is as liberally provided for in his will,
as she would have been had be lived to consummate the marriage plan.
She is of middle
age, somewhat careworn and i- rather reticent.
Slie appears to have the sympathy and approval of Sir. Burnham's soils in all of her inations. past and present, to their deceased father.
Slit* will stand a better chance of not being
long forgotten after she comes into her fortune. Such the power of filthy lucre.
REV. DR. COLLIER.

readily outlive his popularity? It
so and “pity *tis *tis so.” ltev. l)r. Collier, patriarchal in his massive head, silvercrowned, is no longer reported, quoted and
paragraphed, as in the years a little hack. His
church thrives, his sermons are good as ever,
hut the tire and zest of early manhood seem to
have fallen away. Noble be is under bis venerable age and fame, but the world does not
stop to pay him reverence as it did awhile ago.
Must the grave seize its victim at a given age
to spare the fact of being forgotten and yet
It rattles over
live? Holler-skating world!
the tracks of former idols, forgetting bow they
loved them once in the mad rush to find something new to love again. Dr. Collier retains
his mental vigor wonderfully, but In* is breaking in constitution. His voice also betrays the
blight of age, and his once robust physique
looks as if he hid grown weary bearing a
heavy burden and needed rest. His enunciation has lost its clearness and much of Its cmpliasi-. His terseness of expression has modified ; in plain words, he has lost his vim. A
grand old man, after all. Unlike some of the
pulpit notables, he has been thrifty in finances,
and
possesses his soul in patience” upon a
goodly hank account. He has proven that a
blacksmith may turn preacher to some acFan a
must he

man

re unt.
onriiFus

r.

kffk.

The

being rapidly forgotten

manufactured.”

by the name of Butter recently died
in Indiana, and the most curious tiling about it
is that he died without ha heir. [Uree Press.
A

In only ten States is Decoration Day

Don’t say that you will thrash a man until
you have done it. There is always an element
of uncertainty in such statements which is
bound to be respected.

The grasshopper ravages in
so serious as reported.

California are

The bursting of a waterspout in Mexico is
said to have killed 100 persons.
The capstone on the Washington Mouument.
has been shattered by lightning.
Col. Ingersoll is not allowed to lecture In the
Philadelphia Academy of Music.
Ex-President Arthur denies the report that lie
is suffering from Bright’s disease.
The people of Jackson county, W. Va.,
said to be in danger of starvation.
'Micron C. Leiand,

graphic reporters in

are

of the first phonocountry, is dead.

one

the

Grasshoppers are devouring every green
thing along the upper waters of the Arkansas
river.

Well-diggers in Dakota hunt for ant hills.
The wise insects always locate over a vein of
water.

Bar Silver Is worth $1.07 an ounce in New
York. At this rate the silver dollar is worth

827

NEWS AND

Matters.
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GOSSIP

FROM ALL

THE STORY OF

Senator and Mrs. Logan will spend August at
the Thousand islands.

author of “The Mackerel Brigade'” is
of men.
Do you remember after he hail married Adah Isaacs
Menken, and accompanied her to San Francisco, what a bubble of talk there was about
ii?
He resembled then Artemus Ward a little
only that Mr. Newell ( Mr. Kerry) was a
come to cure mv sea-sickness.
He said lib- ! inu*-h handsomer man, of the perfect blonde
with a sardonic grin. 1 pulled on mv wet type, and most cultivated in his manners. He
,
clothes and staggered on deck. Tin
old of is of a very aristocratic family, who repudiatyesterday's canvas had disappeared, i. a sin- ed l»is claims to their clemency after he had
gle sail was set, the hare masts and yards were wedded poor Menken. It was well known
rising and falling against a background of it was a genuine love marriage on the part of
stormy sky, the ocean was a tumbling mass of the poet-author, even if, like many another, it
gray-hued water, the storm music was pluving was iiually unfortunate. Kerr never regained
on the ship's rigging.
Weak, faint and trembl- his vivacity of spirits or his literary position
ing. and i may add tumbling about, my feet after that fateful alliance and its eventful
having as yet learned no sea grip of the deck, separation. He did her justice after her death
l>y giving to print the only truthful account of
my present master put a “chain hook” in my
hands and bid me assist the gang in dragging her unfortunate life. He lives now in New
along section after section of heavy iron cable, Jersey. Long since, after a dreadful illness,
preparatory to its final storage in the “run” he was again reconciled to his family, but he
where it would rest, until we reached San Fran- never was just himself. He is old now beyond
his years; his yellow' silken hair is turned a
cisco.
in* tnoue or cure seemed rough.
Ir seemed
dusty gray; his moustache, that curled around
a
the
corners of his effeminate mouth in
also efficacious. Misery was no name for it
during the first hours I so worked. Yet little wonderful artistic way, is white and long. The
by little the agony worked off, and by nightfall whole face is one of pain and sadness; he stoops
in the shoulders, anil he who was an Adonis in
i could relish the quart of hot water, colored
with something they called tea and sweetened ligure is morbidly silent and reticent. He writes
a
little—not much for print, is an inveterate
with molasses. Had 1 been nursed as a passenger I should probably have remained sick a cigarette smoker, and paces up and down some
favorite walk or room hv the hour, buried in his
week.
Yes, my dear boy, this i* the sea, the sea, the own gloomy reflections. The “uukindesl cut”
deep blue sea outside the fascinating maritime to poor Newell is that western papers are copynovel. This is the sea without its gloves, for ing his ‘Mackerel Brigade” papers without givthe young man who is weary of home
credit, and even endeavor to so mutilate
monotony ing him
them as to be made “original.” Is there any
and a feather bed, a room to himself, hot rolls
meaner thief it the world than the literary piland prime coffee for breakfast, and a mother to
grumble at because she hasn’t furnished just ferer?
the kind of pie you like. This, my good woman, is the taste of life possibly in store for that
Illegal Pensions.
son of yours whom you have nursed and reared so tenderly, and possibly whose every caprice
William F. McLean, deputy commissioner
you have humored, until he has come to regard of pensions says that it is the purpose of the
you as a cross between an upper servant and a
pension bureau to make a thorough examinagoverness. Possibly a month of experience tion of the pension list of the entire country,
above given might be good for him. I remem- with the view of
cutting oft’all who are illegalber of hearing one of my youthful chums on
ly drawing pensions. He added that there was
that ship say, during a terrific gale off Cape
that
in
all
the states are people drawno doubt
Horn, when a ton or two of greenish water was ing pensions illegally. “It is the dependent
on
board
few
coming
every
minutes, smashing list,” he said, “I think which contains the
barrels, boxes and ribs: “Jimminy! Don’t I greatest number of fraudulent eases—fathers
wish I was in our old woodshed home! Used and mothers, who are now dependent, or
to think it mighty hard to have to bring in
alleged to be, upon pensions of sons killed in
wood and water and do such like chores after the
army. Now I know' of the case of a rich
coming home from school. Jimmiuy ! Wouldn’t lady—she is worth $75,000 or $100,000—who is
1 be glad to do them now I'’
regularly receiving a pension for a son killed
Pkentice Mulfoud.
in the army. Stic has been drawing it for
years, and, of course, it is a fraud upon the
government. We. shall go through all the
(ieorge Anguermier. of New York city, who states for similar eases and for any others in
was ill custody on suspicion of having murderwhich pensions are illegally drawn.”
ed the drug clerk
Hands, was discharged
from custody by the police magistrate, owing
to a lack of evidence.
A correspondent writes: “I am desirous of
getting married. How can I avoid having my
wife’s
mother live with us?” Marry the daugh(ieorge Campbell, Hopkinsville, Ky., says:"Burter of a widower, dear friend.
dock Blood Hitter** is the. best preparation for the

my>elf

Ma

Sir Julius Benedict, the celebrated composer,
Is dead.

has

At

25.

NUMBER

Almost

AS IT IS

Years ago 1 shipped “before tin* mast” in a
lirst-elats clipper bourn! from New York to
San Francisco. When on the day of sailing I
went on board an oflieer desired to know if I
“belonged to the ship.” I told him I did.

hog

18, 1885.

Weigh.

Under

OUTSIDE THE FASCINATING
MARINE NOVELS. THE PLEASURES OF “TURNING TO” AND “REARING A HAND.”

TI1E

SEA

JUNE

A

The iron and miuiug industries of Southwest
Virginia, for a long time idle, are again resuming operations.

MAINE

PONT,

A statue of the botanist Linineus was dedicated at Stockholm on the one hundred ami
seventy-eighth anniversary of his birth.

A correspondent of the Portland Trans -ript,
speaking of the failure of J. R. Osgood A Co.,

Jeft* Johnson and Henry Brown, negroes,
a duel with elasped knives at Americus,
Both died of their wounds.

fought
Ga.

Two

indictments have been found
against Ward and Fish for stealing $100,000
from the Marine National Bunk.
more

The only child of General “Stonewall” Jackthe bride in a brilliant marriage ceremony at Richmond, Va., recently.
son was

Naval officers report a strong sentiment existing in Panama in favor of a permanent occupation of the Isthmus by the United States.
The Masonic fraternity is said to be very
strong in Mexico, notwithstanding the Catholic
tendencies of the people and Government.
The London Telegraph states that there is
absolutely no foundation for the report of the
assassination of the Ameer of Afghanistan.
A band of maskers took Thomas Fairly, of
Leaksville, La., from the jail at that place and
hung him to a tree on suspicion of murder.

Ex-Gov. Hale of New Hampshire lias failed
for a large amount and all hit property in Vermont has been attached for four times its value.
aying Idler scott of the Bank of the Manhattan Company, at No.40 Wall street, stepped
out recently with :£iU0,Cl0 of the Bank's money.
l

The question of a reciprocity treaty with the
United States, in order to protect their fishery
industries, is agitating the merchants of Nova
Scotia.
The Illinois Senate passed the House bill
giving colored people the same rights as whites
in hotels, restaurants, theatres and other public

places.

Reports to the War Department indicate that
there are not sufficient troops in New Mexico
and Arizona to etlectually quell the insurrection
of the Apaches.
Canker worms have made their appearance in
many towns in the vicinity of Medway, Mas*.,
and it is expected that they will destroy a
amount of fruit.

says:
failure

*•

More than TAOU.ooo eat tie graze on the green
east of the Rocky Mountains, and their
reaches the snug little sum of about two
hundred millions of dollars.

plains
value

Big Bear has gone to the north of British
America, where it will be impossible for Can-

adian troops to follow. There is a report that
lie lias massacred all his prisoners.

It is understood that Republican Senators do
not propose to oppose President Cleveland's
nominations generally, but only in cases where
unlit parties have been given oiiice.

Three hundred houses, fifty shops and three
mosques in the steamboat quarter of Constantinople, were destroyed by lire recently. (Unperson was killed and many were injured.
The board appointed by the Secretary of the

Navy to inquire into the value of the woodpreserving plant at the Boston Navy Yard lets
made

a

report condemnatory of the process.

A new mail route lias been established between Key West and Havana, by which letters
reach the latter city two days in advance of tin
regular steamer leaving New YorK Thursdays.
It is now believed that Scott, the absconding
teller of the Manhattan Bank, is in Canada,
where, it is reported, he. has enough money to
enable him to live comfortably the rest of his
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A
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Another book

ANNO V
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delayed by

Hotel,

St.

Louis, recently

killed. The llieory of suicide is not
taiued by his friends.
was

and

enter-

The coroner’s jury who investigated tin*
circumstances of Odium's fatal leap from the
Brookly n bridge have returned the verdict that
“he came to his death by jumping from Brooklyn bridge of his own free will."
Charles L. (Jiimore of Chicago, who was arrested for perjury in connection with the Chicago election frauds, lias confessed his guilt,
implicating Maekin, who, lie says, planned and
helped execute the whole business.
The casualties in the Federal army during
the war of the Rebellion are now put at G.VJ,40G deaths ; of tiu> number 20,4‘JS died as prisonThe actual number of soldiers eners of war.
listed I’mm the North was about 2,."*00,000.
Admiral Jouett reports that sickness among
the American forces at Panama ha-, increased
rapidly and say s that yellow fever is liable to
become epidemic at any time, as there have been
a number of fatal eases among the marines.
Just before noon at New Bedford, Mass.,
June Gill, Charles Foss fatally shot Charles i
Slocum, and then put a bullet into his own head,
inflicting a mortal wound. Slocum leaves a 1
wife and six children, Foss is a drunken sailor.
James McDaniel,

a

Texas stage robber, who ;

was recently sentenced to 00 years imprison- i
incut at the penitentiary in Chester, III., made
his escape from the county jail at San Antonio,
Texas, by knocking a hole through the stone
wall in the bath room.

Creditors of James 1C Osgood A Co., Boston,
will receive thirty per cent, and the linn will
continue under the name of Tickuor A Co. Air.
Osgood, who is a native of Fryeburg, Me., will

retire, and George F. Godfrey, of Bangor, will

enter

the linn with the l'icknors.

The Cronstadt and Baltic squadrons of the
Russian navy have been ordered to unite in a
cruise, with the object of executing naval manThe united fleet will
oeuvres on a grand scale.
consist of IS men-of-wur, a torpedo flotilla, a
training squadron and several gunboats.
Catamaraus, Jessie and Iris sailed their final
June 5th in a heavy breeze. The Iris nearly
uuder several times and tinally gave up.
The Jessie covered the course in 3 hours, 29
minutes and 12 seconds.
The Jessie having
won three of the four races, takes a purse of
race
ran

§000.
The Chinaman, Bee Fang, who created considerable consternation on Kueeland street,
Boston, a few weeks ago by assaulting one of
liis countrymen with a hatchet, was indicted
for assault with intent to kill, but Saturday
morning he was found dead in his cell, having
ended his life by haugiug himself.
It is reported that the liabilities of ex-Gov.
Hale of New Hampshire may reach §1.000,000.
Several hanks in New England, it is understood,
hold his paper to a greater or less extent, anu
Senator Blair and Frank W. Jones are the chief
indorsers. His assets are light. It is stated he
has lost heavily in railroad enterprises.
All Italian ship has been sheathed with glass
cast like iron plates, so as to tit the hull,
take the place of copper sheathings. The
joints of the plates are made water tight by the
use of
water-proof mastic. The advantages
claimed for glass over copper, are its insensibility to oxidation and its exemption from incrustation.

plates,
to

Moliie Graham, a negro woman, aged 22, an
inmate of the medical college hospital, was arrested at Nashville, Tenn., Juue 5th, for
poisoning four persons, the matron, two patients and a negro employe. She intended to
poison oue of the doctors, against whom she
had a grudge, but the food prepared for him
was partaken of by the four persons, who may
die.

The originator of the Tennessee campaign,
which made the destruction of the Southern
Confederacy inevitable, and preserved the
American Union, was a woman. The story
of her iife, and especially of the manner in
which this campaign was successfully planned,
is vividly told by Mrs. II. It. Shattuck, in the
July issue of Outing, under the title of “Anna
Ella Carroll, the Originator of tne Tennessee
Campaign.” The paper will not fail to attract
wide attention in these days, when public
thought is concentrated upon the facts of tinwar.

Mr. W D. Howell- new novel, 1 udian Summer,” which is begun in July Harper’s, Is one
of the results of his residence in Florence two
or three years ago, describing, as it does, the
••

advantages

of a party of modern Americans
with that ancient city for an artistic background. The title foreshadows a portion of
the lovfi-interest in the story, one of the heroines being a lady in the *‘Indian-summer” of her
lift
It was from till- story that Mr. Howells
read the amusing account of the haps and mishaps at a dancing party of a man who don’t
dance, which excited .-o much interest at the
recent Authors* readings in New York in behalf of international cop) right.
The July issue of the Outing illustrated magazine, is emphatically a college number.
The
leading paper is an elaborate and most interesting review of the rowing contests between
Harvard and Yale from their tir.-t race, in
InVJ, to the present time, li
from the p. n
of Mr. J. It. W. Hitchcock, himself a practical
oarsman, and is
is accompanied

The fact that ncarlv two-third-of all death.diarrh'eti di-eases among children during

from

actions.
IN

A

NOTED

the year occur in the months of July and August is made the hading theme in Babyhood
for June, and eonsiderabh space is devoted to
a
comprehensive article mi ••summer Complaint,** with a special view to prevention.
There are few subjects connected with the care

CASE.

The law court announced a decision June did
in lie case of Serena L. Powers vs. Thomas
Mitchell, over-ruling the mot ion ami exceptions
of the plaintiff ami lem.ering final judgment for
the defendant. 'This puts an end lo one of the
most noted eases ever tried in tic* State.
The
sui was brought by the plaimitf January !• Ii,
1**0. for personal injuries claimed to have been
sustained in consequence of the dcfcndanl’s alleged negligence, by causing a collision of the
sleighs in which tin* parties were ruling <m
State street, Augusta, on tin* *J!»th day of December, 1*71). The ease has been pending in
Kennebec, Cumberland and Sugudaln e counties, been tried four times before a jury and
been three times be for*, the law court, tin* lii-

igation extending
Sri FKA.iE

over a

period

REVIVAL

accordance with

IN

•f
as

the full benefit of such literature as tlii-.
of
other interesting artieVs contained in this
numher of Baby hood may he mentioned ••photographing the l.aby ,” ••Creeping-Apron-,” **A
Remedy for Sleep.—ne-s.” ••Baby'- First Attire,' “Eating Between M-al-.*’ “Ob-tinale
< hihlren,” etc., etc.
D Spruce
t si.Jo a y- ar.
Street. New York.!

of tour years.
MAINE.

a

in

woman

The June number of the Atlantic

—

■

iu The Woman**- Journal.

tub

land Press; “It i- the work of

an artist. The
story is simph iu eon-tnr lion, yet of continued
lnlere-t; the characters are tinely drawn, the
local dialect well preserved, and it has a charm

Nye Revisits His Birthplace,

i’i:ei>i(. \:.‘s

Last week I

to

i:i:ii i:N

1'AIJI
visited my

l’I>( A

1111:

kai.in,

IS.

and freshness about it that i- d*

light fill to any
the country and of country life
l tie
descriptions are exquisitely done. There are
picturesque glimpse.- of the oid seaport, tow n,
charming sketches of the island farmhouse,
surrounded by it- well cultivated fields, fruitladen orchards, ami long level stretches of
marsh land. One can feci the hot breath of
the August noon, and hear <!;■ voices of the

birthplace in the
1 waited thirty years fo 'the

lover of

public

the other day that the public did not serin to
manifest the interest m my birthpla«e th: it
ought to, and lie s;iid 1 ought not to mind that.
“Just wait," he said, “til! the people <-t the
I'nited States have a chance to visit voiir tomb,
and you will be surprised to see how they will
run excursion trains up there to .Moos**ln:id
Lake, or wherever you plant yourself.
It will
be a perfect picnic. Your bold on tin American people, W illiam, is
wonderful, but vour
death would seem to assure it. and kind *>t
crystallize the affection now existing, but still
in a nebulous and gummy state."
A man ought not to criticise his birthplace, I
presume, and yet. if 1 were to do it all over
again, I do not know whether I would seiert
that’particular spot or not. Sometimes I think
I would not. And yet. what memories cluster
about that old house! There was the o;:e<where I first met im parents. It w>
that
time that an aequainianr* sprang up which lias
ripened in later years into mutual respect and
esteem.
It was there that what might be termed a casual meeting took place, that lias under
the aleheim of resistless years, turned !•> golden links, forming a pleasant but powerful bond
of union between my parents and myself.
Lor
that reason. I hope I may lie spared to my parents for many

Month-

ly contains the conclusion of “A Marsh 1
land.” by Sarah Orne Jewett, and a more
It hadelightful story was never written.
been published in book form, and
we fully
endorse the following criticism from the Port-

in reviving tin* suilYage work is requested :
send his or her name, togejher with any suggestions as to methods, to Lin y >ione. President of tin New Fngland Woman Mlift age Association.’> Park Street. Boston.
I.m y stone,

Bill

children which an-of such vita! importance
this, and there ran he no doubt that the

startling mortality >f infant- .amid be materially reduced if parent- would allow thcm.-elv*

request from the friends
Maine, tin* New Fngland
sutfrage
Woman SuilYage Association lias voted to e
operate with tin* Maim .society to the end that
n
may inert ase its usefulness and its activity.
Fury surtragist in Maim* who is willing to aid
lit

of

fully illustrated. The paper
by comments from William

Bhtkie. Robert J. t ook, William A. Bancroft,
and R. C. Watson. The number also contain'wo striking articles by Professors Edward
Hitchcock, of Amherst, and E. I.. Richards, of
Yale, concerning the development of phv-i. il
education and athletic sports at each of iu -c
institutions.

Legislature, prohibiting the maintenance «»f
such actions, but h a mg, perhaps, a question
as to costs, ami now a lew days ago in Augusta,
In a poor debtor disclosure, when Mr. Blake
had been arrested on an execution for eosts m
favor of a York county Treasurer whom hr
had sued, Mr. Blake was compelled to assign
all claim lie hud, if any, even tor costs in those

to visit it and as lln re didn't seem to be
much of a rush this spring. I thought I w ould
1 was telling a fraud
go and visit it myself.

Lx-First Auditor Reynolds of the Treasury
or jumped through ail air shaft

illustrated.

DRAKE'S “in >N A N /. V .*’
be remembered Ihal Lawyer Herbert
Blake of Hallowed iu 1**4 brought soinv fifteen
or twenty suits agaii. st Treasurers of corporations for not pubiishiug returns as required bylaw, the penally being S’><)0. Mr. Blake struck
tile tirst snag, says the Kennebec Journal, when
a
number of bis suits were dismissed with
eosts; another in a number of cases when the
jury found for the defendants, and then met a
contrary wiud in the shape of an act of the

Slate of Maine.

Department fell

Harper's for July Is largely an out-of-door
Frequenters of Mt. Desert will be
delighted with a series of charming poems,
“Midsummer at Mt. Desert,” by Mrs. Mace, of
Bangor, Me., with equally charming illustrations by Harry Penn, and lovers of the Adirondacks will be pleased ii. their turn with a paper
on “Ampersand” lake and mountain, also fully
number.

LAWYER

The Suez Canal Company, at its meeting in
Paris, June 4, unanimously approved the proposition to empower the Directors to borrow
£20,000,000 for the purpose of enlarging the
caual.

in the Southern

A poem on Mount Desert, by Mrs. Frances
L. Mace of Bangor, is to appear in the July
number of Harper’s Monthly. It is to b<* profusely illustrated by the artist Henry Feun.
The poem has been in the possession of the
Harper’s for years but never until recently
could the}’ secure satisfactory illustrations for
it.

Osgood

life.

The Last Weymouth (Pa.) News says that
some ol the Italians employed there on the water works, eat alewives raw, taking them from
the river and chewing them down as a eat
would do.

otry/’

It will

DECISION

an au-

sharply attacks both the President and his
sister for what it calls their “bottomless big-

CKN.

the

lie is

In her new book Miss Cleveland severely
criticises monastic, institutions. The New York
Tablet (Catholic) in the issue of Thursday,

is Prof. F. S. Morse’s splendid work on
Japan, of which the plates were about half
done. As this book i> awaited with espt eial
impatience, an impatience much increased by
the brilliant success of Prof. Morse's lectures
lasl winter, there is
good deal of disappointment felt and
expressed at the accident.
Another book is the novel of Miss Blanche
Howard, and still another is the novel of 1 R.
.Sullivan, the playwright and writer of graceful
vers de sociele.
This last will go to New Yol k
for a publisher, as it had not actually gone into
the hands of the linn.
Miss Howard’s novel
and two unpublished books by Robert Grant,
will have to await tl.e slow unraveling of the
affairs of the firm."

large

Ward's heroic statue of a typical Pilgrim,
presented to the ei v of New York by the New
Lngiand Society of that city, was unveiled in
Central Park Saturday week.

Harper’s upon a subject on which
thority, that of yachting.

county, and last

M

a

There are various rumors as to whether Gen.
Butler is or Is not to write a book, but at any
rate he is to appear in literature in the July

G. A. R.

Whole villages have been swallowed up i:i
the V ale of Cashmere by earthquakes, and
200 people are believed to have perished.

Atlanta put over $800,000 in buildings last
year outside of the Kimball House, in spite of
the hard times.

The Ladies’ Floral Cabinet for June is

Thompson Post, sb, G. A. IT. department of
Maine, is one that well deserves its name, and
has a claim on the profoundest respect of the
people in the rural communities in which its

members live. It is located at Cornish, iu Y ork
.Saturday it decorated the
graves of :>S soldiets in that town, as well as
those of 77 at Baldwin. 11 in Parson.-lieid. .V> in
lliram, 40 in Porter, and s iu Limerick. '1'hese
tigures teli a story. So does the name of
the Post.
Five
'Thompsons, ad kinsmen,
enlisted from Cornish.
'The only survivor
Is Oscar Hubbard Thompson, now commander
of the Post, who is a survivor of the horrors of
Andersonv I lie. Of .lie other four, one died at
the same prisou pen,one fell before Petersburg,
one died at Washington, and one at Beaufort,
IS. C.
Almost any man with a heart iu him
would be a Thompson from this little town of
Cornish, with its lino people. 'The location of
the town Is such that among the 100 members
of the Post are men living iu nine towns, and
who served in eighteen regiments and batteries
-the old 0th Massachusetts being one.
[Boston Herald.

News and Notes.

capital number. The story, “Sally Earle's
Third,” is particularly good. Ladies’ Floral
Cabinet Co., 22 Yesey street, New York.

MAINE VETERAN.

A

Among the haudfui of veterans who participated in the Memorial Day parade, was one
old hero whose n any years of sea service entitle him to more than a passing notice. When
the present writei was snoozing in his cradle,
William II. Riley was slinging his hammock
on board an American frigate: and while half
our grown-up readers were
totidling around In
petticoats, Riley was a petty officer of the Macedonian, and was >u his way to assist Commodore Perry In opening the port of Japan. Since
that time, he has served in various capacities
and on board almost every description of naval
vessel. The breaking out of the rebellion found
him at work on hi? farm in Dresden. Literally
leaving his plow n the furrow, the patriotic
sailor,—then well advanced in years,--hastened
lo the nearest naval rendezvous and was at
once assigned to
duty on board a gunboat.
Near the close of llie war lie returned to Dresden where he at present lives on a small farm,
and in the enjoyment of a moderate pension, to
which no man living is more fully entitled. Rather below medium size, his
wiry form still betokens a
fair share
f strength and endurance.
Time has managed :o tinge his locks and whiskers with gray, but lias failed to dim the brightness of his eye, which is as black and keen as a
hawk’s. To see tin veteran parading with bis
comrades is a delightful sight, and one that we
would walk a mile any day to witness. Riley is
a member of Merr II Post, G. A. R., and few
similar organizations possess a man who has
seen so many years' active service.
[Richmond
Bee.

cents.

T. J. Cluverius was found guilty, at Richmond, Va., of the murder of Frances Lillian
Madison.

Literary
STATE.

OVER THE

vears to come.

Many old memories now luster about that
old home, as I have said. There is. also, other

old bric-a-brac which lias ucrinmilap* 1 since I
1 took a small stone from the
was born there.

busy haymakers, and enjoy the delicious lansummer evening with the farim t's
household on tie* stoop of the old house, ami
listen to the friendly gossip of the neighbors
who “drop in” for a few minute-’ social chat.
And again, with delicate, yet strong touch,
does Miss Jewett paint the country in its
autumn dre-s, brilliant with color—pictured
as the early fall really is, not tic* conventional
melancholy days, but with spring promise- fulfilled, the long struggle rewarded, the fruit of
well doing being gathered, and both moral ami
physical nature strengthened, and sights and
sound- made clear and distinct in the bracing,
health-giving air. It is a book to own. to read
guor of the

more

than

ouct

Fish ani> Fishing.

[

the Port

Burnham & Morrill of

Clyde canning factory, who

were trkd
recently for using short lobster.- in canning
opt rations, were lined *477. This is the tir-t
ease of the kind tried iu the vicinity ami great

interest was felt.Mr. Harry Buck, who is
front yard as a kind of “memento" of the occasion and the place. I do not think it has been employed at the Orlaml Fi-h
Hatching Works
detected yet. Theje was another stone in that had about 2J.<H)0 young land locked salmon
put
yard, so it may be weeks before any one finds I in Eagle Lake on Ml. Desert 1-laud. The ^g-,
out that I took one <>4 them.
which were hatched at the Orlaml Works, w-re
How humble the hour.*, yet what a lesson it
from Grand Lake Stream salmon.
A turtle
should teach the boys of America ! Here, amid captured in Androscoggin Lake
tipped the beam
the barren and inhospitable waste of rocks and
at US pounds and mea-uml Is im hes aero-- the
cold, the last place in tin* world that a great [ back....Two local tisheimen netted 1100 heiman would naturally select to be born in. bet ing, and 17s shad In the Kennebec river,
opposite Augusta, Wednesday night, and It'd shad,
gan the life of one, who by his own unaided efro
in
after
rose
the
of
proud height
fort,
years
Thursday night-The ti-inug licet of Gloucespostmaster at Laramaie City, Wyoming Terri- ter June 1 consisted of 472 ves-el.-,of which I J J
tory, and with an estimate of tin* future that
sail wa re on Georges and Brown'- Banks tor
was almost prophetic, resigned before In* could
cod and halibut; 12 J sail on Grand. We-tern
be characterized as ail offensive partisan.
and (Juereau Bank- for cod and halibut ; o4 sail
Here on the banks of the raging Piscataquis,
engaged on New England shore ground ti.-hing;
where winter lingers in tin* lap of spring till it
(*-ail in oyster tishinu ; 14o sail and 1 steamer
occasions a good deal of ialk, there began a ca- oil mackerel trips, ami 11 -ail otl’G reenlaml and
reer which has been tin
admiral ion and won- Iceland for halibut-... Coder dale ot Gloucesder of every vigilance committee west of the ter, June i>, the American Fish Bureau
reports
turbulent Missouri.
“nothing favorable from the mackerel thet.
There on that spot, with no inheritance but a
Vessels are arriving at home ports to relit. They
prt disposition to premature baldness and a bilbring in but few fish. Many not any Men are
ler hatred of rum: with no personal property
plenty for cod and halibut idling, but are getbut a misfit suspender and a stone bruise* be- ting scarce for mackerel tishing, the low
prices
gan a life history w hich nas never ceased to be
and light catch at present not ottering much ina warning to people who sell groceries on credducement to litters or crews.”.The run of
it.
ale wives at Warren has been the smallest for
It should teae.ii the youth of this young land years and at St.
George the run has not been
what glorious possibilities may lie concealed in targe-The Lamoiue Packing
Company, rethe rough and tough bosom of the reluctant cently reorganized, has begun
operations in
It shows how steady perseverance
present.
lobsters
and
sardines,
packing
furnishing emand a good appetite will always win in the end.
ployment to about seventy-live.
I» teaches us that wealth is not indispensable,
and that if we live as we should, draw out of
We do not suppose for a moment that any of
politics at the proper time, and die a few days
before the public absolutely demands it, the the readers of the Journal are in the habit of
matter of our birthplace w ill not be considered.
on Sunday
but lest they should be
Still, my birthplace is all right as a birth- going fishing
place. It was a good quiet place to be born in. tempted in that direction we present the folThe old neighbors said that Still ley was a very lowing extract from an article in a recent numquiet place up to the time I was born, and when ber of the
Popular Science Monthly :
1 took my parents bv the hand and gently led
Sheik Kemal Edin Demiri, who died about
them away in the spring of Vi3, saving, “Parents, this is no place for us," it again became a. l>. Uo.'), and was the author of a voluminous
treatise ou the life of animals, relates the folquiet.
It is the only birthplace I have, however, and lowing story a'* a fact: “The inhabitants of a
1 hope that all the readers of the Globe will town called Olila, on the shore of the Red Sea,
feel perfectly free to go there any time and vis- were in olden times metamorphosed into monit it, and carry their dinner as I did. Extrava- key s. in punishment for their wiekc dn« ss. They
Some of
gant cordiality and overflowing hospitality had broken the Sabbath by tishing.
have always kept my birthplace back. [Bill their pious fellow-citizens endeavored in vain
to
them
back
into
the
of
virtue;
convey
path
Nye.
and. finally, when all admonitions proved useleft
the
town.
to
their
homes
less,
Returning
A few days ago, says a correspondent, Mr. three
days later, they fouud, instead of their
Lamar found time to appoint bis brother-inneighbors, baboons, which met them looking
law, a man of over 70 years of age. to a clerk- sorrowfully, and expressing by signs and attiship in one of the departments. As the law tude that they recognized the friends whose
prescribes rules as to age and qualification, no advice they had scorned with so dreadful a
sooner was the appointment made than the
result. In his
Allah had inflicted a terfact was brought to the attention <>f the civil rible sentence anger,
upon them.”
service commissioners. Those three worthies
at once went for the scalp of tin* aged brotherEarthquake shocks at points in the vale of
in-law and Mississippian. They pointed out
the provisions of the law, and the secretary Cashmere conliuue at intervals averaging three
found himself without a brother-in-law pen- hours ill length. Whole villages have been ensioned on the government. [Boston Herald, gulfed, and terrible subterranean noises are
heard, driving the people frantic with fear.
Mug.
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The Ohio Re.aibican Mate convention

considerable pa"s*-t,g*-r tratlic,
amount **f freight i> received
and despatcheu. An stcaiin-r tratlic is now
done by way of < umdeu or Rockland. tin distance b.-ing two mill
in the first u*t aim ov.
six in the latter. Any of the coasting si* aiuei>
can casil} and "afelv go m am!out ol ltockport.
ns there i" a depth "I over fifteen feet «»r water
lit the wharf with the iide at its low *t stage.
W'e understand that any company ottering t.
make landings at tliis place wnuid meet with
a

small

«

« <
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Industrial Jour'I.WKNUilN.
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The contributor- to the Main.- Farm -r-’ AlCap;, charl*-- F. Na-h. of Augu-ta.
publisher, h» iu their annual -mention in AuJune
Ioih. the attendance being forty.
gusta
The following office’
v\
!
let!--!: President.
Thomas A. (iUshee. .\; j ieton: Vie.-Pr.-sid. nr.
K. 1C ( a pen. Augu-ta: Frea-urer. I hai -•
F.
Nash, Augusta; >• :ur,. J *.nii» 1 II. W ing.
Watervilie; L\i*cuiive < •mini!!ee. Wil.iam
-McDavid. A liuli-ta. I lionia- M flow dell. Wt -t
Washington. I>. ( Perkins, 1-airfield. ‘•Nonius" delivered the roll a;i in v.ise; 11. i>.
Capeu read lie- Milutatory : “Vase" read an -.
A tin
say on Puzzie-: “Vivian" wa- poet.
banquet was served at Hotel North. Fb<- n- M
l.e
held the second Wednesday
meeting will
•June, ls-sfj.
manac.

<
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NOItMAL M'llU'il..

'Flie anniv. r-ary exerci-es of the Male \
si-hooi kept Fai iningtoii a-lir ia-t w. k
bringing a large number of \ i-iiors, friend- oi
the .-indent-, aiumni. prominent. dueai<.r-. Mac
officers, etc. Monday. 'Fuesday and Wtdh--day the oral » xanimation- were attended by
large numbers, nu-lmiing th- I ru.-tee-.
l.m
and other-.
Superintendent d sch«»
i m m Abl ot
diWednesday ev< niug lb
tor of the ( hri-tian l nion. gave the addle-before ihe graduates. Hi- -ui-.i- «d wa- “Tin
j.. u— M--lhJCruoeraey >»l Fhhe ali-m." 'Foe
odist church wa> filled.
It.*- graduation exercise* proper occurred at Mu-ie Hall lhursday
evening. There w.-re thirty giaduale- including four from the advance..I course.
mal

»
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a
Doted liquor sellei
In Lewiston
For along series of v.-ars hiplace has be. n searched for the coutrabam
beverage with poor slice--. .Saturday the newly appointee Mate coii-iable, with a deputy
sheriff. visited hi- -tore, and while in the ceilai
discovered one of th nio-i ingeniously arranged liquor traps ever im- uted. A trap door waespied overhead, em br ing forced open, the
officer crawled up through it. and found himself iu a small room that reached to the top storv
of the liou-e, and which contained a largi
amount of liquor. Tue floor was -o arrangei
that

it

con

Id

to

i.a i-

was

structing iron ships iu this country is alike
ridiculous aud disgraceful. The New York
Evening Post (Mugwump) which has been
conspicuous for its abuse of Mr. Roach has,
we notici. beeu compelled to retract.
On the
25th of May the Post said : “The truth is that
Roach's trade for years has been to make ships
which needed repairs.” on the 27th of May
The Post said that within a certain period Mr.

tl.it* d

May

24. 1 s*'*.

as

j
(

member of Congress and so wa.- bis father*.brother. An aunt wa-a sister of a President
of How.loin: a relative, a I nir.ai Mat:n

An evangelist who style*, himself the Rev.
.Sam. Jones is waking up the West and South
in a style peculiarly his own. the merits of
which are now the subject of an animated
V* itli that, however,
newspaper discussion.
we need not concern ourselves, but will
simply
quote the following passages from the reported
utterances of thi- certainly vigorous orator:
Talk about an !. .ne>t man starv in? to death;
they won’t starve. God will feed an honest
man. if lie has to put tile angels on half rations.
What’s culture worth? It’s only whitewash
on a rascal.
I’d rather have to learn my A, B,
< in heaven than to know Greek in hell!
M any good Christians sleep so sound that the
devil can come up and saw off their heads with
a dull caseknife before they wake.
A lie is always on the down grade, but the
truth you have to hitch au engine to.
I can get along better with most every thing
in lhi> world than with people who talk too
much.
A woman that marries a man with whiskey
on his breath Is the biggest fool in the world,
except the one that stir.** his toddy for him after
be is married.

-■

and then a governor of our Mate. Himself, well educated, a talented man. lie married Into one of the best of families. He w a- a
merchant, but rum ruined him. broke up his
family and left him a wreck. He could wit-3.1 a
Hut all was sacrificed
pen as well as the be-t.
for rum. This is one of thousands of !e--ons
that the youth of our land should heed and
taste a drop of the accur.-'-d stuff.
We
bail the education of our children upon tills
matter as the beginning of :t better era.
1'he
borne, Sunday school and >>mm<>n school artin* factors to stop this horrible e\ i 1.
never

:

1

would not continue to patronize him, and that this “is a fair test of his
wi-t

private

The term “offensive partisans*’ has caused
Mr. Cleveland a heap of bother, it till- blame chamber with hats twenty years lung
s\ue.
The mail bags groan with charges from
famine stricken

men.
Here i- a specimen.
“Thrift has been collector at -. II- is an
offensive partisan. He hurrahed foi Blaine

and -ay- he \<>ies the Republican ticket because
it is right.
(The idea of a man being actuated
by such a motive.) He opposed \oii. Mr.
Pre-ident. with all his might. He takes a Republican paper and has been a delegate to
been on committees. W>
hired Sneak and Prowl to talk with his domestic help and they say be Inis said our party was
all wrong and he meant to circulate docu-

convention.

again-t them. We want Grunter appointed; he has been in all parties and
knows j:i-t bow to manage. II
runs our
paper and says if ho can get lhi- office he
will hire somebody with brains to edit it.
and the I. <rd knows it needs ii sadly. 11.

owners

geueral workmanship.”

party. For he will make v.-i \ subordinpay and work to get the voters to the polls.”
Here is another.
“Positive, is our present
Postmaster. He has been on a town committee and ip.t subscribers for the Tribune.
IPpost* d up a call for a eaucu- of his party in hia
stor«
most offensive act.
Has r- fused to
democrats for groceries, so bitter I- lie in
his polities. He complained of one of our leading men for selling rum because tin '' Her waa
democrat. He won’t allow -wearing in histore, and is undemocratic.
We want "Gab**
appointed, lie talks polities all the time and

trust

resorts

has been on our town committee fory. ar-.
lit
dotes tm our party and bates a republican
bad that be wont allow their children in sight

Portland, who invites inquiries Dr further information.

of his grocery. Then he ought to have it for
the money and time lie has given for the party.
If there is a worker in our town it is (fab. We

glad to learn that the beautiful little
prepared by the Committee of tin
S atue of Liberty are being subscribed fur want no more offensive partisan- of the Repubthroughout the length and breadth of our lican stripe. We want reform, w>- want honCountry. This is as it should be. tor it is tin- esty. and (fab tills the bill.”
This is a specimen of hundreds of ej-i-tle.noble gift of France to the United Slates.
Every lover of liberty should subscribe £1.00. that Manning and Vilas are compelled to read
with heavy heart and aching head. The truth
which, if sent to Bichard Butler, Seeretarv. ;
Mercer Street, New Yoik, will s,,me one of i- no man who votes with a party is worthy of
are

statuettes

made by the President by and |
with the “advice and consent of the Senate."

pointments

are

1‘hat “consent" has often been withheld in the
past and is likely to be in the future, especially
when men are nominated for positions for
which they are notoriously incompetent and
unfit. It is possible such a case may come up
in connection with the Belfast custom house.
From time immemorial

a

stock

joke

of the
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in the streets of

\\ estern eattiemeu talk of using
brand their cattle.
Cutworms are doing
Michigan cornfields.

unusual

electricity
damage

Maine Bornological Society made a good
selecting Mr. S. L. Boardman as their
Mr. Boardman is the foremost
secretary.
writer in Maine on agricultural and kindred topics, and a genial gentleman as well.

name

cannot

of

an

look people right in tin- eye and defend.
Sigma.

He has done his State good service in tin* past
and we trust he will long continue his labors in
behalf of our agricultural and industrial inter-

Fish

Fishing.

A Fall River. Mass.,
despatch of the 11th says: The large ti-h trap
owned by J. Church A Co., of Tiverton. R. I.,
containing about live hundred thousand barrels
or tish, was broken by the storm last Tuesday
and the lish all txwped. The Irap was put in
at the mouth of the Seaeonnct River at tin » ommeneement of the reason and. in the great run
of seup and rock ba>s last month was literally
packed with these species. This trap co\oi>
between two and three acres, and is supported
by driven spiles. Two additions have been
made to it to give the tish a chance to live, but
it did not answer the purpose, as the lish commenced dying, and the rest were about halt
dead, which caused them to sag. and they bore
so heavily when struck by the storm that they
broke through the heavy meshes and cscat 'd.
Their value was estimated at £10,000.The
season of alewive tishing in the Dainuriscoita
river, now drawing to a close, has not been a
money-making one for the company which
bought the stream, says the lleraid. In isso
with live weirs on tin; river 1,800.000 were
caught ; in lsS4, with IT weirs only 800,000 wencaught, making a loss to the towns by falling
otl in four years £2G’2u.
The accumulation oi
savv-ilust and mill refuse in the river is supposed to have been one cause of the decrease.
The w haling business on the Maine coast i- not i

Skye terrier dog, and one
night last week the dog did not come home.
When he showed up the next day. his back
was colored red.
The only explanation to be
ottered is that the dog had been out painting
the town. [Gardiner Home Journal.
It looks to us as though some one had been
out painting the dog.
a

Last week's Courier-Gazette contained the
tirst instalment of the editor’s foreign travels.
We regret to learn that our contemporary un-

J

This is the season when college terms end
with a commencement and the voice of the
graduate is heard in the land.

Nobody

has yet succeeded in setting a river
a good many ice houses are burned
every year.

on

tire, but

Gen. Grant

Tuesday. He
road journey.

taken to Mt. McGregor
greatly wearied by the rail-

was
was

An exchange reports codfish “quiet ami
steady.” They must have left off drinking.
Gen. Grant is growing weaker.

The street
last week.

are now

small assets.

ripening.

shall

we

and

A

Barnimi and the itli of July come
gether tills year that it will make it

publish

close

so

Springfield, Mass., will be i'5<) years old on
IsMi. and i- preparing to celebrate the
smallpox

Our t.eorgc will have something of a surprise
patty when he returns home and surveys the wedding pj' -ents that have ei.mie in 'luring iiis ni.sem**
He has a wide a, qnalntam-e now, imi he w 1. ,-o>u

cases

“Know all

Mav 25.
ev eur.

Mrs. Hath K.

Patter-Mi, of this city, attempted
Sunday bv jumping off Lewis wharf.
was caught and taken
away by Mr. Austin
Danforth.

suicide

Another death lias oivurred from
Montreal, and -ev raI other new

a!

t■

arc

n*p(»rted.

to-

Mr. James Cates brought to Cook's
market, in
city, tin- carcass of a veal calf, *i\ weeks o d,
that weighed Is" pounds, l; was fatt» u.d for t ie
market and was a ver\ handsome -p,,
u.
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Fulversity. which is
du' i• 'I "ii me correspondence plan, has
•iii.uou students.

■

by their
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now

hope

comes we

1’wen tv-live years ago
bu-lnes- man of

Brazza, tlie French explorer, has been
appoint' d governor of the French province iu
the t ongo counti y.

where his wit't* die 1.
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M bldieion, who has been pursuing
Big Bear, ti t- tumid t he country impassabie fur
horses, and i> on hi> icturn to Fort Bin, N. \V.
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Tiie postolliee inspectors pursuing Ilibbs. the
defaulting postma-ter of l.ewiston. Idaho, have i
discovered that he i" at Farewell, 450 miles distaut 1 roiii V ietoria. B. t

Igi

j
!

The

locusts on the
ridges of L'hattanooga. Tennessee, are increasing an.i all siirubs ami trees and every green

thing

swarms
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of seventeen

red

with
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insects.

Income
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At the recent conference in New York of the
Health Otlieers of tiie ports of New York, Boston. N-.-w Haven, Brooklyn and Baltimore, and
tin Mate Board of Health of New York, quarfill in
regulations were adopted to prevent the
ii*tro luctioii ot cholera and other diseases into
the l nited Slates the e-miing summer, to go Into
etlect immediately
They provide for an eight

days* quarantine and thorough disinfection of
everything liable to convey the contagion.
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Mr. 1>. M. Thing couldn't he representative
to emigres* from the Sreond district, but he
can he po*tmaMer at Mr. Vernon.
Mr. Thing
is a practical man.
Ii he can’t get what he
wants he is willing to take w hat he can
get.
Portland Press.
Massachusetts. following the example of
Maine, is to ha\e seientitic temperance instruction in her schools.
The legislature has voted
for iI almost unanimously. Teacher* will find
in the streets of Boston plenty material for
object les-oiis. [Portland Advertiser.
I he
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The ease of John iryant, petitioner for cert, vs.
The County Commissioners of Waldo, goes to the
law court at Bangor this wees.

Democratic citizens has painted his
house red, while another lias chosen yellow.
One of

in

There

William B. Rice, of Unity,
insolvency. He has but

for

the court.

sprinkler began its welcome rounds

The steamer May Queen will be sold at auction,
to :
at Portland, ou Friday June 26th.

on Gen. Mattock* of Portinstrumental in securing the
passage of the law prohibiting the taking of
proving as successful as was propheeied. The short
lobsters, and he was one of the tir»t
Hurricane has been able to secure hut one* lish. ;
victims. Six mmdred and tifty-tive short lobThe steamer lay at Tillson's w harf. Rockland,
dated Halifax. N. >.. ; sterswere found at his Bootlihay factory. [LinIt is telegraphed from New York of a man Thursday-A despatch
.June 11th says: During the past few days ;F coln County News.
for
jailed
passing bogus cheeks, that “his toils of saimou have been shipped from Port
If thi President would dismiss the Augusta
clothes arc of expensive material and fashion- Medway river to Boston. 'The product of sal- I (M *.) delegaiion, as he <Iid that from Chicago,
mon on the river this season will reach TiO.ObO
make some
and
and respectable Deiiiuably cut, but do not set well.” As the man pounds-An old fisherman say s the outlook j erat like Mr. J.popular
Frank Pierce Postmaster, he
claimed to he a chum of the I’rince of Wales for shore tishing for mackerel is unusually j1 would not
only give that city a lirst-class Postgood. Large numbers of whale* have appeared master. but he would secure respect for his
this is important.
I offshore, and the mackerel, in order to escape
Administration. [Boston Journal.
them have run in towards the coast. .Schools
One member of this year's graduating class at I
The Boston Globe is publishing a series of
have been seen in Penobscot and Frenchman's
West Point has 12n pairs of white trousers. His
Whig says: Mr. F. W. copy-righted sketches, written by Bill Nye.
education seems to have beeu full of breeches. hays-The Bangor
II
the two already printed are samples of what
a
salmon
with
landed
a
sonic
Ayer
large
lly
[Philadelphia Press.
distance up the river Saturday. This was said i* to come, the copy-right was a needless waste
He probably pants for faux—and the para- to be the tirst salmon ever taken with a fly on of cash; nobody would be guilty of stealing
them.
Bill has written some good things in
tin* river-Salmon tishing on tin- river St.
graphers will give it to him.
I Croix was never better than at the present In* time, but these are not in that line. Ills
lime. Four or live beauties weighing 1 roan chief aim is to be funn\ at the expense of the
There are 1083 homeopathic students in the
j live to niue pounds each, are being taken near good old State of Maine which gave him birth;
United Slate.-.
Calais every day with common bamboo trout he only succeeds in being silly and mean.
This does not include those who apply home- I rods and lines.
: l Biddetord Journal.
opathy to their studies in other branches, whiie
The
NKWSPAiT'.K
Notes.
Waterviile
Mail,
allopathy is applied to base ball and boating.
Few things are more fascinating in their way
: in an
editorial on the beginning of its thirty- j
than a study of the subterranean history of
The Massachusetts editor who started out to i ninth volume, says ot the paper: “It will eon- •
limn, u la ther in eaves or In mounds, whether
tell “what the independents want” gave if up tinue to be a little old-fogyish while the boys
|
at the end of two columns and a half.
[Press. ! are running their lilt; but It promises not to it be to corroborate written history, or to take
that ante-dates all writing. PresiHe might have told it all in four words— fall so far behind as to
forget its advocacy of testimony
dent Bartlett, of Dartmouth, contributes an inthey want the earth.
I the best interests of the community to whom
tep sting article on this topic to the July uum| it gave its first pledges.”.The American I
When a mail is just about to sneeze you Sentinel, of Bath, has been enlarged.Smith ! her of the North American Review. From the
couldn’t buy him off with a consulate. [Boston j
men of unknown ages and their works uiulerA Son of Bangor are now printing three weekPost.
I
to men grappling with the latest quesly
paper* for towns in Penobscot and Piscata- ground,
Mugwumps excepted.
, lions of our own day and discussing the parcelquis counties.
ing out of the earth's surface, is a long step;
The Dunlap Stylograph Co., of 200 WashingWhen bis book was completed General Grant but in ’lie same number ofjlie Review appears
ton street, Boston, is a fraud, and we warn our
He took it to Mrs. Grant a conversation between David Dudley Field
was much delighted.
readers against the concern. It docs not carry
and said : “Here is your book. It's all done. It's
and Henry George, on land and taxation.
out its contracts.
the only legacy I have to leave you or my fami- Another urgent question, which may soon
June 21- ly.” He invariably refers to the book now as make a \erv serious issue, the extradition
College Commencements-

transformation on the voyage—from
Fuller to emptier. But he wrote a racy letter
just the same.
a

Bowdoin,
27; Bales, June 17-20: Colby, June 28, July 1;
Maine State College, June 20-25.
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minds) of a sainth class who belong on an em- minion of < ana la." has made its appearance. fellow.- make it.. Bn -idem 'mini.,"f in. Nut;It
i" <late-! J urn* 1. 1-7'". cheek letter <
al
Base
Ball
Ail the
League, telegraphed that >n lias is-u
inence above all earthly habitation and are not ;
notes seen i»« ar the number Ll<)4.7<>7, “Toronto
an order to the league umpires to .-hat g<- 1:.to
to be reckoned among the people of thi- earth.
issue.*' The portrait of Lord Dutl'erin has a conform to the rule ot last
year am: to umpire inThe President should say : "1 want this office for scratchy look, and the eyes are imperfect.
cordingly. I nis is the mm r. dis-m-s'-l pueiinig
a democrat: you are a republican, a good fellow
By a vote of lo7 to 00 the Massachusetts house rule. Hereafter tin- pit*-'** r ma;. deli\ the "all
and a good officer, but 1 have my own fold to of representative.** has passed to be engrossed a
he chooses, pro\ ided lie kn i- i; within the ..f
bill authorizing the appointment to otliee of
take care of." But to try to make a man a crimhis position.Tin* Belfa-t
n!■ m>\v ha- -c. .-n
hoimrab'y discharged soldiers and sailors who
inal because he votes and work- for what lie
1:- lh--dute-.
game- umbo- rctitru't, *:/
have not passed a civil sen ice examination.
thinks right is not in good taste or in haninmx
Bangor-, Colby, two with tl.. W altlnun- amt :\\.>
With '.lie approval of the President, and after
with the l’ort'ami-. Tin* latter games to be p; r.
with our form of government. <»l all the bad consultation with the (
abiimt, the Postmaster
with tne
polities our President has been led into b\ Mug- (ienei ai has decided not to advertise for bids to in Portland.... The tiist game wi 1
enter into contracts for the transportation of
Kc-olutes on Wedm-s.hu> m st.
I he Bctta-t
wump foolishness that is the worst. It i- a
f'Uvigu mail" "ii a mil- age ba-is under the per- will be two men short on that da> ...-lab u
club that will bit the head of Grunter and Gab missive
authority conferred by the act of Con- Mr. Moulton, of Cuinbei land, wi
l
as well as Thrift and Positive.
It i- hypocrisy gress o W ireli •), lss.*».
e b>
games on our team last sea-on w id at:
We know that active republiin high places.
there
arrived
in
the
customs
During May
will probably play during the
tin- B.
cans and democrats quarrel at the voting places:
districts of Baltimore, Boston. Detroit, Huron, fast nine...
Tl e tb-kets tor via- grand si .in
ut
Minne-oia. New Orleans, New York. Passamabut are the best of friends and respect each
ball grounds, u;a> i»e had at the n-.a
i.
; Kd
and San Francisco *;*;,i»71
other. <>ur American politics require earnest quoddy. Philadelphia
Wilson. 'In. e nr tin gam* <\ ..••\t wick
immigrants, s.200 citizens of tin* L nited States gore
men.
It i- the hope of a republic, and our returned from abroad, and 4.445 aliens not in- will be on -1|. uem -aturday.
young men should never cast a vote that they tending to remain in the t nited states.
the

Ap-

ed “Yol. 1. No. 17.” i wa* evidently established tiii" year an an exponent of the new dispen"ation.
On the first page of this delectable
sheet \\e find an artiea* headed “Jack Logan,”
u w hich that gaiiuul soldier and sturdy pairit.it
it thU" it lei r* d to :
out from the depths out of the chaos of Xo\em >er ami the tomb of Kadiealism—rises tin
rotten --t of tin* R* publican ragtag'ami bobtail
poiiti' ian.«. I tie llotsam of political liltli couhl
not have kepi Jack Logan alloat till now. wiien
he has been rescued from oblivion, but lor the
vast disproportion of wind of v\ bicli the Illinois
"statesman” i" constituted.

says

ate

The Belfast Age. which recently indorsed
the appointment of one of the Copiah gang. 1
say>: “The Republican papers are gradually 1
--•booling them-elves up to the revolutionary these
artistic statuettes, being a fae-simile of
idea of 'he Seuate putting a stop to the operaBartholdi's great work. Let the good work go
tion- of the government by refusing to confirm
J be President's appointments.” The “revolu- on until
every home in the i and shall posse>»>
tionary idea" i- excellent. Mr. Rust has evi- this
proof of ownership in the grandest work
dently adopted Ex-Gov. Plaisted’s idea of the
appointing power. The Senate lias a duty to of modern times—"Liberty Euiighh ning the
perform as well as the President, and where World."
flieient officers are removed to make places for
Democrats, the Senators will undoubtedly ask
1 he Fail field Journal complains of
some very pertinent questions, which wilfhave
receiving
to be answered :o their satisfaction before such
exchanges that “appear to have been Ustd in
nominations are confirmed.
[Bangor Whig J wiping off the press or
mopping up the floor,''
and Courier.
and names four Maine papers as offending in
Ever since its editor became a candidate for
j this wav. One of these
papers was dropped
the Belfast collectorship the Prog. Age has i
been preaching the doctrine that the Senate I from the Journal's exchange list some years
and there are others that ought to he. But
must eouiirm all of Cleveland’s appointments, j ago,
good, bad and indifferent, and that it really has there has been such general complaint on this
score of late that we
hope to see a reform. An
no power to do otherwise.
That, of course. Is
exchange that cannot be read is of no use to
absurd, as every intelligent person kuows.

it i" mark-

a

our

in Maine. We notice that this
pamphlet contains the letter from Dr. W. 11.
Winslow, of Pittsburg. I'a..on “Maine for Ha\
Fever," originally published iu the Journal.
Both documents may be obtained by appiication to F. K. Boothby. general pa>>eng»-r agent.

We

republican and

lie will put out liberally for the party. We think if la g.-ts this
place it will make live huudred votes gain to
hate-

Scotia and Cape Breton.
A
special
pamphlet, copiously Illustrated, describes the

summer

He has

ment-

Nova
l

.-

tor

line but to Old Orchard, the White Mountains,
Mount Desert, and points in New Brunswick,

The Post further said that the inference was
that Mr. Roach does build good ships, as oth* r-

"Organ."
and

1

R »ach had built for the Pacific Mail and other

companies, “in all fifty-three iron steamships
now in service, none of which have required
more repairs
than are ordinarily required in
vess( Is of that class built in English yard*."

U
have received a copy of a paper healing
tlie till*- of “The Sunday Pho nix,” of AtigUsta.

Georgia,

President of Dartmouth College. His grandfather was a distinguished divine who married
the President's daughter. His father wa- a

murderers become heroes to be protected by
very imaginary legal contrivance.” The Lancaster, l'a.. Intelligencer, also a Democratic
j
paper of the most intense type, here rejoins:
This is what the Intelligencer thought some
years ago when Phil Thompson in cold blood
shot a lieeing and defenseless man iu the back.
But it was the humor of Kentucky notoriety to
protect him and of Kentucky journalism to
praise him.
He came to Congress with blood on his j
\\ hen Col. Bob Ingeisoll attempted to enter
hands; and Mr. Watterson and bis newspaper Secretary Lamar's room at \\ ashinglon, on
recent)v urged him violently for a place in the Thursday, tin messenger stopped him with the
administration second only to a cabinet office.
remark: "The Secretary i> busy with members
All of which -coming from the sources it of Congress and officials, now. 11*' will see
*
you
presently." Col. Bob smiled. Drawing a
* lotsis “mighty interesting reading/* as Solon
half dollar from his pocket, lie slipped it into
Chase would say.
the colored man's hand and whispered a lewwords in his ear. The messenger stepped inSecretary Whitney has written a letter to side and delivered himself of these lines: "Col.
Captain Belknap, saying that the last trial trip lngersoll is waiting in the ball. ID says he
of the Dolphin was without his order, and was understands you are busy with members of
valueless since the sea was not heavy enough to Congress and government ollieials, and wants
determiue whether or not the Dolphin is struc- to know when you can see gentlemen." .See.
Lamar bent bis head low on his desk to conturally weak.
This very “fresh” Secretary of the Navy will ceal a smile, and said: "1 can see him now."
The Colonel was admitted without further deno doubt make a requisition on the Weather
lay. [Mugwump correspondent.
Bureau for a gale of suitable dimensions; and
So it only costs half a dollar to -.-ee" the
if the Dolphin stands that test the next order
Secretary of the Interior. But. seriously, we
will be to run her on a rock at full speed. think this
story reflects very little credit upon
If the rock stands the collision best Sec- the Interior
Department.
retary Whitney will probably commission
it.
The Democratic persecution of John
The Maine Central railroad company has
Roach because he is opposed to free ships and printed an admirable list of summer excurhas built up a large establishment lor con- sions at low rates, not only to all points on the

countrymen.

An Administration

the lock up. He had been but a -hold time
the work house and will lay for days In
our jail, the law mercifully
providing him with
shelter. Who was this wreck; Let me te'l
you. IIis great grandfather wa- the tirst
to

out of

an

made solid by the shotgun argu-

we

hope for the future." That it “wither- the
vigor of youth and dishonors the gray hairs of
age.*’ Let me state a case in kind. We saw
within a few day- a homeless vagrant, covered
with vermin, drunk and disorderly, conveyed

be raised and

a

make it possible to exclude from the
petit jury all who believe a murderer Is uot
something of a hero.” The Courier-Journal
further reports that In Kentucky “murderers
grow apace; the victims are forgetten; the

—.

gratelul

unt may

invitation, and if they see tit to remit to this
office we will be pleased to receive and transfer
their contributions to the committee.

and

tions in the same direction. But sneak thieves
and pick-pockets will be confronted with a
strong force of able detectives who will arrest
the lirst one they lay eyes upon and place him
in durance vile. This will be a warm place for
evil doers, speaking of rum-sellers reminds
me of the drinker.
What a leveller rum i>.
Who wonders that a poet has said “He scatters ail earthly possessions and leaves not a

the monument erected before the close of
another season. There must be quite a number of former residents of Belfast who are

ment.

their inhabitants by scattering everywhere the
germs of infectious and fatal *:;^,-a"«—.
Judgi J >s. ph P. Korak-r of Cincinnati was
nominal* d on lilt first bailot, atiei tb** adoption
of the plalfoi m, bv a Vote ol 4(V.G. ;.ild the liolliim.iion was made unanimous.
The nominations oi (it-n. R*>bi t P. K* ntiolv for Lieutenant (ioveruor. Judge (,• urge W. M liv iin- for
Piown of J* lier"Upi* me judge, ami John <
-ou tor lJ-. :'"invr. v\t re by ac, i-iinati--ii
J. A.
L *iilcr of f i' im»nt was nominated for attorney -general. and Weils >. Julies of Pike for the
board of public work".
The toliovvmg was unanimously adopted:
Hie Republicans of Ohio, in convention assembled, tender to Gen. I i\ sse" >. Grant our
warm sympathy in this time of hi" great siilVer•1
ami as-ure him of our great faith in and
101 mm. and earnestly hope that lie may be restored to health, and be bie-sed \\ i,h liianv day s
among bis

am

a

The editor of the Louisville Courier-Journal,
whose editor was recently cured of sore eyes bv
a visit to President Cleveland, supplements the
admission of the local Democratic orgau by
frankly owning that “our heroes in Kentucky
are the murdeiers.” “We pet them and humor
tin m and strive not to hurt their feelings. The
grand juries show them great consideration,

The traders hope for better tilings. The
poor devil who tries to evade the dire penalties
of prohibition is planning ways and means to
till his customers with forty-rod lightning.
The haekiuen with all their modesty weighing
upon them hope to make up for the hard times
they have been through during the past winter
and spring. We fear the sinful have aspira-

of Belfast, and a good sum i*. already deposited
in bank. Something over $2,000 is needed and
that this

Journal.]

time.

clip the above from an exchange by way
of directing attention to the efforts now being

trust

of the

Portland, Me., June 13, iss3. The world
wags in its usual way In this moral town. The
hotel keeper dreams of rich returns in reunion

We

abundantly able and would gladly contribute
to this fund for honoring those who laid down
their lives for their country. If they have not
been directly appealed to let them take this as

South

[Correspondence

In Honor
>f her Heroic Sons who Died
In the
War for the Union,
And to Commemorate their Example
To Succeeding Generations,
This Monument is Elected
By the
L'itv of Augusta,
A. D. lsisi.

we

Presidential election Jack Logan
that was tied on to the tail of the
Radical d*»g Maine, and this concern came near
1
AN KDJIOKS SILYKK W KDIUN'i.
election by attracting Lorn the Democratic parFridav evening, Mr. S. L. Boardman, editoi ty the numerous barnacle politicians and constitutional bums that had hedged and housed
ol the Houn- Farm, and Mrs. Boardman. celebrated the 25th auniver>ar\ of their weddiiii about it for so many years. It was a providenday by a r**«-» pti«m to tb*- members ot Capita tial accommodation of the great mass of voters
Grange, of which Mr. Boardman is master last November that even mail could be suited
at theii. residence in Augusta.
The party be
among the candidates. 'Hie patriotic elements subscriber. He
says:
could all flock to Cleveland, while the tail end
fore taking their departure presented th< lr iioSuch good luck, and so rare, could not pass
of llie Republican ticket was long and loose
and hostess with a dozen handsome fruit kuiv«-s
without
a little jollification.
We invested a
to
lick
ail
the
an elegant silver berry diH and a eotnfortahl*
and
mudenough
up
milksops
part of our lunds'in two fifteen cent shad, and
swinging chair. Maj. C. J. House made ■- nea 1 eaters of both parties.
the
wife
of
our
bosom
related our good forWe forbear quoting any more of the scurripresentation speech to which Mr. Boardmai
happily responded. Mr. Boardman and lamih lous rant which this chivalrous editor flings at tune to one of her neighbors and succeeded in
a distinguished Uuion General who was largeobtaining a mess of pie plant to assist in makwill spend the summer at their farm in Mali
Chester.
ly instrumental in restoring the National llag ing up a feast after a long period of semiin place of the rebel colors at Augusta,
Georgia, starvation. The results were that we had a
COLBY CNIYKKSITY.
not many years ago.
Put We have cited the severe attack of dyspepsia and have been miA tine steele plate engraving of the wellforegoing extracts only for the purpose of j able to perform our editorial duties.
known features ol the late ♦•x-Goveruor Co
showing the style of newspapeis selected as
burn is the appropriate frontispiece on the is
the organs and beneticiaries of the present
The National Annual Encampment of the
sue of the “Colbv Oracle” for ’85, Colby LHi
Administration, as this “Phu nix" ol seventeen
versity. The present issue of the “Oracle” is
weeks of age, ostentatiously parades on the Grand Army of the Republic will be held in
book of nearly three hundred pages. It i*. tine
same page with its abuse of General
Logan, an Portland next week, and we hope all who can
ly illustrated in original sketches and is rich ii otlieial letter from the War Department Inundergraduate poetical effusion. As a ruunin; forming the publishers that the Secretary of contribute to its success will cheerfully do so..
commentary on the bright phases of col leg'
\\ ar has caused the “Phu nix" “to be
placed It i> an honor to Maine having the encampment
life it is worth much. Among other things isai 1
upon the list •>/ official «#■■,* .yajier* for I la ID*,- here, and the visiting veterans should be handadmirable biographical sketch of the late ex
1 hjiactiitfH/" with authority to publish its adGovernor Coburn by Col. Z. A. Smith of tht
vertisements. The veterans of Sherman’s Army somely treated, as uo doubt they will be. We
Boston .Journal.
on
have given the general programme and other
their famous
March through Georgia"
could hardly have been made to believe that matters
IN GKNKKAL.
concerning the encampment in our
the day would so soon come when a newspaper
Indications point to a short hay crop through
news colums. It is recommended that all
posts
an ex-rebel at Augusta, would be
published
by
out the Aroostook valley.
rewarded for abusiug one of their glorious ; go into camp Monday night, the 22nd. TuesIt is reported that Gardiner parties lost $50,
favors
from
the
leaders, by receiving special
<>00 by the failure of ex-Gov Hale, of Nev
day there will be a grand parade of the G. A.
United Stales War Department. Yet just now
Hampshire.
R., and Wednesday the eucarapment will asit seems that ••Motley’s the only wear.’’
[Pan- soluble in
A majority of the kiln men of Rockland
Portland.
are oiva strike.
They have been getting on< ; got* Whig.
dollar and seventy-live cents a day and demam
two dollars.
The people who invest their hard earnings in
The Philadelphia Press publishes the followThe Kennebec Agricultural Society does no
lottery tickets ought to he able to liud :* “poiut- ing chart, illustrating the comparative cost of
intend to give up the ghost very soon, it havin'
er” that would keep them from sending any
leased its grounds in Readlield for a term of 5< 1 more good money after bad. in the fact
intoxicating drinks and other items of expense
published that tin* Half-owner of the Louisiana lot- iu this country:
years.
Hon. Hannibal Hamlin has accepted an invi
tery, who has just been killed by a fall from a -Liquor, $850,000,000.
tation to deliver the address before the Nortl
horse, realized a net profit of over $000,000 a -Tobacco. $IH)0,000.000.
Aroostook Agricultural Society at their An
year from his share in the business. That is ■---Bread, $505,000,000.
nual Show and Fair at Presque Isle, durin;
what the “blanks” uo. [Boston Herald.
1-Meat, $303,000,000.
the second week in September.
-lrou and steel, $290,000,000.
Miss Blanche Willis Howard returns to thi
;-Woolen goods. $237,000,000.
1 Had a Dreadful lough,
country during His month. The immediate
-Sawed lumber, $2311,000,000.
cause of her present visit is the bereavement o f
and raised a considerable amount of blood and mat-Cotton goods, $210,000,00oter; besides, 1 was very thin, and so weak 1 could
her sister. Miss Smith, of Wiscasset, who*
-Boots and shoes, $190,000,000.
scarcely go about the house. This was the case of
husband, the late Benjamin F. Smith, Esq.
a nian with consumption arising from liver oom- !-—-.Sugar and molasses, $155,000,000.
died recently.
-Public
lie
recovered
his
I plaint,
health completely by the
education, $85,000,000.
The rumsellers league, of Portland, had
use of Dr. Pierce's “'bdden Medical
Discovery.” -Christian missions, home and foreign, $5,meeting a few evenings since, and decided t< Thousands of others hear similar testimony.
500,000.
take measures for mutual aid and protection
A large number were present.
A fund is to b
Banks county, Ga., boasts a negro woman
The Philadelphia Times (Dem.) says to
raised to pay tines and expenses of prosecution
who is the mother of forty-two children and
Hot times may be expected if they attempt t<
those Democrats who are pestering the Adwho does not look to he over forty years of
age.
their
into
execution.
carry
plan
ministration: “Fools, sit down!” But if the
The Codman House, a hotel of three and oiv
K«r the Ladles.
| command should be obeyed It would entirely
half stories and the ell, burned at Oidtowi
Laughter is the poor man’s plaster,
Friday morning. It was owned by Austii
destroy the standing of the Democratic party.
Making every harden light;
Stevens and James M. Robinson. The loss oi
Turning sadness into gladness,
house and furniture is $7000, insured for $3,
Darkest hour to May dawn bright.
Another crippled Union soldier holding office
500. The lire caught in the chimney. Tb
’Tis tin; deepest and the cheapest
at Washington has been bouuced by Secretary
hotel was built in 1822 and has been occupie<
Cure for ills of this description,
constantly ever since.
Lamar. His military record was first class,
But for those that woman’s heir to,
In the Cauadian House of Commons, Thui>
Use Dr. Pierce's “Favorite Prescription.”
but that did not help his case in Lamar's eyes.
Sir
John
McDonald
notice
of
resolu
day,
gave
Cures all weaknesses and iiregularities, “bearing
tions granting aid for the railroad connection t
down” sensations, “internal fever,” bloating, dis
The President is said to look with suspicion
the harbors of St. John and Halifax via Moose
placements, inflammation, morning sickness and
head Lake and Mattawamkeag with a subsid.
tendency to cancerous disease. Price reduced to on all office-seekers named Cleveland. Probone dollar.
of $250,000 per annum for 28 years in a guaraii
By druggists.
ably he has good reasons for so doing.
tee of a like sum as interest on the bonds of tb
the
The
total
work.
net cost of maintaining the public
company undertaking
The Gladstone party was defeated by a proThe yearly business meeting of the Friend
schools of Boston the past year, ineluding cost
of new school houses., was $1,929,933.78.
of New England was held in Portland, Juu
posed increase of tax on beer and spirits. Beer
and spirits will defeat any party.
12, with a large attendance. In the afteruooi
* * * *
a joint session of men and women was held
Delicate diseases, affecting male or female,
Rev. Henry C. West poor presented the greet
however induced, speedily and permanently cured.
We print on the first page of this Issue of the
ings of the Congregational conference of Maint Illustrated hook three letter stamps. Consultation
Journal extracts from Gen. Grant’s book.
free. World’s Dispensary Medical Association,
and a response was made by Levi Jones and '1
Buffalo, N. Y.
B. Hussey. The balance of the time was occu
They will be read with Interest.
pied in devotional exercises. In the eveniug
Helena, M. T., has raised $100,000 for the
“Political miscegenation Is played out,” republic temperance meeting was held.
erection of a gold mill, smelter and concentre*
marks the Democratic New York Sun to the
tor to have a daily capacity of 50 tons.
A fire in Chinatown, San Francisco, Wed net
mugwumps.
day night, burned the interior of the Chines ;
Sturgeon from Lake Ontario are said to be
theatre and destroyed several of the adjoinin ; manufactured into “smoked halibut” to as great
It is claimed that proof will be furnished of
an extent as the real article.
buildings. The loss is $05,000.
Bell’s insanity.

liquor drawn
trap door.

*

be moved at pleasure, and till
from it without disturbing tin

1

:

Generalities.

THE COMING ENCAMPMENT. THE DRINKER. A
CASK IN POINT. OFFENSIVE PARTISANS. A
WOULD BE COLLECTOR WHO “RUNS A NEWSPAPER, ETC.

made for the erection of a soldiers’ monument
in this city. The matter has been taken in
hand by Thomas H. Marshall Post. G. A. R.,

Democratic organ and can hardly have
strengthened the editor’s demaud for office under an administration which owes its existence
a>

Democratic patty for The destruction of the
Scott iaw and the consequent increase of taxation and tin abandonment of an annual revenue of
."oo.oom: demands the enactment of
measures for the regulation and taxation of the
liquor traffic: favors the most stringent laws to
prevent the importation of contract labor, and
denounces the 1 "mocratic Legislature for it"
treachery to their pledge on this subject: favor" tlie establishment of .1 national bureau of
industry, the enforcement of the eight-lmur
law. and appropriations from the public revenues for sieneral education: demand* the restoration of the wool duty of 1st;; and denounces
the Democratic ( ongies" tor fai.ing to make
good its j»ie<Iges :u thi" behaif: d'-mand* the repeal of the limitation contained in the pensions
arrears act of 1<7** so that invalid, soidiers shall
"hart equally, and their pensions bcirin with
the date of disability or discharge, ami not with
the date of application: pie ge> the party to
luithfuPv inairdain the pr "t lit civil service
law, and to aid in all needed amendments to
give it fud force: denounces the adminiMration
of President < i<*v eland for it- general discrimination in appointments so far made a«ain*t
Union soldier*, and in favor of men who touizht
agaiimt the Union; declaring that the < U vation
to important and honorable office" of
unrepentant rebel", whose political disabilities have not
been removed. 1" a tl igraul v iolation of tie
constitution. and an iiisint to the loyal people
of the whole country, and ondemus the action
oi He* pn sent administration in lowering ih*
national llag upon a public buildit
at Washingtou ;i- a mark of respect to a man who dishonor'd tlie one and sought t,» destroy the other. who planned with cruel determination, in
hi* biding place in Panada, to overwhelm the
northern cities with lire, ami sweep to death

W A N T El >.

are

Mississippi Democrats. We are glad to know
that tin Age disapproves of these methods, although it is rather late in condemning them,
while in so doing it bai imperiled its position

>pringTicld Thursday. The platform,
which wa* unanimou-iv .idupted. an aigns the

continual c**ming and going of sea-captadis :.n«!
their families, of sailors, traders ami visitor",

substantial encouragement.
bln.

not half civilized. The 153 electoral
the South were all given to Cleveland
and Hendricks. What proportion of them represent such “brutal ruffians” as Meade?
Two
members of the Cabinet are from the South,
ami one of them from a State which has won
an unenviable notoriety as the scene of
the
“Mississippi murders:” for Matthews was not
the only victim of the shot gun methods of the

held in

Rock port has no "teatnboat service but it<
people think the} have biisines" enough 'o
warrant some of the boats touciiing there 11>• i
would greatly appreciate the convene uce. I'li**

no

which

\otes of

CONFIRMED.

maim ii

DYER.Local Editor.

step further and polut out the half eivlliz- I
ed parts of the South; or, perhaps the task
would be easier if it should point out the parts j

HOI Nt ED.

r. am* a

j

Letter from Portland.

of the parks of Augusta stands an
elegant soldiers’ monumeut of polished granite
with bronze panels at the base bearing three
bass-reliefs representing, respectively, “The
Enlistment.’’ "The Battle,’’ and "The Return.”
A statue, of graceful and lofty hearing, of heroic size, surmounts the memorial, entitled by,
the designer, “Figure of Patriotism.” She
bears in her right hand the American colors,
her ieft pressing to her breast the folds of the
flag and au unsheathed sabre. The flgure is
draped in classic style. The seals of Maine
and of the United States, and the trophy rep- 1
resenting the arms of artillery, cavalry and infantry. In bronze, occupy a position at the j
base of tie* shaft. The inscription of this
noble work of art Is notably fitting:
one

go a

FOKM.

<

aud

amhha

Co.

In Honor of the Heroic Dead.
In

ing admission: “Meade belongs to a class
of brutal ruffians who rule in certain half-civil- j
ized parts of the South.” The Age should now j

Ohio Republicans.

The expense of lighting tin-eamp-groimd it.
Portland with *-!• tri«- lights during National
Kncampment week wig m-: fall Jar short of
Tht illumination will bv a grand feature,
rend* ring the o.d-tinn- :unp tire a superfluity.

would prov ide

HE

Publishing

In approving of the demand for the resignation of Meade, one of the Copiah county nturdeiers, whose appointment as postmaster at
Hazelburst, Miss., it had commended only the
week before, the Prog. Age made the follow-

II. X. Whech-r. w hoxva- trx ingto he appointed Bo.-!master at ‘juincx III., is the 1 letuocralic
edin.r xx ho reioie.M in the a-sassination of Garli»-id.
The Bus!mast* r General has been advised of this fact, and informed that the S. Date
would imt ciuiinu Wbeeicr if nominated.
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Brutal Ruffians and Murderers.

b)

Null's.

nation.u encampment
>> ated
have been
at tin corner of KaMith
and
<
A building
promenade
>ugic*s street.
the purj ost w ith flagstafl
tio ft-* t high.
Tw*nt} wooden buiitbng" have
alread} i»een constructed lor booths: a!"i> a
great dining bat 22" feet b> 3n feet. On Monday the tents w ill bt put up. 1 he tent". lotmin
number, have irriv* d.
The Maim militia w
be dined and supped on tin ground" *>n tin- 2-*M.
\t a meeting of the Kxecutive ( ominitte*- of
the Natiouai Kncainpiiu ui, bei-i ia-t w» «-k. it
Wa" reported that a.I the hot* >. with one e\ii. were till' d.
Tinmmittee on eainjreported that they uad I.t oo i.-nls and enough
assigned to till them and hail ordered more.
The} ailupted a badge lord .'-gates Iliad*-of gu ti
metal.
Invitations were ext* nded to (P-nerals
M»< iellau. Lmery. Butler. W. I>. Frankim,
Banks and »
B. Tower. Voted to name the
cam}' "('mup U. S. < * rant
The

RUSSELL U.

■

..

vMl’MIA 1

WAi;

>eeretar\ 1 no
was appointed by
>
lelary J .I* r at tiie request of the Grand
Army of the Republic because he w as a cripph-ti soldier. Middleton has lived in Washington
t«T thirty years, and is one of three brothers
who joined the l nion army when the war
broke out. the youngest being little oxer fifteen
xears of age.
lie was instrumental in organizIt was
ing the lir.-t etunpaux in Washington.
B resident Lincoln's l»od> guard on the day of
hi- tir-t inauguration, and one of tin first to re] for To.'."m» men. Col. Middlespond to his
ion afterwards served m tLie Fiftieth New York
Volunteers as Kugineer until after the surrender of Lee.
He wa- breveted Lieutenant Colonel in that regiment, and his military record is
strongl} indoi-ed In Generals Grant. Meade.
Burnside and Warreu. also his regimental officers.
His dismissal without cause or reason,
rids the soldiers in the department with alarm.
1: xvas thought that Middleton's serx ice and injuries received in the late r< beliiou were sufficient to prevent his removal.

all "tu-i- nt> slioii d b* required to j :t"> a :»oard
x ainim vs I
of
ion *-ntering on their medical
silki es.
1'he p >""ib '.it'" f*-I til*- disenv cry alld
"s
for tiie'beiti
i* net an- \et unknown.
rogr*
Must the categon «1 ii.'Ur.-.h.i *ii"*-:t"« aivvav*
r*- as now
remain as
A warm tribute was
v represent* d
1 aid to the
•} the m w State
board of h*■ a 1 *n. nd Mope \p:.
d that from
its iabor. aided b\ hut of tiii> association, may
*
produce a rich ban M.
VI. I N

Republican

MORNING

CHARLES A. PLLSBURY.Editor,

lii- hard Middleton, who lias been suuiiiy dismissed from his position a- Inspector

of fuel

s

NATION
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world."
■•Well. Mr. Commissioner." Colonel .Stephenson replied quietly.
don't at least make capital out of my disabilities as some men do (here
the eommiss oner seemed to wince); and if 1
appear to others to be able bodied, ii is because
I do not talk a> much about my wounds as I
ought :«». perhaps. This i will say. however,
that 1 have been wounded in four places, and
that 1 sutler from these wounds more now than
I should ever wish m\ worst enemy to sutler."
Mr. Slephen-on was about to rise and bow
himself out when General Black begged him to
be seated, and in blubbering accents, his voice
ehOKed w ith tears, began toteii the colonel that
his dismissal had been insisted upon In others
-men high in power and of much influence;
that the pressure brought to bear upon him was
greater than he had been able to withstand;
that it was not ills work; that it went against
his grain ; and more to the same elh ct. Bshaw !
it must have been disgusting.
Imagine this
commissioner of pensions irxingto find excuses
because lie was performing work at the behest
of others.
New York 1 rihune.

"ession of tin Maim- Medieul
Association last week the following officers
"•■n
t ci
President. I>r. Mimner Kaughtou. of
IVtng-u : \ i •« p*, *id*-ni*. l)rs. <<*.
Aiiaui". of Portland. K. K. Hitchcock. ol li n-kiatni: corresponding so rt tary, .J. ('. Oodwei!.
of Hui ktii 'd: pubb.-aimn eoimiiiUei
IP". (.
i». Smith
\-ortici. *. of portiaml. C. 1>. Hunt.
: Po liaud, A. M. Peahles. ol A
u, (
Webster, et Portiaml. < >. o'Brion, of Bristol:
i-iii*-"" c.. nmi'te. Ip *. >. p. \Varren. of Portland.
IP >miih. of Portland: board of cen"ois. 1 >i". (i. 11. t uiiiminus. of i’oi lland. B. K.
of
Auburn. K. Adams, of Litchfield.
"iuig’.".
Ii. 1 Hi:1, of Sai i. A. J.. H*o"cy. ol oxford.
Ip > 11. V\ e* k" *ii- Acred th* annual oration.
He tr-.c ed the prugn-s" and d< \eiojuncnr of
filed n inc troin 1 o- :j:• 1 dawn «»f history.
Th*
orator belt* ved :t sDotild :-e me sentiment of
the associate ii tha: no phy sician sl.miid nontr<

BELFAST, THURSDAY, JUNE 18, 1885.

soothingly:

mittee say: Quarter." will he provided by Committee on Kncampment. dining our >ta\. It i"
hoped that every member of that Regiment
will make more than ordinary ex**rlion to be
pre"«‘nt to witness itieoniv Natiouai Kncampment. that will ever be lmld in our State, and
to renew the nn rnory of our campaign life.
at )«•>" than bail rates
Transportation will
and comrades will only be rei{uired t*» take a
blanket with tin in, rations being obtained on
tic ground.
The members of the Pith Maine Regiment
Association arc notified that at the request ot
members of tin R gimeut, tin- annual meeting
of the association which «:i« iutmded to have
been In id at >kovvh*. gau ti:i> year will be held
at Portland, during tin
National encaraj meat
ol the <irami Armv.
A full meeting of the
boys of the pith Regiment is desired.
MAINE

REPUBLICAN JOURNALJ

1 beard a rather ludicrous account, by the
way, of the manner in which Colonel Stephenson's resignation was asked for and obtained.
Mr. Stephenson is au old soldier, and served for
a long time as chief of the middle division of
the pension office.
He has an excellent record,
both as au officer and civil employe of the
government. In some way. however, he had
managed to incur the displeasure and hostility
of Colonel Morrison, in fact there can be no
doubt but that bis discharge was due directly to
Morrison s demand for his scalp. At any rate
General Black >- nt for Colonel Stephenson a
few da\
ago and requested his resignation. It
was handed
to the commissioner without a
word. 1 don't know whether Genera! Black
telt any \ :u»gs at thus treating a man who had
borne arms with him in the same cause and had
been a faitnfui soldier.
IF* moved nervously
in his seat, and after clearing his throat said

The Second Maine Cavalry. 14th. 21st. 22d,
23d. 24: h. 2mh and 31st Infantry will hold their
lb union at lvi"ti>ort. Maine, on the 2d. 3d and
Th of duly.
A cordial invitation has been received from the (i. A. li. Post and the citizens,
and entertainment will he furnished to all who
attend. Re luced rates have been arranged on
railroad and steamboat lines. The exercises
will consist of camp lire Thursday evening:
bu-ine» meeting and other exercises Fridav :
ball in the evening; parade with the citizens
aud (». A. K. on the morning of the 4th. follow-d by banquet, speeches, etc : fir* works in
the evening. No paius will b* spared to make
this one of the most enjoyable reunion" ever
held. All Maine soldiers reading in Massachusetts. are cordially invited to attend.
The 13th annual reunion of the 10th MVine
Regiment A"sot iatiou will In- held at Portland
on June 23d. 24 h and 2'»th. in connection with
the National Kncampment. Thecxccutivc com-
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I'ii.'-m iia\ :-.g «•.• i; ag.
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:
:.ntug up gem rally.
!
report a:i earlier Mem :.d .ban c\e; (••■fori*.
u inter
and ti.e -pring rains lev,- left tiie park,
streets and roads in good .-..mi .'l-m, and n.itnr.
rohing ..f grass and t>>.i igv w.«- t.. >.-i
iiiiieent
.>evcral eoii.ig. r> haw :i 1 r«
Mid
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Hi. ir hi»•»•.>• and ji.
flic Ocean il.>u>'

several weeks;
e,
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aniwd

in order for tin-

»ii'»oii

M.-Nciiey

and the W tverle•

m.tg

more
<

ii

has

-.m

simreiias been
returned

will he open d in

to ti
a

e

tew

blossom; potatoes well advanced, beets nearly declamation divided between Win. .M.Ciaub
tor :-on's nisi ness.... p.ro.
«*pralt, from
ready to pull, and all the other vegetables coming I Camden, and Hugh It. Hatch, of L-lcsboi... iih
| up eon ni ry, lias iieen on the grounds for a month,
on finely.
In fruits the captain has choice varieties
.-eicm-e, Addie Whitmore, of Bm-kspon :
ok- a1"• the stars and
stripes are laily Hying tvmn
ol the pear, plum and cherry all giving promise of
\t
keeping, \nnie I. Roney, ot Frankfort
I.:.i:tei hraiuneu eottage on the N *rlh si.ore..
I
heavy crops; and here we must not forget some meeting of the Trustees e.f tin* F M .C
on tcremaH.ivrlnian hoys are pushing work on their new
very thrifty poach trees, seedlings, .me of which
Seminarv last week the resignation of tin- Ko I
how hag alley on 'vnith -‘.ore avenue an
will s..,M.
has borne in a season nearly one hundred and Ally
I I). Wardwell, Rc\. 1. Gerri.-n and Frank Webber ; he ready t<> “start tiie ha:is rolling"
.The M:mpeaches, a large proportion of which ripened tally. were accepted and Hon. Eugene Hale, H-n A. p. fields have rented two of tie ir tine r.itt.-ge-, our •!
j
\\ i-well, Kev. •!. NN Day and s. I.. llansciin were* I wliieli will
Transplanting gave it a set-hack from which It is
prohahly he occupied tills week.... M r.
now recovering, and the captain will soon include
elected.V: the graduating exercises at the Maine ^ •lliilsuii, ii| W alervilie, is creeling a
cottage at oipeaches with his other crops, t'he plum trees have Central Institute at Pittsfield last week, the follow- lier of South shore avenue and the stieci l" tiie
;
been but little affected with the black knot. When
Waldo
took
county people
part Aurelius H. rink. ..Tin yacht Quivivc, id Vtitulhawu, Walls,
; lug
this excrescence appears it is scraped "tf and trunks
Kane, of Palermo, read a paper on
Athens; Her muster, came in a few days ago on a tour of in
and limbs are liberally washed with soup and wa- ! place m History
Georgia A. Ward, of Troy, one speetion. she will he a promising ad iilinu to t
ter. On two of the plum trees a method, practiced on “The Study of the
\ uumhci of
-EstheticalRalph A. Crox- Nortiiport tliet tliis season
by Mr. -I. b. Cook, Kegister ot Deeds, has been fol- lord, Jackson, on “Lettered and l nlelter I;” Eu- tages were catered during i-ne time, hut no ilowed. A slit is cut longitudinally in the Park of 1 gen L. Elevens, Troy
It w aCentre, on "Antic Explora- jury was done and nothing of alue taken
the trunks and limbs. Mr. Cook’s theory is that tintion-;' Annit W. Murray of Burnliatn, on
ivilprobably tiie work of boys and an example h
trees become bark bound, and the sap on ascending
it' ;" Horace C. Marden, Swanville, on “Man Deneeded. Itoston steamers toueii ,.r die w hart'
Is forced through and forms the black knot.
I inwhi n required, and will soon make regular land'eloped by Adversity;” Everett Staples,.ir., stock
cuts on the trees we saw have healed in such a
on
ion,
“Class History.” The award for the best
ings. Howard Murphy is building another e,.t.
manner as to indicate that the bark was too good a
oration was given to F. A. Gilmore, of Belfast.\t
luge at Little Itiver... .The new road I t om the
Mrs. Grant’s. The first volume of the book of dynamite criminals, is debated by Presi- lit. If this is a cure for the
black knot it ought to the Farmington Normal School
graduating exer- grounds to Saturday (,’ovc around the l’duiV and
will appear in December, the second in March. dent Augell, of Michigan University, George be
and
wo
should
be glad to hear •ises Miss Frank Linton Davis, of Belfast, read an
via Temple Heights is smoothed and finished and
generally known,
It has already over 300,000 subscribers, which Ticknor Curtis, and Justice T. M. Cooley. from any of our readers wIn* have tried it. But to essay on “Modern
Chivalry.”.\t the graduating tin- contractors will at once report to the town for
ensures a
handsome income to the family.
Dorman B. Eaton, chief of the Civil Service the garden. The strawberry bed has been mention- exercises of the East Maine Conference
.Seminary acceptance. Tliose who have been over the route
Commission, gives his views of the results ed, ami of other small fruits we noticed the rasp last week, the salutatory was given by Oscar stor- say il is a delightful drive and will become it favFrank R. Stockton has written a continuation of that reform. William Clarke shows the fu- berry, current and gooseberry. Eternal vigilance rer, of Morrill. Anuie L.
Roney, of Frankfort, orite-W ork is being pushed on cottages at l\ in
of “The Lady, or the Tiger?”
It is called tile character of any scheme for British imperi- and hellebore is the price of currents, but the cap- read a paper on “Education,” and L. Ardelle Stor- pie Heights. Four families are there permanently
a
I
and
tain
Amis
it
Thomas W. Knox gives a
“The Discourager of Hesitancy,*’ and it will
federation,
necessary to use very little of the. latter.
rer, of Morrill, one on “Hidden Waters.”_Mr.
and others are coming. The indications now arc
brief but interesting sketch of the progress of But no hellebore no currents will be the rule so long and Mrs.
George A. Quimby have visited Niagara that a temporary tabernacle will be built tiii s year,
appear in the July Century. Another of the
European influence in Asia. The other articles as the current worm tarries with us. Having en- Falls and other
points of interest ami are now on to be made permanent next-ISy some mistake a
“Ivory Black” stories will be printed in this are one by Gail Hamilton on Prohibition in
our turn in this model garden we feel that
their way home. They are expected this week
number. Mr. Howell’s hero resists a great practice, and one by Rev. Dr. C. H. Parkhurst joyed
j notice of the date of the eampmeeting at Temple
one
turn
deserves another, and so If anybody
good
H. 11. Forbes is out again ami on the mending
on the decline of Christianity.
These, with the
j Heights was Incorrectly given in the Journal. It
l be
temptation in the July installment of
can
tell
us
what
hatch of free-hand Comments, make up a uumwill get black ants out of a lawn, hand, we are gla I to learn
Mr. and Mrs. W. 1*. I ts not to be held the same time as the Methodist
Rise of Silas Lapham.”
i her of unusual interest. If the allotted age of permanently, without
destroying the grass, we Clark, of Winchcmlou, Mass., have been in Belfast, meeting at the upper grounds, Wesleyan (irove.
man was sullieient for a magazine, we
might we should like to give the information to Captain on a visit .Dr. and Mrs. D. P. Flanders returned The meeting at Temple
Heights will begin Friday
u
Queen Bess, by Marion Shaw, is a bright have to part here with an old friend; for the
Emery. But we must not forget the flower garden, home on Monday from St. Louis ...Judge Tufts, of August 14, and continue ten days. The Methodist
novel of American school life, written by a Review has just completed its seventieth year.
which
under Mrs. Emery’s special care is a model Boston, is the guest of I)r. Davis at Turtle Head... campmeeting will be
But outwardly it renews its youth with a new
during the last full week In
Maine girl, and published by G. P. Putnam’s
j
| cover, and inwardly it seems more vigorous of neatness, and gladdens the eye of the passer-by
.Capt. II. H. Blanchard, of this city, has gone to August and therefore will begin Sunday, August
Sons, New York.
I than ever.
with its brilliant array of flowers in the season.
Boston, and will go pilot on steamer Empire state. I 23d.
■'
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county commissioners began an adjourned
of their court in this city, Tuesday,
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Freedom, who owns the stuft’>t-*pple,
1 -kin of in
throek-gged colt mentioned last
week, ha- got it in >unted and will travel and ex

*■

Seh.

lie will he in He 1 fast to-day on his
way to
I'"1'1 :l’i‘l. He gave fifty cents for the skiu and
he ean take $.">00 for it at any time.

put upon the route
The trains this year will cross at
A new side track is now nearly com.

Mr.
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papers generally have given Our
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good send off. The following is from the
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Linen Hall

Tlu
was

-eating capacity of the finer
on Tuesday •■veiling

the occasion ot the annual address. The fole wing is the
progiam Miigiiu of America by the
l». |{.
•ngrcgalion annua! address l.y 1’res.
I’. pper. 1). 1* "V Col!.;• Cniveisitv : singing. Guide

j
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me.

lie
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snbje.-!
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Is

great dciiovah,
•!' tie ,>• dre-s
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ompaii} ing them

to

Rurnham

whore

It. i- necessary t«* have

with the ti-li

one

hem

I ney

con-tnntiy to pump air to
lour large tin cans
prepared

wen

•xprcssly tor tin- p irpose with a spray pump for
■appp. ing o\y gen, without u hich the li-li soon die.
1

by the congregation,
V\;i- The Kinship "I
m.ncert.

ic

Millivan met them.

■"Hie

be tr- ut

b

i

Andrews’

an-

about

inch and

to an

week.- old and from

lour

hall

a

long.

! Wl.itei.mil ai.,i < !cm, id met them wiih teams at the
b'!" in Pc ■;ia-t. and they were rapidly driven out
'in*.- Lake when an agreeanlc
Motie. sopraii", Mrs. F M. «.•»!' •■., contralto. and
surprise awaited
'lr ^ A'bmMrs. \ F. Page, accoic.paui.-l, \\ edne.--day evcuing,
A large party had driven out from

< »i-

V

-ir.i.
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well fillet! and ( -••ar.-pori amply provided w ith eatable-, and under
m attractive
bperv; ’,"ii oi Mr. J. H. Lane tallies were
program was ptv-ente■!. Mr. 11
played as an em ore to his solo Annie Laurie, and ■pt-ad in hi.-• 'H i-.' and the hungry Wardens to.is

a

grand

ift*T No. 7

I'lie hall

suceess.

was

the program, iiy request he j.lay. d
.he Lost Chord. Mrs. Godfrey by request sang
Star of
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an encore
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as an encore t

the best

to the liule solo Mr.

piccolo solo which pleased

Audience very much.
me
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].j,'knicker- partook of
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Love, with violin obligato by Mi-s Sura 1*.
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propri-

H. fame’s cottage.
Julie a jiartv «*ame uji from scar*j»ort to witness
he operation and have a good time general!y.
\
)«)iintiful repast was spread ujiou the table at
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Mi.-.- lie Motto sang “Sonicher solo. The concert was
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i.M. Hi* hard-on dug a me>- of new
•oLatoe.- |rum his garden the lJth in.-t
of a fair
uerchantabli- size, and lias more of the same kind,
an that in1 oeateu in thiI neodore is an
County.'

gardener.... Itipe lield strawberries have
l,vl1 picked in our
fields-Capt. Andrew I)iekcy
las bought tlu; Paul ('roekett
house;, is putting it in
liorough repair, and wili move into it next fall_
I lie young ladie- .sewing
society will hold their
aieiable al Denslow Hall this
Thursday evening.
Refreshments will be served_Rev. T. B.
Cregorv
Ail! preach here next
>unday.(Japt. Isaac
l.ninpher, ( apt. Frank J’aiterson and Mrs. Esther
llichborn have

b

reeled

handsome.granite
nonumentin our cemetery the past
week.\mong
c
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a

lie arrivals the past week arc Mi.--i.enie 1
>everaux,
graduate from the Normal school at Castine, and

»

Everett

staples Jr.

i»trad

'<

institute

a

graduate from the Main

Pilt-licld_Capt.

at

and

Mrs.

Krank Cleaves arc in town visiting relatives and
...< b-o. llichborn has returned from Jones'•••o and intend- to
spend the summer at home_
Mi
Alina. Wendell returned home la.-t week from
friends

UY.-tboro-Henry Lamphcr

left last Monday lor
improved in health_

V w

York, very

Irvine

Hichboru has gone to Boston and will
in the dry goods bu-imss.. .Mrs. F.

rage

much

en-

F.

staples is selling her entire stork of goods at cost
ic I will close her busines--Charlie
Bridges has
lilted up some rooms in the basement of the Masonic
block and will open a lir.-t class market in a few
la\ s.

-.

■

■

■

■

■

j

Jackson.

Mrs.

1{

Dustin, nee Fowler,
•t
Fresno County, Cal., is visiting friends ami
vi.uivc- in this town and vicinity after an absence
>1
nineteei
year.-, during which time site has
•c.-ided
c

on

all very

»xanna

tin; Pacific

lightly

Time

coa.-t.

with her

during

seems

ne

mili. Commissioner stilwell

•'nr

as

protracted
ti.sene.e, ;ts she was readily recognized by many of
»er early acquaintances-Miss Fovina
F., daugh<*r of Flipluilet Pease,
_’d, before mentioned as in
ailing health, died June ltd, aged 22 yrs. (I months.
Iter sickness was very
long and painful, but
•alienee and calm resignation were
strong chartclcristie.s ot her through sickness as in health.
Largely endowed with the noble traits of cliar-

met him and took charge of tiiciu.
The
hatched in Coal stream, town of Knli-M.
bir Scarsjiort neighbor* are enthusiastic in the

ish

woman most loved, her
large
acquaintance* counted as so many dear
Yiends....r. H. A. Boody has been removed from
he Home for Deranged, at
Winchendon, Mass., to
he home of hi* brother, John
Boody of this town.
His menial and physical condition remain unimu-oved and lie requires the strictest care. He is at
•resent under the charge ot Irvin
Kilgore.... Rev.
Brackett has been lilting up another
large room
'or sewing marlines in his vest
manufactory. His

lumber of

ncreasc

of business calls for

He has

more room.

mtgrown his old quarters ...YVm. Hogan is addng a piece to the length of his barn_Fred Wright
about to build

s

were

natter and witli their aecustomed

liberality will il
aistained and proteeted by the people in this
Hciuity make Swan Lake one of the best fishing
(rounds in the daC. Now boy> respect .the Fish
!.awsand \\ «• shall soon have good fishing.... swan
Lake Lodge at its last meeting voted t<* invite the
district Lodge to meet in August with il on the
A'estern shore of the Lake, s. W. Lodge t*> furnish
■ottee, hrownbread and beans.
Wintkui'out.

a

house

new

near

Castink.

A Victor roatl machine

if its powers
witnessed by

*•

was a

hard

Richmond

was

made

on

was

Saturday, and

landeil
a

trial

Broadway, which

was

on

Flora

lainful illness
•ervices

were

Tuesday

on

wife

of

last after

a

of many months.
The funeral
held at her home on Friday after-

She leaves

ernoou.

Marshall,

husband and two children

a

her loss-Mrs.

Mary Helen Pierre,
Pierce, *li(‘*l of heart disease at their
ionic in New York last week,
she was brought to
heir former home at Frankfort on Saturday, inn
■>

mourn

vife of John

ml services

•ody

were

held in the church there and the

brought to the cemetery for burial. She
eaves a husband and three little children, as well
ls a large circle of friends to mourn her loss.
Mrs.
Merce was a very talented and accomplished lady
md was greatly respected and beloved. Her death
s fell to be a sad loss by all who knew her.
ills. Miller, willow of the. late George Miller, died
cry suddenly of heart disease on .Saturday alterioon.
she was quite an aged lady but had been in
ier usual health and had done her
Saturday’s bakng in the forenoon, she lived only a few minutes
liter she was taken sick... .Mr. John Haley is very
ow. It is thought lie ean live hut a few days.
diss Louise Babbidge is failing rapidly-ChildIren’s Day will In* observed in the Wihodist
-hureh next Sunday-Rev. Mr. Taylor, a late
graduate from Andover, has been engaged to sup
»ly the Cong, pulpit for a while. He hoards at
was

Mrs. Andrew

Fernald’s.\

valuable Imrse be

onging to Mr. David Smith broke bis leg while in
h pasture one day last week —The basket picnic
jiven by the Ladies Relief Corps on Friday evening was a very pleasant social aifair. The “mum”
mrt of it caused a good deal of merriment, espeeally as some of tlie ladies developed an unsus>eeted ea|>acity for keeping mum and the lines
vere collected mostly from the gentlemen_Mr.
red Atwood received
■aisins from
i>t

week.

armors

very nice California
and Mr. Frazier of California

Capt.

some

Mr. Frazier writes that the outlook for

this

season

is rather

discouraging.

Wine

selling for I nets, a gallon andhops at Jets, a lb.,
md the prospect Is that the crops will he very poor,
t seems that the Maine farmers are not the only
s

mes

who

see

hard times

Sad

Havoc

once

In

in

a

while.

Created

unongthe tenants of the mouth Ity allowing im-

unities to collect upon their surface or in their incrstio.es. SOZODONT removes every vestige of
al ter from Hit? teeth, and renders their premature
iccay impossible. It not only imparts whiteness
ind vigor, but communicates hardness ami rosiless to the gums.
The breath acquires a most ae■eptable fragrance from its use; it Is a purely Imanic liquid, and may lie relied on to accomplish its
icautifyihg effects without injuring the enamel
Ike a gritty tooth paste.

than 5 per cent, of the
country’s imcrop is exported, and four-fifths of
f is consumed where it grows.
Less

neuse corn

his father’s

residence-Mrs. Jusiah Brown has been very ill
Yom an affection of the heart, but her health is
inproving-F. A. Carpenter has returned from a
ixisiuess tour to Aroostook county.
•ere from simr.

Mrs.

‘d]»t. John Marshall, died

which make

b

"

brought the ii*h as
Sullivan of

Burnham where Fish Warden

searsport

to have

her

J.

I’rout Hatchers at the Mill at the foot of the Lake
f arrangements ean In* made with the owners of

"'iniKiuN

'ally

near

Niekols furnishing
cottage, Capt. J.
•oflee made by himself, all of which was duly
ippreeiated, as the manner in which it disapjicarcd
ittested. The same parties jiropose t*< jmt in

V an
the

Lake

Lane’s

an

They withstood
du j",ii n,-y fairly notwithstanding the hot weathr. only a tew hundred >.t them dying.
Messrs.

1,11

■

■

Augusta,

-•

i i-li Commissioner Stillwell at the
request of
'i-b Ware ns Whitcomb, Sullivan and ( lenient,

Mr

well tested

■

1 ■

Patch, of

...

still wo 11

■

<

sold his

town

etors of the Home Farm.

•rought 2(,,0!'ii v.rand Lake stream trout for stockTin* ti-li arrived Tuesday, Mr.
ng >vvan i.aKc,

mg a bounty oil their iu-ad.-.
>>o.|chuck ami PI! stand tile phosphate

«

••

Mr. Geo. F

b

■

had-Thursday morning
wa.- clear and at *.* a" a. m. the ball was tille«i, Hour
.ts re ati"ii to moral reform; a live
iml gallery. After music by tin1 orchestra the fol
r i.ati"n- to tiio world or the missionowing order of exercises were presented in a very
>'
't
th.- pre-ewe of the spirit
pleasing manner: Prayer by Rev. A. >. I.add of
i■
e
d
nan
—m.w -hall this presence be
Bangor, Mush salutatory, Oscar storcr, Morrill; !
«
i;
T. H i'.v- •: >e rsport, preached
Influence, .Josie M. Buckley, Bueksport; ( hinese |
■in
■•.iic elements of Rower
Gordon, Henry L. Nevens, Bueksport: Lducation,
Worn- "i dr-ii-d’ Rev
A
II. Tyler, of
Annie I.. Roney, Frankfort; The Resources of the
'■•-.
f'eo'i ."I tl.ufeienee sermon oti “The
West, loin. N. Swazev, Bueksport: Liberty, Annie
:i"i.
T'a- report "f li.e scribe
M. Hall, Bueksport; The Pilgrim Mothers. C. Isaise oi
l'ouricei numbers and a
bel Hatheway, Asson t \ ill, Mass.: Our Nation’s
'!• "■
b. ju vi.lent contributions
a-" in
Hero, Fred a. Googins, Bueksport: our National
d a
t.-'
for liome expenditures.
The
Perils, (iussie M. Alisl.cr, Buckspori ; Hidden Wonin
"ipif-ti"! leave to withdraw
ders, L. Ardelle store Morrill; Incentives t<. Actd■■
tint it may unite with Lin- 1
ion, Addle B. Whitmore, Bueksport; Decision of
-.-'no.
.inference. Ibv. J. A. Rossi
Character
ale- iietory.. doling. Wood, Bueksport;
d.
-it"i-to Bang r Seminary; Revs.
conferring diplomas awarding prizes, benediction
\ 11
1
!•!.. lrduer, IIon. .la-. (,. l'em
!>y Rev. Mr Palmer. The exercises parsed off very
O'
N Man-tie, I were chosen dele
I
n<
c
-at. fi-iH'i1.
i ! .• eonference I smoothly and pleasantly. They were very inter
sting and displayed, a good deal of ability amt
d
in"b• •' "1
next
cling at sandy Point,
j
good training. The valedictory by.l.tj. Wood was
an
ap|" inied id v.T. E. Brastow, preacher,
one of the tine-tit not the finest delivered by any
!
wskj.ks in Hi. \i. Estajk.
The following i under graduate, and was delivered In bis own easy j
t "an- id
in l'aI estate in Waldo county
ami pleasing manner. The prizes were awarded )
■'■!.
i..g .1 une 1 *;*n John R. Atwood &
as follows Moral science, bc.>d essay-m, Mis- VI
I n es Ward well,
Winterporl. die B. Whitmore, Bu k-port; Political Kconomy,
h
n
lain* w, Fre.-doin, to Walter C- (dram,
MissC. J. Hatheway, Assouet Till, Mass., BookI:
Be,l"\*.
keeping, Miss Annie 1 Roney. Frankfort: Lnglish
Freedom, to K. A. and s.
j
K L
.-aim- town
Win. H. Clifford, SonierComposition, best essay on the subject Music, Mis- j
M:.-s ;
Edw ia (. Blake, stockton. A.
Gussie McAlister, Bueksport.
The prize on de- i
idamations for the boys was divided between W. !
•.•-well, -• arsinoni. to Jolin A. Widlman, same
M. Crawford, Camden, aim Hugh R Hatch, Dies. |
loan
Theodueia < ressey, Vermont, to Win. ami
boro, and for the girls was given to Miss Bertie M.
ig.- 1 )avis, s. irsimmi
Frank J. Conner, ITiity,
>'iini.'
onner. same town.
Hannah E. (iarKingsbury, Bradford. Tne prize in Botany is to
<
b»*. given next fall. The exercises of the week
-nd. M"id oi-, p. Wader (
irant, same town. ReuI
idosed with a sociable at Lmery Hall Thursday
Ht rrn k, SearsiiK-nt, to <ieo. B. Dyer, same
An.
/.'•pnaniali Hicks, Freedom, to Alonzo h. evening where ice cream and cake and strawberries and cream were on sale-We acceptI’n Mr. -ame town. Tlios. B. Hussey, Montana, to
ed the very kind invitation of Miss Kmma II.
I..dia Id Reynolds. Burnham. Rufus B. Morse,
iark to visit the parlor of the seminary and
J. N. Me. j
a. to Alton .1. Wri.ii, -ame town.
In• nr
M<mir<*e, to A •!. C urtis, same town. El- • see some of the work done by the art depart■.
1' M ;■•••!•, Belfast, to Emma Jackson, same
| ment which has been under her supervision, and
H.
Marden A a!-., Belfast, to Abbie M. I were fully repaid for limbing the bill one windy
U
I Ml,
i". -'I
KstatrUco. A. Mmch, Morrill, I morning by seeing the. following pieces: Roses, J
!
in- >- Mui' ii, -mi" (own. Ellen R. Rinkhani, ! Miss Grace Campbtdl; autumn scene, Mi-s Bertie
[
b
Zepl.ai.i .!'■ ilieks, N./rthport. Hiram Kingsbury; dog’s head, Miss Fannie Skinner; Falls j
I'Mb i'--n, Bciinoiif, to .1 tines 1 Clark, Northport.
i-f Minnehaha, Forest Nickerson; pond lilies, Mis- ]
Eha M Patterson, Rockland, to James F. Clark,
Grace Campbell; winter scene, Miss Lizzie Folsom ; !
1 up-rt.
John Patch, Kno\, to Charles C. MarGerman Castle, Miss Alice Howes; golden rod,
i'
P.iierii'r
R. s. Small, Stockton, to Abel ParMiss Grace Campbell; fisherman's cottage, Miss
imvii.
Ambrose Spaulding, LincolnFannie skinner; placque of roses, Miss Bertie
'•<
D. Spaulding, same town. Mary M.
Kingsbury; fruit piece, Miss Bertie Kingsbury; j
I.,
i-i'
(jierlrude L. Randiett, same
■"!•",
nasturtiums, Miss Grace Campbell; Luke Cham-!
a i,
J"-iai. >. W
dnian estate, Winterporl, to
plain, Burton Rogers; Artist’s brook, Miss Alice}
I.
W'.'idinau, same town. John I. Watts, Howes; Swiss scene. Mi-s Bertie Kingsbury; deer,
Be fast, to Vuiev M. Maiden, same town.
Miss Della Storcr; snow scene, Miss Fannie .Skinner; dog’s bead, Miss Lizzie Folsom ;crayon study,
We wch* 1;it week, pained to
I ”" Bad
learn,
Miss Edith Ginn; Lake Champlain, Harry Frink.
1,1
me ■< >| n in ns of Mu- .Journal, that several of
otu
-<i|di* rs were in destitute circumstances,
Many of the paintings showed a good deal of abili.imI men, too, whom the '-01111111111113' generally sup.
and all showed the effect of patient, careful
were abundantly able I!•1
provide for tiieir ty
fan,: ie>. In Hs report of the make-up of tin* protraining. After leaving the parlor we passed into
<"i‘ 1: on Meinor.al day the Journal mentions
the library to see what additions has been made
.iriiages with indigent veterans,” and as Woreesi< lines indigent as “being in want or
1
poverty; there and also to sec a part of the collection of
destitute; poor,” etc. we would respectfully re
specimens which the Natural History Society has
1111 1111 Mm- ease to the attention of the Women’s
got together since last fall. They have a fine colRelief Corps, the trustees of the Johnson fund and
the eiiy overseers <>f ttic poor. [I’rog. Age.
lection for the length of time they have been makHdw badly the editor of the Age feels for the ex
ing It up, and it is to be hoped that all the friends of i
soldiers, and how the crocodile tears must have the Seminary will feel interested in and help this
flowed w hen in-read the Journal’s account of the society in their collection. Prof. Chase informs us
procession on Memorial day. He feels so badly that since be has been Principal they have added
t«*r the e\-soldiers of the late w ar that he is doing 200 volumes and 400 pamphlets to the library by
ids ln*st to turn them out of office to make room for gifts and purchase. This is a good work well start- j
th<- e\.soldiers of the Rebel army. As a matter of ed ...Mr. Hugh R. Gray, of Cambridgeport, Mass. 1
fact we intended to say invalid soldiers instead of and Miss Hattie M. Fifleld, of this place, were !
Indigent. In another paragraph the Age says "in- united in marriage by Rev. Win. Forsyth at the }
dignant veterans” would have hit the case. Let us home of the bride’s mother, Wednesday morning
call the attention of the editor of the Age to a matand left on the boat for their new home in Cam- I
ter, not entirely forgotten, where "Indigent” and
brideport the same day. ...Mr. Herbert Young, j
"indignant” as "Worcester delines” it, and Webster who was taken sick some time ago with brain fevalso, will apply. During the war of the rebellion er, died Thursday morning, .June 11. Herbert was
the editor of the Age sent a substitute, John K.
a very promising young man and had many friends,
.Sawyer, who fell at the battle of Gettysburg. The fie has been doing a very good business as photopoor “indigent” widow "being in want or poverty;
grapher here. He was sii k last winter with rheudestitute; poor; etc.” it is alleged went to the edi- matic fever and never fully recovered therefrom.
tor of the Age and asked for the money which he
His many friends will sadly miss him. The funerhad agreed to pay, hut was refused.
"Indignant” al look place Sunday at 10 a. m-Mrs. Parker
would have expressed the reeling of the
Spofford has a night-blooming cereus which atpoor widow as she left the ungrateful editor.
But the un- tracted a good deal of attention last week. Ii had
kindest cut of all was when the Age editor refer- one blossom in full bloom Thursday
night and two
red to his substitute as "John K. Sawyer, the Saturday night-Miss Sara P. Simonton, of Cammeanest of hospital pimps.”
den, is visiting Mrs. E. M. Godfrey, of this place.
■

Mr. John R. Patch in this

Knox.
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of Maine, who 1postoiii es in his dis

tin.

arc
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same
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few*

“I have

o*

A. P. MANSFIELD’S.

Pickering

had,” said Mr. Johnson,

home

come

a

general debility. Have tried many remedies, and
bought Brown’s Sarsaparilla. I am free to

6

A VBR? FINE

at last

wel*

say,
best

that, so far as my experience goes, it is the
thing for purifying the blood kuowu.”

serious,

you may bo

$5.00.

AHA

WARREN, Proprietor, BaDgor,

quite a number of the citizens. It
piece of road, but the machine did its

well, and to the satisfaction of the road coin*
nlssioner and others interested. It is probable that
he town will vote at the next annual meeting to

“Hunt’s

Remedy is valuable and its benefits

arc

Cured me of kidney disease.”
SULLIVAN FENNER, Providence, R. 1.

lermancnt.

The indications arc that the wheat crop of
Illinois will be less than 10,000,000 bushels this
► ear, against 32,000,000 last year.
Hunt’s

Remedy
•ostiveness, dyspepsia,
md purities the blood.

cures

speedily bilious
strengthens the

headache,
stomach,

work

my one-The Rev. J. I\ Cushman and A. F.
\dani8, Esq., attended the Congregational Confermce

at Somesville lust

week,

and will

probably

it tend the general conference at Lewiston this
week... The Itev. J. F. Locke returned home Saturday, after a vacation of several weeks in Mass.
His wife and

will remain abroad two or three
weeks longer ...Prof. Potter and wife, Miss Corndock and some of their friends are camping at
son

Janary’s Point, Brooksville ...Prof. Foster returnid Saturday from a trip to Moosehead lake, where
it*

attended

3upt.
mine

teacher’s institute in company with
Luce-Miss Hughes has gone to visit her old
in Pennsylvania-Sell. St. Leon, Capt. Pera

dns, brick laden from Penobscot, bound for Boston, sprung her foremast while off Mon began, and
returned to this place for repairs. She will he ready
for

sea

again

in

a

day

or

two-Capt.

YV. H. Mills

is getting stmr. Everett ready to take to Bangor,
where she will undergo repairs, after which he will
take her to New York, where she is owned— Aaron
Uhamberlnin has been receiving large lots of sal
mon for the past week or two, some of them of
large size. They are caught on both the Penobscot
and Bagaduce rivers.

Boston

Market.

Boston, June 13.
BUTTER—Choice butter continues firm, but at
taking figures the demand is quiet, although at
tome concessions there would he. a good movement
ror storage purposes.
Northern creamery sells
juietly at 19c for extra, but in some instances receivers are asking more, which checks trade, as
:here is n o disposition to take hold freely at 19c.
Franklin county, Vt., extra dairy has been sold at
IT>aC, and northern extra will bring 17c., while
choice lots are placed at 16@16>aC.
Cheese—Choice new cheese are well sold up,
ind are in demand at 7c, while in some instances
lac more is asked. Goods that are off in quality .sell
it lower prices, and are less easily moved.
Eons—There is no change to note, the market
ruling quiet, with prices about steady. Eastern
extras well at 14J£e, while eastern lirsts, northern
it mi bright Island and N. S. stock go at 14c,.
Western go at 13)$c for choice, but some off lots sell at
less price.
Potatoes—Choice potatoes will bring quotations
but on lots that are off in quality, or are badly
sprouted, concessions have to be made. Some new
|)otatoes sold at $3.75 for choice, with Bermudas at
*334.

apples—'There is

change in prices.

a

light call for apples, with

20 PIECES OF COLORED CASHMERES

f

or

A. P. MANSFIELD’S 5 Pieces of 42 Inch Black Lace

Bargains!!

One

Masonic

Suit.

lot, dark, handsome patterns, all-wool, only. $.00

a

Suit.

One lot Children’s

patterns

at

White Goods.
IN'

2.00

a

Suit.

a

Suit.

Stripes,

Don’t

spend a dollar for clothing until you have examined my goods and prices, floods w; minted
l’lease call and he convinced that this is the place to buy.
represented or money refunded,

New Boston
MARK

ANDREWS,

no

Hat and straw—In hay general market Is quiet,
but No. 1 hay is firm and will bring $22323, with
occasionally a fancy car as high as $24. Rye straw
remains steady at $23324, the latter for No. 1 New
York.

Checks

“""‘"

ETC., ETC.,

Bplfasf. Mnino.

Novelties.

sellin;/

lower

than ran be

bought

in

MASONIC

11

MacCAHTHY.

Mails’ Misln Race Bonnets
Infants’ lade Do Goods

Sell-. T. II. Living.-hm, Swelt, Bangor;
Hall, French, Bangor.

:.

In denominations of $1,000, $500, $300,and $200, seY«»rk, April!*. Arrived seh. Nellies, i’iek12.
Mckecn, Jack.-onvillf.
Arrived -elm cured by HEAL ESTATE MORTGAGES and the
Willard, Frankfort. .June 1.1. Ar- paid up capital of the Company of HACK A MIL
P/T-eve-ranee,
ived -ci Abraham Richard-on, IbtUer-hall, P»anLION DOLLARS. For sale at PAR and accrued
a. <1 an d hark Ldvvard Kidder, Drillm, Svdnev,
V s. W
nierot. Full particulars given on application.
Charleston, .June II. Arrived set). Annie I.. Me.
Keen, Mahoney, Belfast. June l.b sailed seh.1 II.
31.
PAYSON & CO.,
\t!iiie 1,. MeKeeii, Mahoney, satilia lliver.

Blaueliard, line,
Iloilo, April 1. Sailed bark A Mae Carver, Penlleton, Boston, 20f4*o parrels sugar.
Arrived ship Henrietta,
Liverpool, June *.

Masonic

BELFAST.

\

"•

>ut
<er

Lagle, Sinclair, from Franklin for Boston,
into Booth hay Ilth inst. leaking lout) stroke.-

hour. She was grounded and the leak would
nobabK he slopped.
A Bella-! captain in writing from Jacksonville
ast wick lakes a very discouraging view of the
He nays nine vessels arrived in two
•utlook.
lav
and -ixteen mine are on the way there. This
uis sent freighls down to a very low cbh.
When
my thing is otlered it i- .•*b7> on iuuiber. Some ol
In* vessels have sought other place.- for cargoes.
The Portland bark Onawav, Capl. Cril'lietl,
••tiled from New York October :!|, with Pits tons
>f cargo, for syduev, N.
W. Alter discharging
0
cargo at that port,-lie went to Newcastle, N.
■*. W
and loaded with Btuo tons of coal f.»r Manhi.
>he arrived in port
\pril lb, making the
■ntire voyage from New York in 170 davs. Ah
hough drawing twenty fed <.f water when she
eft Newea.-t ,e, .site made ihe
passage to Manila in
hirlv-three dav s and live hours, healing the best
line ever made by any sailing vessel l»v about
ixi y-seven hours.
Makim; Tkansfkks. l.orcna d>k. ■147.il'.* tons,)
May 1 tin. L.-tatc of t harles L. J.lam liard, ot
Moekton, Me., deceased, to Alexander Black, of
I". I I'-tli for $10(»: llie hitter to P.radford <h
Maiiehard, of Stockton, 1 P ih for .sine. Lorena
I'k. I'b*.7b ton-,' May I*. Bradford <\. Blanchard
H Stockton, Me., to N. B. Stowers, of do, 1-liSlh for
s'iuo; same to same, 1-ir.fh for $5(10. Capi Samuel
A a11-, of Thoma-ton, Me., and other.- have sold
he 1,1 ho ton ship !..
B. Cilehrisl, to .James W
barker A ( o., of N.-w York, for $b,bnn. she cost
<S(i,tM*!i at the time she was built in ISttfb
!• Ri-.n.M is. We are in receipt ol Snow A Bur
re.-s’ weekly Ha ight circular, New York, to June
;'>'h. Few new feat n res have developed during the
veek.
There has been less inquir for Lumber
"image to load L i.-t and at the south for the Bivei
’laic, hut a lnoilerate trade is reported to nearby
"•rts.
Ctmeral cargo tonnage lo the Uivvr Plate is
n limited demand, and the same
may Ik* said of the
'Vest India and Central American trades; rates,
lovve.er, are quoted generally steady.
Lumber
Frights, eoastwi.-e, appear to lie showing a slightly
•asier tendency, particularly at ports south, where
onnage i- available; vessels here, however, are
iel'1 quite steadily, as captains hesitate to accept
m.-iness at the South
during this season. There is
1 fair inquiry for Coal
tonnage, but without any
mprov euii nt recorded In rates. < Uher departments
ire without special change.
We notice the followSell. Lucia Porter, J.!;{ tons,
ng local charters:
rum Baltimore to Cardenas.
Coal, $1.20. Bark
\ugusline Koldie, nut; tons, from Portland to Rosa■io. Lumber, $12. Sell. Dora Mathews, 15(12 Lons,
sew York to New Orleans, slate, $:». Seh. Floteiu e
-eland, 527 Jons, from Savannah to New
rk,
-umlx r, jl.7.i. *i,hs. St. .Johns, Palatka an t
;.ar
otte 'lb Sibley,of Belfast,are loadingat Bruu-wiek,
hi., having left Jacksonville.
The former gets
M.fkiou lumher for Philadelphia; the Palatka $4.7b
New York and the Sibley $4.7.'» to New York or
I bo to Philadelphia.
Coal freights are from Lli/.ibcthport to Portsmouth $1 ; Hoboken to Rockland
H; Hoboken to Bangor tib cents and discharge;
t"tidout to Bo.-ton $1 ; Hoboken t" Boston sb eenls;
sew ^ ork to Portland, 70 cents and
discharge. Sell.
Honda has chartered at Jacksonville to load limiter for Baltimore, $4.25.

BELFAST

PRICE CURRENT.
Weekly for the. Journal.
By C. 11. SAKdKNT, No. s, Main Street.
Corrected

Produce Market.
Prices Paid Producers.
40500 llay # ton,
Apples# bush,
H.ooglT.oO
dried# lb,
4go Hides lt» tf»,
ogo
1.5n 14
leans,pea,#'l>u, 1.00gl.70 Lamb p It,,

LOO3LOO Lambskins,

medium,

yellow-eyes,1.004L70

Gutter # lb,
leef#tb,
Parley # bush,
Jheese # lb,
diicken # tt,,
Jail'Skins # lb,
>uek # lb,
•Cggs # do/..,
’’owl# lb,
jJeese # lb,

Mutton# 11,,
Oats # bush,
Potatoes.
Bound Hog #'
Straw # ton,
Turkey # lb,
Veal # lb,

7031.20
O3O
4f)g4x
4O3O0

PSfl is
73s1.
00g70
lb,
030
0.00a7.00
7gs‘*
oOgOO
ogo
12 312*a
7 38
Ogo Wool, washed# lb,22g21
|:> Wool, unwashed It, 10gl7
12gl4 Wool, hard,
l.oogo.oo
Ogo Wool, soft,
0.003:1.00

Retail Market.
Lime # bbl,
I.OO3I.IO
Oat Meal # lb,
Ogo
Onions # lb,
OgO
Oil,Kerosene # gal 12g 10
Pollock # lb,
.'SgTpj,
Pork # lb,
9,310
Plaster # bbl,
LOO
.{
Bye Meal # It,,
Shorts # ewt,
1.10
Sugar # tt,
O^gs
Salt, T. I., # bush,
40
S. Potatoes # tb,
OgO
Wheat Meal # 11», 3>£g4

iteef, corned, # 3>,
7g9
Sutter Salt, # box,
20
04
Joi n # bush,
Jraeked Corn Q bush, fd
04
Joi n Meal # bush,
Jheese # tl»,
9311
1.00
Jotton Seed # ewt,
Jodtish, dry, # lb,
4g0
Jranberries, # qt,
t-gO
Jlover Seed # It,,
12gl8
Flour # bbl,
;5.00g7.20
it. <L Seed # bu, 1.90,g2.(K)
Lard # lb,
Dgio

■■

■

..

o

J.

RKLLKVIKW.

OCALA,

RF.LT.A1R a

I
1

I

I

AGENTS.

OCALA,-Marion Co.-BELLEVIEW.
We have for sale in Marion, Sumpter, Hernando,
md Orange Counties: Town lots, Lake fronts,
Grange groves. Improved and unimproved lands
n quantities and at prices to Suit all purenasevs.
4m2.‘5*
Correspondence solicited.
Address for full particulars until Oct. 1st, 188!).

J. H. TAYLOR.

Winterport,

Me.

per

yard,

(.’apt.

W. It. KOIX, will, upon 11.
saur from Bani'or,

1>85,

liorkian ! with tin*

Mr.iuin-

ID

I’m;

oj

II.AMt AM'

Carriage Department
IN

liKH

UN.

At

Ladies & Children’s
At

27.

pleased to announce
gagement with

an en-

MILLER & DIXIE'S

Mansfield’S.

BUSTLES
MANSFIELD’S.

DO NOT FORGET

A.P. MANSFIELD

The most reliable

one

in the country.

a sterling company of Boston artists,
selected from the leading opera companies
of the country.

Supported by

-REPERTOIRE

:-

Thursday Evening—The Mascot.
Friday Evening—Patience.
Saturday Evening—lolanthe.
Saturday Matinee—H. M. S. Pinafore.
POPULAR PRIORS:
Reserved Seals 35c. and 30r.
Sale of seals will open at POOH A SON'S, on
25
Saturday morning, 20th lust.

Admission 25c.

■

ill

w

ami iret

an

-ati-ly tin-

tull lint

a, a

ha-ei.

pur*

<-r

rooLs:

FOR

THE

Mowing Machine.

price- ami you will he made liappv.

Mrs. POTT'S COLD HANDLE SADIRONS

I> ’ll’asl, .lime

®

PROF. HUEBERT,
Frothinghain's, High Mreet.

O.

heap.

BAiLEY.

In,

^.'l

CJUWEj

undersigned is agent for the celebrated

Waller A. Wood Mowing Machine,
the best machine in the market.
for the

Also

agent

E. H. HANEY,
Waldo County Orange Store.
Belfast, June 15, 1885.— *25

Wonderful Help for MW.
-the-

French

Crystal Lenses,

Clear and brilliant, will make your Eyes seem
utmost young again. Set in Gold, Tempered Steel,
and Celluloid frames. Call and try them at

IIcrvoy'H Jewelrj’

Stove.

Rooms to L,et.
and
Store.

!
15110NT

BACK

BOOMS

Belfast, May 28, 1885.—22

over

mv

A

|,i-

oi

A-

d'ternoon and evening, unless
hat date. My stock consists of

disposed

mer- t
:

-p-

!,500 Yds. Dry Hoods, larloiis styles, also Miil*
drens and Ladles' Hosiery, (., V. Mark's ami
Holyoke Spool Thread, Hamburg Edging,
Plain and Lace Edge Itotiling, and a
variety of other Hoods.
I. nlies of Belfast and vicinity are invited to at
end this sale.
Trader- trom ihe •■ounlry would
ind some good bargains by attending the sale.
S. SLEEPER.
Belfast, June 17, I88.».

j

in the

Jewelry

C. HEUVEY.

lie

to

*- m- u

-In

|y

ur

\s

-v ,-r\
::

»

cry

to

-eleet from

Ribbons, Flowers, Feathers,
-and-

I\\\(’Y

1 KI3IMIN(;s.

NN ith year- of experience in the Millinery
n-lm-s
I feel ruulideut toeorreet.lv advise in regard t'
■

-h.Hpe, size and triniiiiimgs that
iutC to the purchaser.
><

are

>e. .>;m.

®/>* Please remember we are NK\ l\U
NDI-.ll
)U» on anv igoods in our line, am! price- are a-

CHEAP

as

the rill.APKsT.

JUf

l\ XWIIm. li. lOi^l.

II.

STEAM

HEATING

-AMi-

Ventilating!
GEO. T. READ, Belfast.
is

BELFAST.

PUT IN NEW CARDS I WILL DO
[J. curding as low as the lowest and make as good
•oils as can be made in the county. With plenty of
lower at all times to run my machine 1 am confident
[ can give satisfaction. Wool may be left at C. II.
Sauckn t’s, ( on an
A. < <>., MainSt., Belfast, Ai.
iKitr Hammons, City Point, my house Head <>f the
or
send
me
word
and
will rail and get it.
Tide,
D. J. KOBExvTS.
June
1885.—;Uv'25*
Belfast,
17,

.( U >1

Styles and the Largest Stock
eily

Latest

of
Wa 1.1)0 ss.
June l«lth, A. D. !>>...
Mils is to gi\e notice that a warrant in Insolvency
was Issued out of the Court ■>! Insolvem-y f.■
laid County of Waldo, against the estate <>' W!L
J AM B. it! L, adjudged to he an insolvent debt
>r mi petition of said debtor, which petition was
lied on the 10th day of June, A. D. IS>5, to which
iate Interest on claims is to he computed; that the
layment of any debts to or by said Debtor, and tinransfer and delivery of any pr* perty by him are
orbidden by law ; that a meeting •»1 the creditors
>f said Debtor, to prove their debts and eh loseone
»r more Assignees of his estate, will In- held at a
'ourt of Insolvency, to be holden at Probate Court
Loom, in Belfast, in said County of Waldo, on
Wednesday, the lath day of July, A. D. !*>.», at two
I’l-loek in the afternoon.
Liven under my band the date first above written.
FRANK Ml'ssKY, Deputy Mn-ritT,
\s Messenger "f the Court of Insolvency for said
‘2w25
County of Waldo.

EAST

receiving N I.W
in the week wean ,e i
are

we

day

nm: zr>th< vatu «mi'*7th.

AT

These machines are the best in the market, and if
farmers will call on me and look them over, I feel
mre I can convince them of the fact.
All 1 ask is
for you to call on me before purchasing elsewhere.

-Harry F. Dixie,-

<

prepared to put into dwelling houses, stores,
etc., steam heating apparatus, of tin* best .pial
ity and workmanship. People contemplating putting in steam heating should
give him a call.

IIAYINH

n a e. e s

New Champion Ralre.

management of C. W. MILLER.
The Favorite Comedian,

i

a

S.

The
Mr. F. A. OWEN is

\

>

Cheaper than

—and—

and

11 a

Prof. L.M. HUEBERT

Nights & Saturday Matinee, Mowing Machines WOOL CARDING
Thursday, Friday & Saturday,
26

price- that

Wm. Anson Wood

laving leased his store, will sell the balum
dock of Dry Hoods at Auction,

-AT-

Opera House.

JUNE 25,

at

AGENT

Al MKs

them.

25 EAGLE HORSE RAKES

FRENCH IN BELFAST

I

Opera.

|

Als

Mansfield’s,

Is Agent for the celebrated

3

M

;:nth.

Is now in Bella.-?! forming el:i.--a»s and jiving in
.-'Inn-lion in French. Ptipiis in-ti m ted -iiiglv
or in (-l.-m-, in the conversational method,
h r
terms, Information, Ac., nonsuit

lyr.'U

Season of First-Class Comic

wti

;

CARRIAGE WARRANTED in
<*very i»artieular, whether in private use or it
run in a LIVERY STABLE.

AT AUCTION!
HOSIERY! DRY GOODS
Sleeper

AT

This powder never varies. A marve of purity,
strength and wholosomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot l>e sold in com
petition with the multitude of the low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Soldo nit/ in
cans.
Koval Baking Powdkr Co., lot; WalfSt.,

Belfast

return

leaving I’ortlaiul, •tune

uia-li.

l.e
>

I‘v«*r>

Burks

for -ale

JERSEYS

Pure.

X. V.

strainer

C. MARDEN,

us

CEO.

-AND-

Absolutely

on

Ob'

lust year, ami prier-u ill
I"\v that St will make ymi DIZZY

Sum-

Mansfield’s.

I

POWDER

or

p->rt,

CHARGE

| HENRY

Richmond.

l\Mlis I, ITTI. I i F1K U >.t ien'i I',
\-.-ni
A M. II
HIM.. .IK.t.enera M o
> A! IFF BANK.\-.*nt Mr Bella

HOOP SKIRTS
I

j'ood

Bank.

Ceo. O. BAILEY'S

regular pas

MONDAY, JUNE 22

I’AKK

>e

CO.,

CARRIAGES!

/VS.),

Lcif'ifttoh and ('ita

jt'.th

1

25c.

worth

1 ii'pn)>1 i<•

Fromci liter Ban^o;. 1 lauip'lrn, \\ inti*i
tort, Sear-port or B« Ifast. Tiekets t*

UNDERWEAR

75c.

STEAMEK

ronneet at

I

TAYLOR,

REAL ESTATE

12 1-2c.

dttnc

Underwear

MANSFIELD’S.

37 t-2c.

worth

PORTLAND,

AT

-AT——

■

AltTISXS

H. TAYLOR.

50c.,

PENOBSCOT.

1

Gauze Vests

Main Street, Opposite National

5

■'

Cotton

37 1-2c.

H. A. STARRETT &,

_____!

In Jackson, June d, Miss I.avliia Pease, aged 22
years.
In Kno\, June 11th, Annie S. Morse. aged d.*> yrs. I
In Knox, June 15th, Fannie P. Brown, aged 2u
years, 5 mouths and 15 days.
In Liberty, June ldth, Mary Frances Young,aged
Id years, s months and Id days.
in Northport, June illh, Ira Clark, aged 7 ! years
and
months.
In Camden, June 4th, John Swan, aged hi years
and 2b days.
In Camden, June 5th, Hannan s. Martin, wife of
Jackson Martin, aged 5‘J years, 7 months, |s days.
In Camden, June lilh, Edgar W. Davis, aged dd
years.
In Warren, June 4th, Stephen B. Crocker, aged
so years, 5 months and 14 days.
In Warren, June Nth, Mrs. Stephen B. Crocker,
aged sb years and J months.
In Warren, June 4th, Mrs. John French.
In Waldohoro, June 1st, Thomas Weaver, aged 00
years and d months.
In Waldohoro, May 25th, Jacob Gross, 2d, aged
SO years.
In Fllsworth, June 5th, Mr.George Howard,aged
S5 years.
in Orland, June 2d, Miss Julia F. Blaisdell, aged
17 ears and lb days.
in Miiibridge, June 7th, Mrs. Eliza A. Hopkins,
formerly d Ellsworth, aged 02 years, 1 month and
11 days.

Under the

BELLAIR.

At

Griiiul Ai-iu\

Corset!

Mitts

100 Pisces Ail Silk Satin anfl tins Grain !ta

Alse sole agent lor the

Comfort

worth

worth

DIED.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

W. 0.

At

MANSFIELD’S.

SilK

25 Doz Gent’s Clouded Shirts and Drawers

In all the I.HADING MAKHS at

SEARSPORT.

both of Stockton.
hi Thorndike, June Id, by Rev. I). Brackett, M. S.
stiles, Jr., F>«j., of Jackson, and Miss Li/./.ie J.
llansAm, of Thorndike.
In Camden, June dd, Mr. Frederick 1) Pease, of
Camden and Miss Clara F. Wallace, of Bangor.
In Rock port, June bth, Arthur ('. Saunders and
Mi's Asenath R. UasKtdl, both ot Rockport.
In \ inalhaven, June dd, Emery E. A rev and An
nette Harding, both of \ inalhaven.
In Rockland, June 2d, Kenneth Johnson ami
Bridget Maguire, both of Rockland.
In Rockland, May 2dd, Win. Peabody and Elbe M.
Lucas, both of Rockland.
In Fllsworth, May doth, Mr. Henry R. Wood and
Lizzie M. Heath, both ot Ellsworth.

•epairs.^
Ii.

each,

MITTS

worth 62c.

Ladies’

Dozen

Temple.

CORSETS

In this city, June 11th, by Rev. W. Henry Williams, Mr. Elias R. Thompson and Mrs. Rachel A.
Mad docks, both of Searsmonl.
In Stockton, June bill, by Rev. I). W. Hardy, Mr.
Francis M. Harriman and Mrs. Margaret -Shiite,

MISCKKI.AN V.

MANSFIELD’S,

pair,

25c.

SILK

pair,

per

per

At 25c.

A. V.

pair,

GLOVES

worth

Misses

25c.

-AT-

MARRIED.

spoken. June 7, hit.'{a.si, Ion. al.In, ship Wanlering Jew, Niehols, from New York for shanghai*.
Sell. st. Leon, from Castim* for Boston,
rung
oreiiiast bill oil seguiu and ]iut hack to
a-line for

Doz.

smbed run 25

on,

iianeb.ard, San Francisco v ia. (Queenstown. June
l.
Bark Liiima '1'. < rowel!, Pendleton, San Fran•iseo via. Falmouth.
A-pinu .ill, prev ions to June II. Sailed seh. Herild, i.rav, Nortli of Hatter.as.
Hong Kong. In port June 12, ship Oneida, Me.
Vilverv, for London.
Cardin'. June l.h Sailed -hip Levi O. Burgess,
Johnson, New York.
1’ort Spain, May 2b Arrived sell. F. C. I'endleon, Fletcher. New Y .rk.
Montevideo. Mav In. Arrived-eh. Fred A. Carle,
Jondon, Boston.

37 1-2c.

At

37 1-2c.

LISLE

LADIES’

At

price of any otoer.

SON,
SMITH,

Doz.

worth

pair,

At 12 l-2c. per

20

PORI'S.

W. 0. POOR &

Dozen

-OF-

<

M ARITI.M K

lOO Doz. LADIES' FOREIGN HOSE

A NEW & FINE ASSORTMENT

BLOOD & LIVER MEDICINE.

worth 12 1-2c.

100 Twilled Silk Sun Shades, 24 Inch.; $1.24.

50

Baltimore, June I J. Cleared -'li. su-lla M. KenBANKERS,
.'on, Pendleton, Bo-ton.
.'.ml!
PORTLAND,
MAINE,
Boekport, J line Kb Sailed sell. I). I). Haskell,
daskell, Pensacola.
savannah, June 12. \rrived si h. Baehel A Maud,
■ b “~Cl gr%.
/
~m,
w~% -f
:>ow, < hir.liner.
Passed Hell (.ate, J m.e 12. ** ii-. Fannie A Kdith,:
Warren, New York lor Newcastle, A. ilayford,
lone.-. New Yoi k for Boston.
Sailed seh. Daylight, HodgProvidence, June
loti, Newport News.
Bo.-ton, .June lo.
Arrived seh Mary Farrow, Read the testimonials published in the JOIUXAL
ondon, Bangor. Ilth. Arrived .-eh. Mbm, White,
every week.
to.
12. Anived sell, llannilde, Pendleton, Hobo- ;
From the Drug House of Win. E. Mann A Co.,
veil.
Bangor.]
Bangor, June 11. Arrived seh. ( hurley Bueki, |
We have had a large local demand for Iiell’s
Patterson, Boston. June l b sailed -ehs.'Marv A
hill, French, Wilmington : T II. Livings ton, Swett, sarsaparilla during the past vear, and among all
’alatka; Annie 11. Lewi-, Lewi-, Toitenville; liar ! t»ie leading preparations we have sold, believe there
is none that ha- given better satisfaction to custonona, Burgess, New Bedford.
Jacksonville, Fla., June b. Arrive'! sell-,. Florida, mers. From what we know of it we can indorse it
as a very popular medicine.
te I fast; Palatka. do; Charlotte T. sibley, do.
Ww. E. Mann A Co.
FOKKiiiN

GEO. F.

$1.75.

worth $3.00.

yard,

yard,

At 25c. per

New
*ring.

By

worth

yard,

per

At 5c. per

SO

Halt the

$1.50.

worth

1,000 Yards SATINE, REMNANTS

MANSFIELD’S

AMKKICA.V PORTS.

Only 50c. per bottle.

50c.

worth

yard,

per

At $2.25

DF ALL KINDS AT

s VII.KI).

•June !•'*.
sell. T. II. Livingston. Swell, Palatka.
•June J'i. sell. Mary A. Hall, French, Wilmington.

Bosario. Arrived April 2stli, bark John L. Chase, i
’arks, Portland via. Buenos Ayres.
\rrived previous to June s,
Sydney, N. s W.
•ill'.; samuel II. Veker-on. Laton, Boston.
Nagaski. In port April Is, -hip l’hineits Pendle-

worth 25c.

yard,

per

At $1.25

TEMPLE.

IN W1IITK AND I’OLOKKD.

A UKi v ki>.

Mary

At 37c. per

At $1.00

He!fast.

POUT OK P.K I-FA ST.

A.

yard,

5 PIECES OF LAWN TENNIS CLOTHS

Millinery! Infants' Cloaks!

ShiR NEWS.

•June 1

At 17c. per

5 Pieces of BLACK SILK VELVET BROCADE

NEW LOT OF HATS FOR MEN <&, BOYS.
US.

20 Pieces of BATZSE CLOTHS

AT

For Ladies tfc Gents.

At!

worth 15c.

yard,

A. P. MANSFIELD'S, 5 Pieces of Colored Silk Velvet Brocade

New Goods at N. Y. Store
&

worth 62 l-2c.

Armnres, eastern, Ms Veilinis, 15 Pieces of COLORED SILK VELVETS

PROPRIETOR.

Bargains in Parasols, Fans

At 19c. per

All WOOL CRAZY CLOTHS.

Clothing Store,

II l’liuMiiv lloyv.

yard,

Buntings

ALL (IKAIIKS.—W HITE HOODS IN

$0.00, $10.00, $11.00, $12.50.

Suits, size I to II, all-wool, only

lot, all-wool. 0 to 13 years, long pants, only. 3.00
as

Temple.

India, Victoria aai Persian Lams

a

At 42c. per

10 Pieces of LACE BT7HTIHCS

city.

Suits, strictly all-wool, size 3ti to 12, only.$t>.f>0
Some choice

One

ottered for sale in this

worth 62 1-2c.

yard,

At 50c. per yard, worth 75c.

—AT—

TRUNKS, VALISES, BOOTS & SHOES,
ever

At 50c. per

Me.

Clothing, Hats, C^ps, Furnishing Goods,
One lot of Mm’*

OF ALL WOOL TRICOTS

Dress Goods 5 Pieces of 42 Inch Albetros Cloths,

NEXT THIRTY HAYS I shall offer the GREATEST BARGAINS in

the

10 PIECES

SELECTION OF

2w25

Bargains!

worth 75c.

that

sure

Sarsaparilla

bottles for

50c. per yard,

At 50c. per yard, worth 75c.

or humor about me for a
longtime,
which showed itself in my stomach and mouth
and I hud a feeling which I can best describe as

anything lie ever had
days ago lie bought a

by all Druggists for $1.00;
Iy»--

over
farm and a portion of his personal property at aucIbdilers, ami it Idd™ fair t » become I tion last week, Mr. It. \V. Soule.of Augusta, acting
foremost industries of Searsport.
Mr. Patch will reside with his son
as auctioneer.

s

than

sea a

Brown's

ciiibrelia

1' •'»'

more

and said he should

I, sold

Dollar.

One

Sarsaparilla

wonderful medicine for humor.
W. A. Johnson is a clothing dealer

At

DESIRABLE at SAT-

ISFACTORY PRICES at

lyrlf»

receiving mimer
the country for their car-

from all

Sarsaparilla

Doses

NEW and

a

If you have any disease arising from
impure blood, no matter how
Brown’s Sarsaparilla will cure you. If not, money will be refunded.

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for#.".. Made
only by C. 1.1IOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.

IOO

bottle

one

man.

,, NI’llic F wlnr, Uni-sie Whltcoml*. Nellie
tinely and tin- pre- -i,t
W a M-r, \\ lb.' Pimnnier, Capt. W. T. Randall, Fred i
be a good hay erop.
Fill.F.i»*m.
riiere will he a Fourth of -July celeIn--,m. Mrs. ii. A. Robertson.
bration at tiii- place. Il is expected that the Grand
;,pnt |b>. ..f milk i- received dally at the fa*-- i Ibeth. a. R,.-a
A run Post will parade the streets in the forenoon ;
chc se- are made.The town lias
< barb
l‘»ry and
Ly ncii win. is to take -.Marge of the Fort
I ."light tin- Vh-loi road maehim* and it is doing
good P"int o', ery this sea.—ou ,'ias part of his stock at the ; and that l»r. A. J. Billings will deliver an oration.
u "ik
on
tin: roads throughout the town ...The
J’ort J*• ,int stables and will put in tiie remainder ! In the afternoon there will he a temperance mass
crows are very tr<»ul l.-ome in this section and i 1 !,c Ia-t <•» ilii-.
meeting addre-sed by able speakers.
week as tin; sea-..
the 20th.
make havoc of coru -m I other farm product-.j
( aMI>i;n.
The new water company of Rockland
v
>. Merithew, who rode out last
ip
Heujamin
John Maples i- in M. -i
teaching writing.
will obtain tlu-ir supply from a pond in the we stern
1 liur-it iy Had on a pair of boot- wnich lie inform< apt John ( h o-e.
1 s:
\
a in all
ears
part of the town of Camden. The pipe line will
'■'1 Postmaster Sheldon lie purchased of him nine
age. is visiting friend.- here ...There is a great delead to a hill in Rockland, whereon will he conar- ago, ami as
Merithew says, “they are
Capt.
mand for work an-l driving horses-Jell* KimbaJ,
structed a reservoir, service pipes running thence
pretty good boot; yet
assisted by the M mroel oruet Band, gave a tin** ento various sections of the city.
Quite a number of
\\
i.-t-ui Hrinnel! sold a vaitiable mare
tertainne n: in ;l
town Hal saturdav evening
people living near the source of supply iti Camden
1
Mr.
'bia
H lb itasl, al-o Hi;-' t" Mi'. Aciiorn
Mr, 11. Jenkins A '.-ns are gettit..: ahm.- t:>e
will also be served. A cargo of iron pipe has been
rocks for the new I.ridge ami some nice stone ha.- 1 '1 R'-’kJaml, one t> Williams, and om* to J. F.
received Iron Philadelphia, and three hundred
A
a
hoi r,
Rockland. an i it vv'i-ii’t much of a day j men will
be.
landed her**-Mrs M«»r-e u
pre,a- It Hi.
begin work immediately_C\ C. Dearfuneral -ermoii of Mrs. F
-oiling in-rsos either.
a Burrell at the
born is manufacturing a very convenient appliance
vi'lage
•tiureh m xt '•un,lav at i*i
>f his own invention, li is a tag ol sheet brass cut
io.-k r m.
Mr. <«. W. V'
cured a -warm of bees as
g
I-:,
a- a
arc one
p,- k in
day recently. They In such a form as to clasp a paper ticket at one end
\\. learn that \' id Hill, of Bockiand.
I.im:tin
lent- d on a tree near Ms re.-idcncc and
:tnd can he easily ullixcd !•> the rim of a milk pan
as he hais tin eontraetor for the mail route from this phua- !
l!" burnt
their sting no quietly worked tiiem np
il the other.
l’he ticket bears the date on which
b* Belfa.-t via. >earsmonl village.
II*- has m ted
1,1
hive aim .-o -ccuri'd ;1 very valuable
|
the milk is set and the use of the appliance thus
prize,
the l»r. Brown stand, and bought a part of Fred
prevents mam mistakes in the dairy. The cost Is
i.t-t Sunday was children’s day at the
Know iton’s teams. He is recommended a-.• man
Cong,
little. Mr. Dearborn i- also manufacturing u
imreh, and in tin* absence of Rev. c. L. Haskell eery
Al.
will plea.-*- tin- traveling public, and al! win*
very handy sii all sized pruning saw-Geo. CamHere were no services at the Methodist church,
kve business wit- nim-iic\. Heorgc M..tIlilia.
•i
n, while at work in Carlton, Norward A ('*•’.-.
dev. it. it. Merrill conducted the service.
ex* s and w
The
>-f Brnnswiek. are
idling at l>avi- |
-hipyini at Roekport, was knocked senseless by a
•••dimin'-. Mr. Mathews i- a native of Lincoln- ; "Hrch was beautifully decorated with (lowers, and
»ry. No Unies were broken, .and Ids injuries arc
large congregation wa- in attendance.
v iii«* and a tormer lT.-idi ill ot this
village, where In
probably slight.
lias a.
warm friend-..
Mi-- Nellie('rippitt died
A Town or -mokkks.
Ills estimated Unit live
VINAl.HAvi:>
The following were elected oiliii.iidred men and boy- here are addicted to the use
very su.ld«*tily al her home m-ar the Kcni.-ton shore
er* of tin: Fnion chtitch .Sunday school on Sunday
Jun«t tobacco, and that at a fair estimate
nth, aged about 21 years.
J'lies.lay* night
they u.-c
ast
Win. H. Littlefield, supt.; John Babbidge,
Mrs. Fraie-es 'l oung, *laughter of Alfred Ki.owiton,
*2,, a7.hu worth yearly; and as the salaries of our
i**i.. II. Collie, sec.. Wm. B. Kittrldgo, irons ;
lied of heart disease at the house of her lath* r in
hree minister.- ->i the go-pel are abou; {2,oho.(>o, it
dinnie Doyle, organist; Carl A. Leaf, librarian.
't.- $7j7.jn more for tobacco than to
till-village, Saturday .June 1:>th_We learn that
di.-pen.-e the
Pile average attendance for the year has been l.'m
Mr. Sheldon ><! Poor’s Mills, Belfast, will again
o'-pel in S-. arsport.
Mipils, averagt attendance of teachers la ..Steampreacti it tin* nu-etli.g house in Fils village ..n >un
•h *.'"iii' i>. /oriman, a native of
Pennsylvania,
■r Hurricane has towed another dead whale, tiftv
It., June 2lst... .The Maine I’.enetit Association,) in a .-in. le man, died at Mimmiiville Monday eve
;eet long, to Green Island, and has another dead
*;
last from the effects of injuries received bv the
f|u' whieli .1 *». J -d.ii.-.m Is agent for Wald" county,
V'
luattir.-discharge "1 a !*la-l in tile Annie mine
me buoyed off Isle ail Haul ...Geo, G. Webster Ii- doing a good business.
:l
•'lock a. a), of the same day
I'he l*ody was
a\ing a foundation lor a machine and wood shop,
''' 11 -ht l" 1
! Note 1 ue--1ay ny Roht. Carr and I.
1‘Knsn.n
*') by a" t .-i and two stories
Mr. Kastman Clark leas moved hi- | A Mile-, and he',.; at tin*
bigii-Capt. >t< phen
umiertakerV, awaiting
Last.
Min
Juan Pro-pector.
diipnicnt
sin ! and Is now getting ready t" build a band on
.ewis, of sch. David Brown, has been here shipid- barn before Laying. Prospect has live i
•
Mr-. John J’. Nichol- was thrown from her arlug a lishtng crew-Fishing vessels are catching
ot* *>f llsh, but juices rule low-Our cemetery is
.••ung women living no more than a mile apart I :agc Saturday afternoon an t reeeived a fracture
win* tip tin* scales at from *2oo to _■ >s pound-.
'• the hip.
Tim cause of tin* accident was that
■ailed h\ many the best looking one lor a small
Mrs. Mary smith has the champion hen in this ; .-I as they were
Milage, in the stale. Fvery stone is kejit in place,
passing tiie S. >. A ii. Co.’s mill
in*I much work is done to beautify the premises.
b»wn, and a little i.anlum at that, she so. e l a
whistle I dew tor o’clock, the horse becoming
j
nest away and laid P» egg- and set, lutehiug
! !
on an a.-i 'c i'
A c are please*: t<* see so much interest manifested.
jumps I -idevvisO and overturned tin*
•iiiekens. W lie »a\ Id eggs i- enough tor a large
i t.
Mi-- Mary Met'lure ami Klmer Hamilton,
...sch. Ge«». Lranard has loaded stone for Wash- !
j
hen’r
.Mr. 1!
In driver,
Partridge ha- painted hi.ngton: .•sells. Abble s. Walker, .eorge Prescott,
e.-caped witiiout injure.
I a *u si.The farmer- are <bm«planting in thi-harlie A Willie stone for IMiilade’jJiia.I m* G.
in v 11 M v Imji.ii.
A lpiieiis Mosainan, a
secllim and work on the load is now in ord« 1_
"lam-r i'«
blent o; '-••ar-jmrt, and one of tiie mem- ! \. R. boys are making jirejiavations for the Nath-na d mule d<*-eo| road tax thi- year,
Pro-peel h
il Fiii’amjimenr at Portland.
j
b-> o|
!•;. I'.hIi M -. Regt.. I-at present engaged
l tie largest piece ot newly turupiked road in town
j All a
,-iria tion train on tin Northern Pacific
swanvii.i.k. Several or the veterans of this
i- in th« o. P». t.ray and the n<i|. ining district oi |
lailroa-l. Hecoration day t!m*v were at work on
own jiropose attending the encamjnnent at I’*n tfreeman Partridge ...Arthur Boyd will now .-aw j
me ol the highest points of the*
Rocky Mountains, j aml nextwecr.. Our stale Legislature very genlumber at short noth
Logs will be manufactured
beaming that there was a soldier buried in the
•rously aj»|»ro|-i iated the full Mini asked viz. $h»,ouo
while the Lain is baiting and the job civ a lied up at
b iiiity, after completing hi- labors memorial
0 enable the
day,
boys to ha\ e one more opportunity "f
me trip—ltev Mr. hay, of Bncksport,
preached
dr Mo--:nai
th<- oniv soldier of the gang, went
■baking hands and meeting their comrades face to
m aide sermon at tin- M trsh school house last
'•“lie live miles, and -retiring evergreen an 1 llowj ["ace after more than twenty years separation. It's
Sunday and will pr
every other Sunday during
r- made a wreath and bouquet, and
repairing to tiie 1 1 rare |>rivilcgc, Comrades, and let us show our
the summer... .The writer would have had peafor
the
lir.-t
time
in
■pot.
it- history, decorated tint!
ippreeiation by meeting in Portland and conduct
in blossom :i the woodchucks—a terrible nul-aiice
oiu
v nrave on tin* mountain side.
We hazard the
ng ourselves as becomes good law abiding citizens.
—had not eaten them down to the ground and kept
that
no
more
•pinion
impressive memorial service -The Fish Wardens have at last succeeded in
them there, :dth.mi.a a trap is set
But the holes in
v a- conducted that
day than this we have recordgelling from the State Commissioner 20,imk> Laid
* double wad want traps set the whole length «d
hich took place in the twilight of tiie Rockies,
Locked salmon and on Tuesday the 10th in.-t. put
wall. A gun
ready for business, too. The state
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on his hands and
the calves of his legs. lie took Hood’s
Sarsaparilla and is entirely cured.” J. B.
Staktox, Ml Vernon, Ohio.
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Mr. Curtis authorizes the use of his
He is in better health than for years. He says

in that town an acquaintance of his
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the American Express Co., and owns a
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William Spies, Elyria, O., suffered greatly
erysipelas and salt rheum, caused by
handling tobacco. At times his hands would
crack open and bleed, lie tried various preparations without aid ; finally took Hood's Sar-

j

citl/.eus of the
streets in the

our

agon.

C’-ntainiim

Kev. Tiieo. Gerrish is Pastor of the Pine St. I
Mr. Frank Curtis, the well-known boot ami
M. E. Church, ami author of “The Blue and the
shoe dealer in Banger, had trouble with Canker in
Gray.” A member of his family had a severe case | Mouth and Stomach. This caused constant sour
of Canker in Mouth ami Stomach, tried in various
etc.
Mr. Curtis has for
stomach,

Salt Rheum

largely atteihied last Thursday. Rev.
\v.
ii trdy conducted the services, which were
very
impressive.

an 1

happiness; '.id blood means Scrofula, Canker, Blotches, Salt llhemn, Cancer,
Pimples, Boils, Ulcers, Tumors, Black Heads and various other difficulties
which are always the outgrowth of impure blood.
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tirange store The Walter A. Wood mower is one
of excellent reputation, as is also the champion
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wonderful

Belfast, has put in new cards at iii> mill, ami
prepared to do lirst lass work in wo..:
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carding.... Prof. Hm-berl, the Frem-h te••• her is
II.- taught here
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l b Mi--1-. Hall are ju\ t ared I now at Belfast forming a class
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pure, enriched, and healthy.
severely afflicted with scrofula,
and for over a year had two running sores
Took five bottles of Hood’s
on my neck.
Sarsaparilla, and consider myself cured.”
C. E. Love joy, Lowell, Mass.
C. A. Arnold, Arnold, Me., had scrofulous
Hood's
sores for seven years, spring and fall.
Sarsaparilla cured him.

leaving

l. Haskell

(

The lawn

■

n

erect-

there.

..

Were

are

horses, recently purchased.

assist in

■

faces

Scrofula is probably more general than any
other disease. It is insidious in character,
and manifests itself in running sores, pustular
eruptions, boils, swellings, enlarged joints,
abscesses, sore eyes, etc. Hood's Sarsaparilla
expels all trace of scrofula from the blood,

cargo of egg
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shipped

Messrs. Cirinnell & Sliute

Mr. Fred II. Francis, of this city, who recently
“Our <ieorgi- mu our Deorge any sold the very Ingenious device that had been exhib'N e reler t" me sim-ldnv humorist of the
ited for some time in Ids window, has made anothh< .la-i •I'Mirna
mi,
was married last Monday.
er much superior to the lirst.
The front is a box
\ tmm_r the pe->pie of Maine, who have laughed
Hi
;- ai Our Oeorgi s funny
sayings, will have 1 about two feet long by oik* high. At the right is a
ii ieielci
woman
of"
him
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the
umi-leraon
1 colored man sewing on a shoe, while at the left is a
w
iam.ee
mn 11a|• 11v, ll»e> will not agree to
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ngi.iproprietorship in “Our colored woman throwing up her arms in exclamam
I'l'i'l many UloIV good tilings
tion at trie wonder!uliy low prices of Fraud-’ shoes.
vc!' from his present
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It is a strange j In the centre is a door which opens slowly to admit
uliiici o,'Ui'dermenl.
■•nm etion, hut il
i.>
n. mipops the head of a man who cautiously peers out and
-m
•a
1 that one of the best things j
then retires closing the door behind him.
Tin»' :i'
hi- aeei<unt of the State !
whole is run by the movement of a clock. Tin-mw
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one of our most valued correspondStiles, Jr.,of Jackson, has followed the
We extend
excellent example of Our lieorge.
hearty congratulations and best wishes to Mr. and
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Mowing Machine Parts
constantly

hand, ami machines repaired.
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3IA( iiim: wohks
of all kinds ami steamboat
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Curtritli/cs,

hand.
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ORATORY!
CHARLES U. RVRR1LL,
the Monroe

Emerson
EjMtOM

For

has
this

class at the
city, where he
a

We

private.
a Specially.

are

and Yoke Culture

terms, Ac., address
BOX

June

Belfast, June 10, ISs5.—*24 If

Conservatory of Oratory

System—Boston,

Jniversalist Church vestry in
ivill give lessons in class or in

^“Physical

Repairing ot all kinds neatly and prompt-

ly done.

135

Prepared

to do

BELFAST.

15, 1885.—>5

Crayon

Portraits.

WHOSE IN WANT OF CRAYON PORTRAITS—
l excellent likenesses and lirst-eiass work —should
:.a!l on the undersigned. We are prepared to do
ill kinds of work at prices that w ill suit. For reference we refer to Capt. HEORHE T. OSBORNE,
Belfast, where a specimen of our work may he
seen.
Every one Is satisfied with our work. AdWM. F. HALL A SON.
Iress,
Cumden, June 15, 1885.—2w'25

at short notice and in the best
ner.

A

man-

charges reasonable.

large variety of NEW PATTERNS
just received.
A.

1*.

MANSFIELD.

Masonic Temple,

Belfast.

and trouble for you to do so, for we want

Severance.
BY PAUL

II.

only perfect work as we have them to sell
again for the benefit of those who are doing
our work, and to push it more promptly we
will send you by mail a completely finished design." The instructions concluded by explaining that “a complete set of paints,'pens and

IIAYNK.

Ah ! who can tell how strong the tie
Which subtly binds us, heart to heart,
Till the dark Master, Death, comes nigh.
To wrench oui kindred lives apart?

brushes” would be sent for the work upon the
Then, pondering on the sombre bed
receipt of $2. The young miss did not, however, send the §2.
Where one we cherished silent lies.
“This is one of the meanest kind of swinWith pulseless hands, low-smitten bead.
dles,” said a post office official when shown the
And the wan droop of curtained eyes—
articles to-day, “but you see how they have
The torpor of the death sleep cold.
covered up their tracks to prevent a conviction.
The mystic quiet's awful spell,
By examining the words of their circular you
Whose fathomless silence seems to hold
will see that you've bought the book for'$1,
Such pathos of supreme farewell—
and according to the ruling of Judge Butter in
the case of a si./dar institution,conviction canOur clouded spirits throb and reel,
not be had as long as something was sent for
As if some viewless power in air
the money, no matter if the thing sent is worth
Had driven a keen ethereal steel
in money only half a cent. Thousands of
Thro' quivering heart-depths of despair!
young girls all over the country send them
tneir savings and set up nights'painting the
Haled is the dream of heavenly grace.
trifles only to receive word that the work lias
The jasper sea. the unwaning calms;
been rejected on account of imperfections.
We can but mark that breathless fact*.
You don't suppose fora moment that there is
Those sightless orbs and folded palms!
auy market for sale of thousands and thouA moment since, she softly spake;
sands of little scraps of dry goods with comHer soul looked forth, still hale and ch ar:
mon figures painted upon them at the price
Now, who her wondrous sleep can break?
a
they propose to pay—from 25 cents to
And she! where hath she vanished—when ? piece. Then
they really do buy some few for
the
twofold
of
them
for
sampurpose
getting
Ah. Christ! yon shape of ice-locked c!ay,
ples to send out and to prove that they really
Yon fading image, frail and thin.
are doing business.
Touched, as we gaze, by swift decay,
A reporter of the Evening Call sent in the
.Shrivelled without, and wan within.
name of a young lady to a Boston post office
box
for a circular, and received a document inWhat is it but au empty busk.
O'er which (at Death's m>ster:«uis ki-s)
viting tbi* writer to send a dollar for a book of
instructions and a sample. Amonz other promFreed H>\the soars from doubt and du>k
ising statements the pamphlet said : “We have
Beyond earth's crumbling hr\sails?
large orders for our paintings on all styles and
Aye! “du*t to dust !’* the soil she trod
sizes of plaques, tiles, panels, etc., and we
< laims sium her outworn tVshly dress:
must have a large number of laities working
But her true life puts forth, with God.
for u>, that we may be able to till these orders
Fresh bloom- ot everiastingness !
promptly." [Philadelphia Call.

FOURTH YEAR.
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ever
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I have purriias -j them so that I can sell at
simp!' l'N .\ IMMP *AC’I1 ABLE By small deal1 have the late-t styles in
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fast
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Hrnmi, Webster. Harper. Bimpkln, BrewsSprings and Lane ( ross springs.
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ter, Side
In short

ran supply y**u anythii g
line of I.KjHT CAKBI AMIS.
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v<n: want
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Patient

usual.

My trade has INCREASED
as people have found that
irru.-r it is alu ays a
WARRANT
as

LMB.Fl.Y eaeh year,
wh*

1
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tiiem iii 1) •dor

see
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those who
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jusi call and
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hitter

Alas, by simply d\ mg'r

tin d.M.r, an carriages ,r*- already adriends you
prim at tin factories.
mam a great mi-take if v..u purcha-e -vithout visitin.c tin “BEAVERS." t"i “a doll u* saved is a
me- are

i

van

at

'J lii'ii lips too chary of their praise
Will tell our merits over.
And eyes too swift our faults to see
Shall no defect discover.
Then bauds that would not lift a stone
Where stones were thick to cumber
Our steep-bill path, will scatter flowers
Ybove our pillowed slumber.

in

i_

dollar earned

I.V.m

it

inner

am:

rail and

stock.

see

my

til'd

E.

IP.

Hanson,
Relfauf,

Rearer N7..

friend, perchance both thou and 1.
Ere love is past forgiving,
should take the earnest lesson honu—
Be patient with the living:
To-day’s repressed rebuke may save
<

blinding

»ur

tears to-morrow

:

easy to be gentle when
Death's silence shames our clamor,
And easy to discern the best

Duet.
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1

Portland
math
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hy t j’/icricnrnl irarl. inen.

I

coin/ah in /trices irith any
]i rst-dass Carriayc in a n a factory
ran

in

the country.

Al! Wool and Cotton and Wool 11.
and Wool Blankeliii: Shirting and

Mocking Yarn and Wool Ratten nude P> >rder.
sc
-amples and get, prices, t orre-p.md

WOC >1.
I shall continue

day

open

•I unc

8,000 Yds,

and choice

styles

at

Sc. Per ITard.
These

worthy the
attention of every lady in BelWe invite an early infast.
spection as the assortment

so

soon

We should guess he meant Wall
for the fact that most of the watstock is there already.
•■red
I

goods

are

3Isiiitc*

Seai’Kiiionl
imf

May 7, 1

G«*rmanCor:i Remover

Both peace and war are noble or ignoble,
according to their kind and oee tsi-.n. No man
has a proloundi r m lie of the iiorror and gmil
o| ignoble war than 1 haw
But peace may be
sought in two way-, and you may either win
it
win it by resi-tama to
your peace or buy
e\ ii
buyAt by compromise w ith evil. ; Buskin.

!■■■■•

n

<

T
Hair and Whisker D\
Toothache Drops

eiir<-

Dean's Rheumatic PUN

arc a

H.ll's

Pike's

Religions Reading.

k

o

s

and

n

Marble

Monumenty, Tablets,

Common Headstones & Marble Shelves.
tGKNTS MOM MENTAL RK0N7.E CO. 1 >esi$rc- m
samples ran 1 .«• seen .it «mr shop l>\ all who call It
not eonvenient t.. cull drop u.~ ;t line and wewil.
and

c'lim*

see

j

tf!7

you.

Belfast, April Id, l>so.

KEEP
The

IT

PURE.

11 *■ i*«■ is ;i fact tor you to think over, i/.
Modi
chI science proves that disen-er*, no matter Imw
great a variety they seem i<» have, proceed fron
comparatively few cause.*.. It D for this rcasoi
that some single medicine-* relieve or cure -o widt
a range of complaints—some ot them appearing almost directly opposite in their natures.
When ;
medical preparation acts at once upon the digestive and urinary organs, and also purities the blood,
the list of difficulties subject p. its control is as
tonishing. But, while many things are said t<
possess this power, those which actually do exert

it are

Brown, 50c.

in

Mlnute.25c
sure cure, 50c,

: on

“Small

It is conceded that I)U. KENNEDY'S FAVORITE
REMEDY, of Kondout, V Y.. is the most effective
preparation now in use for all diseases arising
from a foul or impure stale of the circulation
Hence it is more than likely that if the writer oi
tin- following letter had habitually taken "FAVOR
J1 K KEiME'DY” ten years ago, he would novel
have suffered from ( ancer.
ITrrsi’ir.un M e-s., March 22, 1S84.
Dr. D. Kenneth/, Jlondvnt, A. }\ .*
De:ak mk-About six w ars ago J was obligee
to resort to external treatment for the removal ot
a cancerous growth on my lip. On my return home
I became sensible that my blond needed uthurthigl.
cleansing. My whole .-\stein, too, require* 1 toning
up. While easting abniit for tin- be-t im*<liciue t«
do this, your "FAVORITE; RI\ME;i>YM was s«
highly (‘oinmended in my bearing that I resolved l<
try it. 1 did so, ami tie* result surprised me, it wa?
effected s<» quickly and eompletely. I soon got ovei
the depression produced by the operation, am
since the "E'AVORITE; RIvNlKDY,” which 1 have
continued to take in small (loses, has kept me ii
such health and strength as I never had before, noi
expected to have. It is tin host, blood purilier ii
the world. I am sure of tit.it.
MATTHEW FARRELL.
Yours, tV<\,
24 Adams Street.
In all ca>es when a consultation is deemed dcsir

CLEVER

SCHEMERS
WHO WORK
THE MAILS.

lead to

"I

The artful schemes carried on through tin
United States mails in such a manner as to b<
beyond the reach of the postal officials havi
become so extensive during the last year tha
! it is highly probable that the attention of Con
gross will be called to the matter during tin
next session. Thousands of people, especially
young girls and poor women, anxious to tuii 1
an honc't penny, hut ignorant of tin* tricks o
tin* world, arc deprived of ibeir pittance
every week, and ingenious men grow rich ol
their savings. Under the existing laws muel
of the nefarious business cannot be reached. s<
well do the scamps cover up their tracks will
legal technicalities. The mode of their opera
tions is to insert highly colored advertisement
in daily and weekly journals describing hov
ladies with a few hours* spare time each day
can, by the advertiser's new schemes, can
from $s to $20 a week lu doing nice, clean
agreeable work of art. “No money required a
able,
first. Send for an explanatory circular,” tie
Address —Dr. David Kennedy, Kondout, N. Y
advertisements frequently say.
But, if you have not done so, adopt "E'A VORI EE
Several days ago a guileless school girl it
REMEDY” as a household friend.
this city, anxious to do fancy work, sent for ;
circular to a Boston post office box in reply t<
an advertisement of this kind.
By return mai
she got the circular setting forth in glowiiq
terms how “from $7 to $10 a week” could In
As an anti malarial medicine
earned “after a few days practice.” The docu
meat was from a Boston
I)R. DAVID KENNEDY’S
firm.
“Sliouh
you wish to engage* with u*,” it. said, “we wil
send you complete instructions with a stampe*
REMEDY
pattern on '■ilk, plush or velvet, together will
has won golden opinions.
No traveler should con- ; a colored sample tor trial, with the same pat
sider his outfit complete unless it includes a bottle of
tern as Is stamped on the silk, plush or velvet
this medicine.
If you are exposed to frequent
for the sum of $1. This suui we always re
changes of climate, food and water, Favorite Remedy
quire to defray expenses of publishing and cor
should always be within ynuf reach. It expels marespondent*?, and sending tin* material, am
larial poisons, anti is the best preventative of chills
also as a guarantee of honest intentions oi
ami malarial fever In the world. It is especially offered as a trust worthy specific for the cure of
your pait."
Kidney
and Liver complaints.!
nst ipation and ail disorders
The unsuspecting school girl sent her dolla
arising from an impure state of the blood. To women
for “an outfit.” In several days she receive* |
who suffer from any of the ills peculiar to their sex
Favorite Remedy is constant ly m oving itself an unby mail a piece of the commonest quality o
cotton velvet, about four indies square, with
failing fr iend a real blessing. Address the proprieDr.
f).
tor,
Kennedy, Kondout, N. Y. $1 bottle, C for
miserably designed figure stamped upou it
$5, by ail druggists.
i This valuable piece of material wasbetweci
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$1.75 and $2.00,

page pamphlet,
was printed on the meanest of paper, and i
did not cost more than a few cents. Upon th<

Mrs. M. R. Knowlton
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smarting,

Abundance
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a

MissA.F.
Is

adding

not

relieve the oppres
sion and wheezing of the most
severe case of Asthma.
The
direct cures of Asthma by
this medicine is proof that
Dr, Thomas' F.clectric Oil has
no
equal as an Asthma cure.
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j All persons having if settled aecoiints with us wi |
I please rail on Oscar W. Pitcher or \. F. Keen.
OSCAR VV. PITCH ER.
SARAH W. PITCHER.
I
Belfast, June 8, 1885.—3w24*
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DRY-AIR REFRIGERATOR,

is not dark.”

C. X. I’RITTKNTON, General Agent, New Fork.
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times without number l.y the tanly us- f Pawns’ I-lixir. It will cure
( von ft,
1* vouch it is,
Asthma,
Fit </ visit,
If hoojti iUj-l 'ottyth

COME A XI) SEE I S.

Conn., writes:—"I was taken with severe
the small of iny back in the region of the kidneys
1 had the best medical attendance without ex
peri
encing any relief. I bought and used a bottle o
Hunt’s [Kidney and Liver] Remedy. Four hot
tics entirely cured me.”
Price $L2.r>. Send for Pamphlet of testimonials
HUNT’S REMEDY CO., Providence, R. J.

wliicl

of the pamphlet were the words: “In
| struct ions in tin* Art of Kensington Fancy
Wishes to announce that she is prepared to do
Work. Price, One Dollar.” The book con
tained “instructions” bow to paint difteren
D
! writ ties of flowers. “Do not send us you
at reasonable rales. Also Stamping of all kinds o
sample.” tbe pamphlet added, “unless it i
No. 2 ELM STREET,
Embroidery a specialty.
nicely done, and in order for you to knov
Next house above the Arademy School Mouse
wiirther it is well done or not, compare i
Belfast, April D, 1886.—3ml5
closely with your colored sample. As it great
ly depends upon your sample whether you re
ceive a quantity of work from us to paint, o
NOTICE.
not, it would be a great assistance to you i
persons having demands against LSLANI
you bad a completely finished design, as i
GRANGE, No. 200, of Isleslioro, arc oolitic!
would give you a better idea of bow tbe worl
to present the same for settlement on or before tin
Some persons m
lOtli day of July next, as payment will be refuse! i appears when finished.
on all such demands not so presented.
Per order j doubt, would say, I know my sample is no
Mks. J. T. WARGENT, See. Island Grange.
perfect, but 1 thought I would send it so yoi ,
Islesboro, May 31,1885.—3w23*
may look at it. This will be only extra expens* :
cover
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Best boot in the market for tin money.
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Captain John Kimball, Sailor, New
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Bki.I- vs I, .1 unc !'. IS'.'.
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Notice is hereby given that the annual imeihig
of thi' corporation will be held at the < •uirt II
in Belfast, on \V. dm 'day, do.v 1, 1"
k
at 1" >'■ d
v. m., for tlie billowing purpose-, viz
1st—To hear and .mi upon the reports of lh« Di
rectors ami Treasiovi
Jd —T" elect nine Directors for tin- ensuin.
ar.
1— l'o a> ( upon aii> other business that may
gallv COIIII' before said me. ling. Pel* order.
.JOHN II. ollMP.Y. < l.-rk.
dune 1), 1 Ss."». :!w Jt

[

MEN'S C.t 7 V HOOT, $2.00.

Kidneys

Fireman.

A

order.
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"I have been a severe sufferer with a weaknes«
of the kidneys, and J took a severe cold while or
duty with the tire department. I had terrible pain:
in my back, and mv water troubled me. Hi nt’?
[Kidney and Liver] Remedy completely cured me.’
—H. A. Glass, Columbus, Ohio.
“To the
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friend to yourself, aud others will.”
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the leaves of
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s'lM-eial attention ..:,kii

prices that

at

Hiyh

j —Call and Examine Them.—

I^tia l to pass my water as many as fifteen times
during the night. After having used the second
bottle of Hi nt’s [Kidney and Liver] Remedy 1
found that all my trouble was gone.”—Joseph O
Miller, Carpenter, Xenia, Ohio.
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large endings.”

Carpenter.
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BELFAST.

1 >-*e- otir constant eliatter disturb you?" asked
ladv <d a fellow passenger on a train going wist
\
iii a'am ; I have been married onto thirty ycai s."
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BITTER,

Life K the Itlood Prevent Disease—Surgrrj
the L ist Resort
V Telling Letter.
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HIGH STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.

In pre.senting this hoot to iho public wo would
call attention to tic- stock, made bv a now procosi of tanning:
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for beginm r- .-i' wa II ;i' advanced student.' 1 y the
middle "I -Iline. Particulars may be learned :G ad«-.
(. K1 Id d >U I' in BciiaM,
Pro.
!. M. HI I-;B.Hi: r.
Franklin Mre.-t, Baltinon
Md.. or calling on I d A. \Y I L>< »N, ( iI\ Drug M-ax
bw _'l
Belfast, Me.
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First—It is equal In softness to the best French
Kid.
Second It will not (rack or turn purple.
Third It has all the elegance of French Kiit
with none ol its defects, and can be sold at a much
less price.
Fourth It is made with HAWKIN S IMIT.oVFll
FLFXIRLF INNKK SOLF, making the Root as flexible as hand sewed goods.

Islesliorc, Casting & Brocksville,
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FRESH, SALT S PICKIEO FISH.
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tin

-Ill'll

Fricp, T>0 Ci'iit*

*

Ordi
t!ie country promptly altonm-d
MIs del;-, i-n-iI free to all' parts of t'he city.
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Flannel Shirts, Blouses,

Bunions

received fair protection and encotiragem< nt throughout his empirciand some of them
A New York pu’olisber announces a new book
have made, xeellmt progress. 'I’m* latest piece
called "A Worn an’s Work.” 11 must be the longed
of news regarding the Shall and the Christian
>tory on record, for we are told "a woman’s work
missionaries i- to the .tied that he has given I i~ never done.”
•-son to the l’r,‘s|>\!( rians toward the erection
Rucklen’s Arnica Salve.
ot a mission church at Ilainadau.
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts, Bruises,
AMKI'.K AN i’Kui FS 1 AN J ISM.
Sores, I'let rs, Salt Rheum, Fever Sores, Tetter,
1
Chilblains, Corns, and all >kin
According to the Methodist year book foi chapped Finds,
F.riiptious, and positively cures Piles, or no pay
IWi. the statistics of membership in the differIt is guaranteed t*> give perfect satisfacrequired
tion, or monev refunded. Price ‘2.1 cents per box*
ent Protestant denominations are as follows:—
For sale by Richard H. Moody.
Methodists, •Jo.s:,,!» ministers. 3.iM>3,724 memA 1-ride in Ohio, after the conclusion of the marbers; Baptists, P. 1.24b ministers. g.fifri, lU'J member-: Presbyterians. s.siis ministers. 1.002,144
riage ceremony, stepped gracefully forward am
requested the clergyman to give’ out the hymn
members; Lutheran*. o,of*n ministers, WMt.lW
members: Disciples of < lirist. 3.4NS ministers ; "This is the way 1 long have sought.”
■
I—
bbtt.irjs members: Congregation a list, 3,723 min
isters, 3s7.bin members; Episcopalian*, 3.03t
CURES ALE
minisiers. ;’!3.nm» members. It will thus 1m
DISEASES OF THE
seen
hat tin- M.-thodists and Baptists are f«i
ahead of the other bodies, and that while tin
KIDNEYS,
Presbyterians are more than twice larger that:
LIVER, BLADDER,
the Lutherans, congregatioualists. Disciples ol
AND
Christ, or Episcopalians, the Methodists’ mini
l BINARY ORGANS,
hers are double those of the Presbyterian*.
DROPSY,
A 1 AMOFS PHAYFIi HOOK.
GRAVEL. DIABETES,
A famous prayer book is now on exhibition
BRIGHT’S DISEASE,
in Bond street. London. It is three Inches by
PAIN'S IN THE
two.
It was originally the property of Queer
BACK,
LOINS OR SIDE,
Elizabeth. It consists of sixty-five leaves ol
NERVOUS
vellum, on winch are neatly written, in tin
DISEASES.
Queen’s own hand, prayers in English, Greek
French
and Italian. The inside of tin
Latin,
TONIC AND
shagreen ease, which is adorned with ruby
clasps, contains a pair of miniature!—-one of tin IT IS UNEQUALLED IN RESULTS AND
Queen and one of the Duke D’Aleneon—paint
PERMANENT IN ITS CURE.
ed by Nicholas Hilliard. It is supposed tha
the book was intended as a •/<(*/* if'imimii' for tin
LIVING TESTIMONY.
Duke in losl, when, it is known, she had agree,
Blacksmith.
to accept him as her husband.
The book iia:
"Having had occasion to use a remedy for kidney
passed successively through the hands of Janie: troubles
I purchased a bottle of Hunt’s [Kidnej
11., the Duke of Berwick. Horace Walpole, tin
and Liver] Remedy, and it completely cured moDuchess of Portsmouth, the Duchess of Leeds
have no indigestion, and am heartv aiid
iieallhy foi
into those of its present owner.
one of my years («'>).”—J. F.
Woodbury, Black
smith, Manchester, N. II.

5 > lU.Al.KUS IN

1

-MANLFAtTUIKi: OF-

A ( \KIL—To all who are suffering from errors
indii-erelions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay, loss of manhood, Ac., 1 will send a recipe
that wiilcureyou, FUKK OF CIIAUciK. This great
remedy was discovered by a missionary in South
America. Send self-addressed envelope to Kkv
.Joskimi T. Inman, Station />, A etc York.
Iyr2t
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Sa n/i ncs, I'irli /cs find iHnnitl
floods const ft /it ft/ tut hnttti.

Prof. L.W1.HU EBERT
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and

PFUjUA.

The .‘shall of Persia is to be ranked among the
liberal m.marehs of llie timea ('hristian missions
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Dry,
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High St., Near Phcenix House,
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Begs to inform bis friends ami patrons i Bellas!
and vi-unity that lie w ill l-'gin a course in Frem-h
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Fish in their Season,
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themselves

1MIFSHY TFIIIANISM

eoinhiii

French in Belfast.

|
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And Pickled Fish.

'an

More people, adults and children, are troubled
with costiveness than with anv other ailment. I»r.
Ht-nry Baxter’s Mandrake Bitters will cure n.Every scholar should acquaint him-elf with tiveness and prevent the diseases which result
1 ni*24
scheme ot ail the sciences, vet ; from it.
! a superficial
tlc iv i- no necessity for every man ot learning
A piano-playing contest- recently took place beto< nt« J into tie ir <lltliell!iii
and deep recesses. tween twelve ladies of Hover, N. 11
Four Arc
; Dr. Isaac Watts.
companies and a detachment of police hastened to
I he
cue. but upon being informed of the nature
;
We 'hoi, I do nothing inconsistent with the
<d the tumult they withdrew with profuse np<»]o.
1
We
spirit and genius of our institutions.
should do nothing for r< venge. but everything
Hale's Honey the gre u* c ;gbcuro,2.'c.,50c.&$l
for security: nothing foi tie- past, everything
fcb-. autifles, 25c.
for the present and the future. [Garfield.
Glenn')*Sulphur*oap
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For Ladies!
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WHOI.K-Al.l

obtain a few thousand wiil sell that enchanted
1
water-fall <d titlv feet, lo.-ab-tl near ti-b water
near
renter of Belfast, s » controlled b«- the Kate,
!
ii'.-i tor
! that it' power can be relied upon
various purpose' a- long a< the supreme arehiteei
of w orlds continuer- to tain on earth, I lie same 'Here I
j for s lie in .March
1>7H, stating Hie Kate,' deerre that
j no man in New Fngland could ite elected IToiden!
ol tlie I'niled Mates until 'iid water In!
were
utilized in the ini- re-t ,.t iabor. >im-e then tw.<
I non Ohio and "lie troin New York have hem elect
ed. II 'aid wider tail i' not wauled within the
; next sixty days to be utilized in tin- mt.eiv-r of h
'•"f because men prefer their capital shall remain
;irilu-unemployed unless it ran he ime'te in
! that are rxeinnl from taxation, it 1 r:■ i'.>.t.1 i•:• t
| suppose the Fates will decree slid lall continue
i to pose ;i' now betore tin-country, while plans are
being perb ell'll for course.' to !>*• steere-i b\ a po| lilieal parly until goverimient shall have eoim-d
live hundred million silver dollars, and issued a
! oi responding amount silver eerttticai
and n
1 dueed the N.itional
debt with iiupo-ts received. until ni" ne v s 11:111 not coin in a ml over two per cent, iu1
ir.-est.
H. E. PEIRCE.
I
Bei.asi, .1 line H. 1 ''.‘i.- 2w21

H. A. Starrett & Go.

:iu'h:ini

IT.

Ilo!

Field

vrill soon be broken.

(IKK Y01RSKLF!
l»on’t pay large doctor's bills. The best medical
book put lisped, one hundred pages, elegant colored
plates, will be sent you on receipt of three *2 cent
-tamp- to p ty tin* postage. Address A. I*. Ordway
A t o., Boston, Mass.
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F.v Supcrvi-or.
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I». LANK. Agent.Belfast.
f HUN AlsTIN. Agent.Boston.
J'MKS LITTLKFIKI.D. beiPlMipl.
Boston.
W ILLIAM If. HILL, Jr hen. Manager
Boston.
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MISS 3EE0HERS
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From r."-|on. every day oxeept Sunday, at '• i*.vi.
Fr i. l.*o,■island, e\erv dav
xeept Monday, at
about r. v. >t., touching .at Camden.
From l;.in-nr. touetiiim at Hampden, 'Vint, port.
II o’riock v. M. daily,
Uiteksporl and xarsport
except xmdav

Ala 1’ivb,tie Court, In-Id at I'., Ita-t, within aid for
tin- ( omit;, of Waldo, on t»««•
-,n-l I'm
--t
•Innr, A. I>. ISn'i.

Hurnh-nn.

/ Of h.
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/f#*Noim genuine without a bunch <d green Hopwhile !;t!»f!. >iuin all the wle.p.d-omuistulV with I l"p-’ or
I.
in t heir name.

AGENTS:
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IM IS.

fit 1fast.

on the

DANIEL II All ADEN and K. II. II AN El, Bella-.i, Me.
«. IV. LANE, Brook*. Me.
MILL—Head of the Tide, North Belfa-t, Me.

Will this

used.
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“That poor invalid wife. Sister. >1*
“< >r daughter !!! !
“Fan be made the picture or health!
with a lew bottle- of Hop Bitter.- !

NTI-.I!

best of lard oil.

s

JAMES BARKER,

AU

tjl AMITY and (,»l YI.I1A tin--am.
a- last
year, and take particular pain-to keep whi!<■
rolls free from stains and hard libers, and use Un-

go to the wall.’’
street were it not

whose
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rolls in
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impov-

Henry V. Poor says, "Watered stock must

[Emerson.
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card wool and (.1

to
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Scott’s Kmuleion.
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this condition

overcome

r. A. A .YOII / rov.
/:. ro/f.Yroirru.
it. m. m at: l
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C all and
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-FOR SALK HV-

11 lias also etired my wife, who had been sick
for years; and has kept her and my children
well and healthy with from two to three bottles
Tle-ie i- no need to be -i -k at all if
per year.

< T«*t11-, (’•>!t'oderwi-nr,

<

A

Selling Agents, Boston, Ma*»>.

(ien’l

'using

SPECIALTY.

ton

why many
wholly to silly sports, and
trifle away all ‘heir tune insipidly, is because
1 hey have found their curiosity balked.
[Locke.
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great
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rnre

an

GLI1)DK\

called the doctors again, and after several
weeks they left me a erippie mi erutehes for life, as
-ai
I. I met
friend ami told him mv case, and
they
In -aid Hop Bitter- had cured him and would cure
I
""lied at him, hut he was so earnest I was
m
be u'T'tl to use them again.
!; le.-s t han imir week | throw a way my crutches
an
Went
wmT light" ami kept mi
the
bitters for live weeks, until ! became as well as anv
man living, and haw been
for >ix years since.

Waldo Woolen Mill,

[1,

vj:

WILSON.

MANUFACTURING for CUSTOMERS

"Another trunk tragedy,” remarked Mrs. Blank,
she saw her Saratoga fly through the startled
air.
!
propelled from the sinewy arms of the baggage
They win* pass through a foreign country to
their native home do not usually give up theiu- smasher and come down upon the pavement with a
dull
thud.
selves to tiie pleasures of the j lacc.
[Atter- j
bury.
Kvery bottle "f Arnica & Oil Liniment sold is
warranted by the proprietors to give satisfaction
Those, though in highest place, who slight or money will be refunded.
and disoblige tin ir friends, shall infallibly come
to know the value of them, by having none
survival of the fittest. 1 towns’ Llixir has out lived
when they shall most need them. [South.
verv other cough rcmedv simply because ii is the
reason
One
children aban- U:st.

i

Wagons,

All i'lI!Si-f/. .1

quickly

childhood has known
caresses there is always a libre of memory that
call be touched to gentie issue*.
[George Eliot.

Mis Seal fapiis,
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all the result of

are

and assi.-t nature to

That which see met h most casual and subject
fortune i- yet dispersed l>\ tie- ordinance of
Sir Walter Baleigh.
God.
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Arrangement.

Conum'Hciny

>

applie-l t<» tin- soil, ropa> s its en>t nianv times >v er
Try it ami be nmvineel. l’ampblets, with testi
monials, ete., forwar-h-tl free. It there is no In ea
ajfent in your \lrinity. u'hlress

••I

Tonllmrhe,
Spr»iiiM.Itrni^<>!ii an<l oilier
and Aches.
1

blood, nothing will build
up the system and enrich and vitalize tin* blood,

to

DOUBLE SEAT SURREYS,

RHEUMATOL^tjRALGIA,

our own

CUt.

Steamers will leav* Kelfust f-.r Camden. Uoeklaml
and I lost on, daily, mxeept ximtay-; at about.
"i- up..n arrival from Kungnr.
M
uVtoek
f or s< i-port. I'.mU-port, VVinterport, Hampden
and I’.ang'U e\ery lay ev ept Monday at
about' :•
o'clock, or upon arrival of steamer from K-fton.
uiariiMNi. id i:i;i.i ,v> t.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast. u ithii .n• i for
the Comity of Waldo, on tin* second Tu.
hr, of
June, .\. D. 1885.
W.
KNoW
LTON, havit.g presented a petition
1/LI
Ij licit -JAM 1>
i:
IIAKRIM \N. Fv
tic..
istate of Jonathan f.i.wfll. :
n.r•.
P°rt, in said < ounty of Waldo, deceased. ma> i.e
authorized lo ctmvey to him certain n*a e.-tal'c ot
"aid deceased, to carry into ell'.
a eoiilra- t m ule
by him in hi- life time.
Ordered,
Hint the
:ii«1 Knowltoc give notice to all persons inter. -:.le. eaii.-iug a ropy
of tlii- order to he published three week- -n
Ivel, m the Republican Journ
printed at Bclta-t,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, t- he held
at Belfast, within and for said ouul;.
n
lie -eeond
Tuesday of July next, at tee of the clock before
noon, ami show cause, if anv thev have, w hv tin
prayer of said petition -h-aild not be granted
ilKi». K. .It HiNsi)N. Judge.
A tree copy
Attest
B. B. Fn i>, Register.

SOLUBLE
PACIFIC GUANO

pain.

EXTRACTS, ELIXIRS, &c.,

KI1.GOUK

llii( l;ni')ip. llotdrtrli,'.

erished condition of the

who puts bis life in perii in a cause
which i- esteemed, becomes the darling of all

man

these diseases

As

man

the

J

V

in all the necessary elements.
The Farmer
who plants his crops,
looking to the money
ithey will return, finds
that every dollar’s
| worth of

:

Summer

Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice to all persons interested
by causing a copy
of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
at Belfast, within and for said County, on tin* sc
ond Tuesday of July next, at ten id the
lock
before noon, and show cause, if anv thev have,
why the prayer of said petition -hould' md l e
CKO. K JOIINSON, Judge.
granted.
A true copy. Attest -B. P. FiKi.n. it -ist*

or

no

Bangor

Stounisliip

sn.e.

TONS.

Farm, burden. Lawn,
Flower Bed. It is a
complete manure, rich

Hi"/

M'lij/imu

“Had

s

Oil, with Ilypoptiosphltfs,
For Rheumatism, Scrofula and Anaemia.

Pitch upon the best course in life, and euswill render it the most easy. [TiHotson.

In

1- ill

but

Boston and

Belfast, within and for
the second Tuesday of

at
on

LM.LKN C. ALLARD. Administratrix of the esXj late of I>AAC ALLARD, late of Belfast, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
a petition for a license to sell and
convey certain
real estate of said deceasel at public or private

This old ami reliable
Fertilizer, which lias
been on the market for
eighteen years, is unsurpassed for use on

purpose.

no

GIVEN To FITTING

me.

SALES, 50,000

ANNUAL

The second dose cased me so much that I slept
manufacture and warranted of stand-' two hour-, something I had not dime for two
ard strength.
month-. Before I had used Jive bottles, I was well
ft*r*(ireatesl care taken in compounding Pre- am! at work a- hard as any man could, for over
lnv» weeks; hut I worked too hard for my strength,
emptions, from best materials to he procured.
a:>'I t king a hard eold, I was taken with the mo-t
GIVE US A CALL.
'elite and painful rheumatism all through my system t Hat
er was known.
of

1 H* ('ll AKLKs .4.

to

Trusses, Abdominal Supporters,

n-

PURE

Caret

ATTENTION

a

Emulsion

Scott 8
Liver

tom

Tops,

ll,;i

A

times!
“The Doctors tried in vain to relieve

Drugs

At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
June, A. 1>. 1885.

Pacific Guano.

my bed at

on

r ROB ATE NOTICES.

Soluble

other o]itufas /
effect!
“After two months 1 was given up to die!!!!
ELASTIC HOSE. ,ft„
“When my wife
lu ard a neighbor tell what Hop Bitters had
ami perfect tits guaranteed.
Agents for the
dom* for her, she at once got and gave me
Celebrated Penfield Celluloid Truss ! -■one.
The lirst dose eased my brain and seemthe most perfect Truss in the market, and tined, to g.i hunting through my system for the
one
the
l
s.
only
(.overnne-'ii
adopted by

1

Cod

Bailing among lovers is the next neighbor to
i forgiveness. [Cervantes.

men.

II i;.

“Which made me delirious!
“From agony !!!!
“It took three men to hold me

BEST GOODS at reasonable prices.

SPECIAL
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The Indians are gradually hut surely dying oil'.
Wonder if this fact has any connection with the
large and increasing number of Indian doctors in
the country*.
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Any
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and other Throat
Afl'ortiotua.
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Dr. Seth Arnold’s Soothing and Quieting Cordial
for children.
Recommended by
mothers and
nurses.
25c.

bobolink and a ehick-a-dee
Sang a sweet d.iet in the apple-tree.
W hen I’m in good voice.’’ said the ehh k-a-dee.
S sjng iike yon to high’ <
‘high’t :
But I’ve caught such a cold
That for io\ e or for gold
I can sing only cbick-a-dee-dee-dee-dre !’’
St. Nicholas.

Top & Open Buggies,

ftml

“Is the man honest:” asked old Hyson. “H-me.-t
as the day is long,” was the reply.
“Ye-es,” said
old Hyson; “but then he won’t do at all. 1 want
him fora night watchman.”

A

Gems of

PROMPT,
SAFE,
Conrha, folia,

Cure lor

Dr. Seth Arnold’s Sugar Coated Bilious Pills unijualled for coativencss, jaundice, liver troubles.

Through memory’s mystic glamour:

But wise i! vv« ie for thee and me.
Ere love i- past forgiving.
To take the tender lesson home—
Be patient with the living.

I

and

What in the old version was called “leasing,” in
the new version is termed “lying or falsehood.”
Tiie real estate agents have brought this on themI selves.

'Ti*

Tree-Top

Pure

Escape.

Rochester, .Tune 1,1382.

\
—Kidnegs.
“Extending to the etui of my toes and to my
brain!

StH

iW PERFUMERY

*

“Ten
Years ago 1 was attacked with the most
Intense and deathly pains in my back and

BLOCK,
lidfust. Me.

Church St,,

Dr. Seth Arnold’s Cough Killer is a sure and safe
remedy for Coughs, Coids, Diphtheria and Pneumonia. before the public 40 years.
Has saved
thousand.--of lives. 25c., 50c. and $1.00 per bottle.
Try it.

Then patience--e’en when keenest edge
May whet a nameless sorrow.

A

HAYFOK1)

“What is more awful to contemplate,” said a
lecturer, glaring about him, “than the resistless
power ol the malestmm?’’ And a hen-pecked looking man in the rear of the building softly replied:
Female.-trom.”

>wect

W

Than

Gin DBM Store,

Million.
Nkvv Oiu i: \ns, La.—A reporter of the TimesDemocrat, who recently eompletcd a lour of this
and neighboring states, visiting every city, town
and hamlet, states that lie interviewed all the
u heh sale and retail druggists amt storekeepers, as
well as transportation eoinpanles, with a view of
learning the volume of trade in certain articles.
The -talisties thus gathered show that during the
past two years over one million two hundred thousand bottles of
Jaeohs Oil were sold in this section alone, and that this quantity largely exceeds
ilie total combined sales of all other similar remedies during that period. lie adds that dealers, as
well as the public, continue unanimous in their
praise of the wonderful pain-curing powers of this
unapproaehed remedial agent.

From comrade or from neighbor.
Passed all the strife. the toil, the care.
And done with all the sighing,
What tender ruth shall we have gained

Livery
CHEAP work for
pound t<» huvi it, and will sell it
:Ih- i:■

Living.

More

friend, wheu thou and I are gone
Beyond earth’s weary labor.
When small shall he our need of grace

ol
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Sweet

imam

and

stock
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«re composed of the best Zinc and
Load pigments, ground in Pure Lin.
teed Oil to the consistency tonseun.it
the brush.
Their gre.nt fineness and
density of body forms a firm glossy surface, more
durable and permanent in color than can be
pi,>dm;1. .1 by any process of hand mixin*.
cry package is sold under our positive yttarnn'ee o f purity, a"A to repaint
any job upon v.hum it
has been usei
ad tailed to do good service.

For Male

b} A. (’. Kl'IttiKSS, VI Main St.. Beirast.
f»ml2

